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Rosanna A. Blake Collection 
Summary: 
Title: Rosanna A. Blake Collection 
Span Dates: 1818 – 2000, bulk 1861-1870 
Creator: Various 
Repository: Marshall University Special Collections, Morrow Library (Huntington,WV) 
Accession numbers: 
Acc # 2001.0703 is the primary accession number for the Rosanna A. Blake Collection.
Acc # 2006.0703 is the primary accession number for materials donated by Dr. John O'Brien.
Merged collections: 
Acc # 1988/01.0469 was the Rosanna A. Blake Papers, 1818-1991
Acc # 1979/06.0267 was the Marian Alexander Blake Papers, 1929-1971
Acc # 1997/06.0659 was the R. F. Vinson Letter, 1861
Acc # 2008/08.0766 was the Betty Colker Collection, 1864-1865
Access to Collection: Open 
Scope and Content: 
This collection consists of manuscript and other paper items collected by Rosanna A. Blake. 
Included are letters, diaries, correspondence, unit rosters, Confederate imprint forms and 
currency, 1860-1865. Also included are 3D items including firearms, edged weapons, tin 
soldiers, original Civil War art work, the Volck shield, and Southern periodicals relating to the 
Civil War. Notably, the collection includes 3 original Robert E. Lee letters, 1 Jefferson Davis 
letter, and 2 general orders dictated by Lee. The O'Brien sub-collection contains Civil War 
pamphlets and booklets, over 300 monographs and books, photos, CDV's, original Civil War art 
work, the Volck shield, ambrotypes and tintypes, one original Robert E. Lee letter, original Civil 
War sketches and etchings, and other 3D items. Most materials are Confederate related. 
Preferred Citation: 
Rosanna A. Blake Collection, Special Collections Department, Marshall University, 
Huntington,WV. 
Access and Use: 
For more information or to use any collection, contact:
Special Collections, Morrow Library
Marshall University
One John Marshall Drive
Huntington, WV 25755
(304)696-2343
speccoll@marshall.edu
For more information or to use any collection, contact: 
Special Collections, Morrow Library 
Marshall University 
One John Marshall Drive 
Huntington, WV 25755 
(304)696-2343
speccoll@marshall.edu
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Rosanna A. Blake 
(1912 – 1987) 
Rosanna Blake was born July 16, 1912, in Proctorville, Ohio, the daughter of Marian A. 
and Merrill Clifford Blake.  Due to Rosanna’s frail health, her mother home-schooled her for a 
few years.  The family later moved to Huntington, West Virginia, where Rosanna’s father 
became circuit clerk for Cabell County.  Rosanna graduated from Huntington High School in 
1930.  She was an honors graduate (summa cum laude) of Marshall College, (now Marshall 
University,) in the Class of 1934.  Her mother also graduated from Marshall College.  In 1938 
Rosanna received a Master of Arts Degree from the Ohio University at Athens, Ohio.  From 
1938 to 1942, Rosanna taught history and government at Lees-McRae College in Banner Elk, 
North Carolina.  During those years she accumulated enough money to be able to attend law 
school.  She received her law degree from the College of Law at the University of Kentucky in 
1945.  She also taught both graduate and undergraduate courses in political science at the 
University of Kentucky prior to 1945.  From 1945 to 1948, Dr. Blake was employed by the court 
review branch of the Office of the General Counsel in Washington, DC.  She first was an 
associate attorney in the Office of Price Administration, which was dissolved soon after the end 
of World War II.  Dr. Blake was employed as a trial attorney in the appellate court branch of the 
Office of the General Counsel of the National Labor Relations Board (NLRB) starting in 1948.  
From 1958 to 1960, she served as special assistant to the Associate General Counsel.  Before her 
retirement in 1968, Dr. Blake served as an administrative law judge.  In June of 1965, Marshall 
University conferred an honorary Doctor of Laws degree on Rosanna Blake.  She passed away 
on Jan. 16, 1987 in Washington. 
During her life, Dr. Blake assembled one of the finest private collections of Confederate 
and Southern history materials and books in the United States.  Southern historians B. A. Botkin 
and Francis Lord stated in 1965, that the collection was the best single collection of Confederate 
History materials in private hands, then in existence.  The collection came to Marshall 
University’s Special Collection Dept. in 1987 under the terms of her will. Since its arrival at 
Marshall, it has been expanded to include non-Confederate materials. 
For more information on Rosanna Blake and the collection, see the book: “Civil War 
Paper Items,” by Jack Dickinson. In Marshall’s catalog: E484.D53 2005. 
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Organization: 
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Willingham, Confederate Imprints: A Bibliography of Southern Publications from Secession to
Surrender. (Austin, TX: Jenkins Publishing Co.; and Katonah, NY: Gary A. Foster, n.d.)
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Note 5: Sheet music (Series V) is numbered using Parrish & Willingham numbers. (See Note 2, 
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Series I: Artifacts, firearms, edged weapons, accoutrements 
 
Firearms: 
Colt Police percussion revolver, 1862 model, .36 caliber, 5 shot percussion revolver. 
 
Pepperbox percussion revolver, .36 caliber, six barrels, Mfg by Allen & Thurber, Worcester, 
Mass., ca. 1850’s. 
 
Percussion horse pistol, .58 caliber, single shot. Converted from flintlock by A. Waters. 1837. 
 
Spanish boot percussion pistol, .38 caliber, single shot. Heavily engraved. Ca 1840’s. 
 
Colt Police Special, .38 Special caliber, 6 shot revolver. Nickle plated, pearl handles, some 
flaking. Ca. 1905. (See Special Collections staff member.) 
 
Richmond Armory Musket, .58 caliber percussion, single shot, muzzle-loader. Richmond, 
Va.,1863. 
Danzig .69 caliber smoothbore, single shot, percussion musket, Mfg in Danzig, Poland, 1830’s. 
Virginia Manufactory smoothbore, single shot .69 caliber percussion musket, converted from 
flintlock in 1861. Richmond, Va. 
Eli Whitney .58 caliber smoothbore percussion musket, single shot. Mfg by Whitney Arms 
Company, New Haven, Conn., ca. 1858-1863.  
 
Burnside carbine, .54 caliber, single shot, dropping block breech loader, ca. 1864. Mfg by 
Burnside Rifle Co., Providence, RI. 
 
Frank Wesson single-shot rifle, .38 caliber, ca. 1862-1865, early breech loading, metallic 
cartridge rifle. 
 
Tower Enfield Cavalry Carbine, pattern of 1856, .577 caliber, single shot, percussion cavalry 
carbine. Mfg in England.  
Reproduction Colt Navy revolver, Percussion, black powder, 6-shot, .44 caliber revolver, 
reproduction of Colt Navy model. (See Special Collections staff member.) 
 
Reproduction of Colt New Police with 5.5 in barrel, percussion, black powder, 6-shot, .36 caliber 
revolver, reproduction of Colt New Police or Colt Army. (See Special Collections staff member.) 
Reproduction of Colt New Police, percussion, black powder, 5-shot, .36 caliber revolver, (See 
Special Collections staff member.) 
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Edged Weapons: 
Confederate Field Officer’s Sword, 28” blade, Mfg by Boyle, Gamble & MacFee, Richmond, 
ca.1861-65. 
Curved cavalry sabre, 35” blade, Mfg by Henry Boker, Solingen, Ger., ca. 1860-1865. 
Confederate naval cutlass, Stampings: "CSN", and fouled anchor, 21" double-edged, straight 
blade, brass handle and hilt. 
1850 Foot officer’s sword, with scabbard. Engraved brass guard, 33.5" straight blade. 
Confederate foot artillery sword, 18.5" straight, double-edged blade, stamped “CS”, probably 
Mfg by L. Haiman & Bros., Columbus, GA, 1861-1865. 
1860 Navy cutlass, 24" blade, stampings: "E.S. Jung", similar to Prussian cavalry swords. 
Model 1840 militia officer’s sword, striated bone handle, knight’s helmet, 24” blade, ca. 1840-
1860.  
Confederate sabre bayonet, 20" sabre-style blade, resembles those made by Cook & Bros., with 
scabbard.  
Triangular socket bayonet, 20”, originally attached to Eli Whitney musket (see above). 
Triangular socket bayonet, stamped “Reeves”, mfg by James Reeves, Atlanta, GA. Ca. 1861-
1865.  
Standard triangular socket bayonet, 20”, stamping “2,54”, ca. 1861-1865. 
WWII Nazi knife bayonet, 9.7” blade, stamping: “Dunkopp”, with metal case, Mfg Dunkopp 
Foundry, Ger., ca. 1939-1944. 
1907 Enfield bayonet, 15" blade, wooden handle, Mfg England, with scabbard. 
Confederate pike, has bridle cutter,2 brass strips, 95” long, Mfg Georgia, 1861-1865. 
Confederate pike, known as a “Georgia Pike,” iron side strips, 96” long, Mfg Georgia 1861-
1865. (See Special Collections staff member.) 
Confederate pike, used as flag staff, 99” long, Possibly Mfg by Ross Winans, Baltimore, 1861-
1865. (See Special Collections staff member.) 
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Accoutrements and Artifacts:  
 
Fiddle style powder flask, heavily engraved brass, graduated powder throw. Mfg in Sheffield, 
England, ca.1840-60. 
Single cavity .30 caliber bullet mold, stamping “150”, ca. 1861-65. 
 
Double cavity bullet mold, .36 caliber, round ball and Minie ball chambers.  
 
Single cavity Minie ball bullet mold, .50 caliber, arms have been cut off for ease of carrying. 
 
Small pistol powder horn, with wooden stoppers. 
 
Rifle powder horn, paper plug, contains fine buckshot. Pre-Civil War. 
 
Rifle powder horn, wooden plugs, part of original leather shoulder strap. Pre-Civil War. 
U.S. Artillery projectile, 12 lb. ball. Has Borman time fuse, ca. 1861-65. 
 
18 lb artillery projectile, probably U.S. Army. Stampings: "18" in circle, round solid shot, barely 
detectible mold seam. 
 
Leather cartridge pouch. "RAC" in attached metal letters (in script) on flap. Brass flap anchor. 
 
Leather cartridge pouch, 3 compartments, 2 belt loops. Probably Confederate. ca. 1862-65. 
 
Leather percussion cap pouch. Double leather flaps & belt loops. 
 
Leather cavalry saddlebags, separated,3 flap straps,1 missing bottom. Believed to be Confederate 
cavalry. 
 
Tin canteen, cloth cover & strap frayed, 3 strap loops, tin neck. Confederate.  
 
Confederate Army shoes. (pair) Leather uppers, wooden soles, horseshoe-like metal cleats, metal 
snaps. Ca. 1864-65. 
 
Civil War snare drum. Rope tied, floral stencil on rim. Markings: "R.E. Acton, Alexandria,VA" 
Location of markings: inside frame. 
 
Civil War snare drumsticks (two), handmade. Dark walnut, round knob on end, Circles carved 
around handle. 
 
Brass cavalry bugle. 4" bell, brass mouthpiece. Heavily dented.  
 
Wooden fife, 6 finger holes, brass rings on both ends. 
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Small Confederate flag, modified 1st National pattern, ca. 1861-62. Sewn cotton. Flew over New 
Orleans. 
 
Huntington, WV police badge #65. Nickel silver. 
 
CSS "Virginia" life preserver, leather covered canvas, attached rope. "Virginia" painted on side. 
 
Pre Civil War Army uniform epaulets, (pair) blue trim, possibly Mexican War. Markings: "E Mc 
D" or "E M cD" on inside.  
 
2-piece sword belt buckle, brass with eagle head. Probably U.S. Army, ca. 1861-65. 
 
Confederate shoulder belt plate. Round, brass, seal of VA. 
 
Rectangular Confederate belt buckle. Brass, rounded corners, “C.S.A.” in raised letters. 
 
Oval brass Confederate belt buckles. (three) “C.S.A.” in raised letters. 
 
South Carolina cap plate. (Confederate) South Carolina palmetto emblem. 
 
Slave leg shackle, iron. 
 
Iron slave shackle, probably wrist or child's 
 
Multi-purpose rifle tool for percussion black powder rifles. 
 
Brass knuckles. 
 
Man's pocket watch, key wind, pre-Civil War Silver or nickel silver, Roman numeral dial 
Markings: "MIT & Co." and small rampant lion. Location of markings: inside back cover. 
Winding key missing. word "patent" on inner works, Mfg in England, ca. 1850’s. 
 
Glass medicine bottle. Markings: "Dispensary", and "SC" with Palmetto tree, Large "B" on 
bottom, ca. 1862-65. 
 
United Daughters of the Confederacy (UDC) Cross of Honor with box. Stampings: "Gen. J. H. 
Lane" Location of stampings: crossbar. Original box, with "Gen. J.H.Lane" written on lid. 
 
United Daughters of the Confederacy Cross of Honor. Stampings: "G.Mc.Honour BAT.A.1st 
S.C.A." Location of stampings: crossbar. 
 
Confederate tin cup. 
 
United Confederate Veterans reunion pin, Louisville, Ky, 1905. Red ribbon attached. Printed on 
back: "U.C.V. Louisville 1905." 
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Cloth ribbon, 6.5" x 2.5" [1891] Printed on face: "In Memory of Our Fallen Heroes" 
 
Plastic pin, United Confederate Veterans Reunion, Louisville, Ky, May 1900. 3" by 2.5" Image 
of Robert E. Lee with Confederate shield. 
 
North Carolina Confederate Veterans pin. [1898] Printed on crossbar: "souvenir" Round pin: 
"First Reunion of North Carolina Confederate Veterans, Charlotte, N.C., May 20, 1898" 
 
United Confederate Veterans reunion pin. Face printed : "41st Reunion U.C.V. Montgomery 
1931". 
 
United Confederate Veterans reunion pin. Face printed : "Alabama Nov. 21-22, 1906", with 
small Confederate flag Crossbar printed: "Mobile". 
 
Sons of Confederate Veterans reunion ribbon 7.5" by 3," Face printed: "Sons of Confederate 
Veterans" and "R.E. Lee Camp No. 1, Richmond, Va 1890" Image of Robert E. Lee surrounded 
by 7 versions of Confederate flag. 
 
United Confederate Veterans reunion of 1892 ribbon. Reunion held in New Orleans. 
 
Commemorative ribbon for unveiling of the Robert E. Lee monument in Richmond, Va, May 29, 
1890. 5" by 2.5". 
 
Small 4" square cloth pouch, printed with "C.S.A." "61" & "65" and image of Robert E. Lee, 
containing: printed copy of "An Acrostic Poem" by R. D. Moseley printed copy of poem "The 
Conquered Banner" by Father Ryan printed copy of "Gen. Lee's Farewell Address to His Army". 
 
Large iron padlock, pre Civil War. Brass keyhole and keyhole cover flap. Markings: (crown), "V 
R" and "A. Thompson" Location of markings: Keyhole cover flap. With iron padlock key. 
 
West Virginia Division of Sons of Confederate Veterans, Maid of Honor ribbon. Large 4.5" 
rosette at the top. Three ribbons: White ribbon: printed "Miss Helena Stewart Huntington, 
W.Va./ Maid of Honor" Left red ribbon: printed "S.C.V./ West Virginia Division" in faded gold 
print. (framed) 
 
Small rope fragment, used to pull Robert E. Lee Statue to the monument in Richmond, Va. May, 
1890. Includes letter from Chas. C. Benn identifying rope fragment. 
 
Virginia Confederate uniform button. Shows seal of Virginia, with words "Virginia" and motto 
on banner "Sic Semper Tyrannus." Back marked: "Extra Quality" Tag states English made. 
 
Virginia Confederate uniform button. Shows seal of Virginia, with words "Virginia" and motto 
"Sic Semper Tyrannus." Back marked: "Scoville Mfg. Co. Waterbury" 
 
Collection of 14 Minie balls, .44 to .69 caliber. 
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Union Army suspender round button. 4 sewing holes. 
Union Army metal cuff button. American eagle insignia. Metal loop for attachment. 
Union Army regular issue jacket buttons (2). Spread eagle insignia. Metal loop for attachment. 
Limited edition Lenox china presentation plate. On front is Civil War period view of the White 
House of the Confederacy, flying First National Confederate flag. 
Hand fan with photo of Robert E. Lee. 
United Daughters of the Confederacy card game-incomplete set. Dated 1897, eleven cards. 
Fragment of Civil War artillery shell. 
Bust of Gen. Robert E. Lee of Parian ware, mfd in England in 1864. Produced for the Liverpool 
Bazaar to raise money for the Confederacy. 
Small, hinged, wooden box with image of Gen. Lee on lid. 
Civil War field tourniquet, cloth webbing with brass buckle. Brown paper wrapping. 
4 metal stirrups. 
91 small tin Confederate soldiers. 
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Series II: Rare books (not in MU online catalog) 
Conrad, Thos. N. A Confederate Spy. No 3 in series “New Stories of Thrilling Adventures.” n.p., 
ca. 1895.  
Dickens, Charles. Great Expectations. (Bound in wallpaper) Mobile, Alabama: S. H. Goetzel & 
Co., 1863. (Fragile condition) 
Dornbusch, C. E. Regimental publications & personal narratives of the Civil War; a checklist 
compiled by C.E. Dornbusch. Vol II. New York Public Library, 1967.  
Dornbusch, C. E. Regimental publications & personal narratives of the Civil War; a checklist 
compiled by C.E. Dornbusch. Vol III. New York Public Library, 1967.  
Nevins, Allan, James I. Robertson, Jr., eds. Civil War Books: A Critical Bibliography. Vol. 1. 
Louisiana State Univ. Press, 1967. 
Nevins, Allan, James I. Robertson, Jr., eds. Civil War Books: A Critical Bibliography. Vol. 2. 
Louisiana State Univ. Press, 1969. 
Peake, James. Rudiments of Naval Architecture. London: John Weale, 1859. (fragile) 
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Series III: Periodicals and serial publications 
Alabama Historical Quarterly Fall Issue 1940 (Vol 2, No.3); Summer Issue 1941 (Vol 3, 
No.2); Spring Issue 1943 (Vol 5, No.1); Winter Issue 1943 
(Vol 5, No.4); Summer Issue 1945 (Vol 7, No.2); 
Winter Issue 1945 (Vol 7, No.4); Fall Issue 1945 (Vol 7, 
No.3); Summer Issue 1946 (Vol 8, No.2); Spring Issue 
1946 (Vol 8, No. 1); Summer Issue 1947 (Vol. 9, No.  2); 
1948 (Vol. 10, Nos 1,2,3,4); 1952( Vol 14, No 1&2); 
Spring Issue 1956 (Vol 18, No.1); Summer Issue 1956 (Vol 
18, No 2); Fall issue 1956 (Vol 18, No 3);Fall and Winter 
Issue 1957 (Vol 19, Nos 3 &4); Spring Issue 1961 (Vol 23, 
Nos 1 &2); Fall and Winter Issue 1961 (Vol 23, Nos 
3&4);1962 (Vol 24, Nos 2,3 &4); Spring Issue 1962 (Vol 
24, No 1); Spring and Summer Issue 1963 (Vol 25, Nos 
1&2); Spring 1964 (Vol 26, No 1) 
Alabama Review Jan 1949 (Vol II, No 1); July 1949 (Vol II, No 3); Jan 1960 
(Vol XIII, No 1); April 1960 (Vol XIII, No 2); July 1960 
(Vol XIII, No 3); Oct 1960 (Vol XIII, No 4); Jan 1961 (Vol 
XIV, No 1); April 1961 (Vol XIV, No 2); July 1961 (Vol 
XIV, No 3); Oct 1961 (Vol XIV, No 4); Jan 1962 (Vol XV, 
No 1); April 1962 (Vol XV, No2); July 1962 ( Vol XV, No 
3); Oct 1962 (Vol XV No4); Jan 1963 (Vol XVI, No 1); 
April 1963 (Vol XVI No2); July 1963 (Vol XVI, No 3); 
Oct 1963 (Vol XVI, No4); Jan 1964 (Vol XVII, No 1); 
April 1964 (Vol XVII, No2);  July 1964 (Vol XVII, No 3); 
Oct 1964 (Vol XVII, No4); July 1965( Vol XVIII, No3); 
Oct 1965 (Vol XVIII, No4); Jan 1966 (Vol XIX, No 1); 
April 1966 (Vol XIX, No 2); July 1966 (Vol XIX, No 3); 
Oct 1966 (Vol XIX, No 4); Jan 1967 (Vol XX, No 1); April 
1967 (Vol XX, No 2); July 1967 (Vol XX, No 3); Oct 1967 
(Vol XX, No 4); Jan 1968 (Vol XXI, No 1); April 1968 
(Vol XXI, No2); July 1968 (Vol XXI, No 3); Oct 1968 
(Vol XXI, No 4); Jan 1969 (Vol XXII, No 1); April 1969 
(Vol XXII, No2); July 1969 (Vol XXII, No 3); Oct 1969 
(Vol XXII, No 4); Jan 1970 (Vol XXIII, No 1); April 1970 
(Vol XXIII, No2); July 1970 (Vol XXIII, No 3); Oct 1970 
(Vol XXIII, No4); Jan 1971 (Vol XXIV, No 1); April 1971 
(Vol XXIV, No2); July 1971 (Vol XXIV, No3); Oct 1971 
(Vol XXIV, No4); April 1972 (Vol XXV, No2). 
American Historical Magazine April 1903 (Vol VIII, No 2). 
American Historical Review July 1899 (Vol IV, No4); April 1908(Vol XIII, No3); Jan 
1910(Vol XV, No2); July 1918(Vol XXIII, No4); Jan 
13 
1921(Vol XXVI, No2); July 1930 (Vol XXXV, No4); Oct 
1931(Vol XXXVII, No1); July 1936 (Vol XLI, No4);Oct 
1938 (Vol XLIV, No 1); July 1939 (Vol XLIV, No 4); Oct 
1940 (Vol XLVI, No 1); Oct 1941 (Vol XLVII, No 1)Jan. 
1951(Vol. LVI, No2); Jan. 1953(Vol. LVIII, No2). 
American Jewish Archives Oct 1957 (Vol IX, No.2); Oct 1958(Vol X, No. 2); Oct 
1960(Vol XII, No. 2); Apr 1961(Vol. XIII, No.1). 
American Mercury May 1930 (Vol. XX, No. 77). 
Annual Publication of the 
Historical Society of Southern 
California 1905 (Vol VI). 
Annual Report of the American 
Historical Association 1959 (Vol. 1); 1961 (Vol. 1); 1962 (Vol. 1). 
Papers of the American Historical 
Association Oct 1890 (Vol IV, part 4). 
Publication of the American 
Jewish Historical Society June 1961 (Vol L, No4). 
American Philatelist Dec 1946(Vol 60, No3); April 1947(Vol 60, No7); July 
1948(Vol 61, No10);July 1949(Vol 62, No10);Aug 
1949(Vol 62, No11); Sept 1949(Vol 62, No12); Dec 
1949(Vol 63, No3); Oct 1950(Vol 64, No1); Feb 1951(Vol 
64, No5); June 1951(Vol 64, No9); Aug 1951(Vol 64, 
No11); Oct 1951(Vol 65, No1); Mar 1952(Vol 65, No6); 
Sept 1952(Vol 65, No12); Oct 1952(Vol 66, No1); Mar 
Apr 1953(Vol 66, No7); Dec 1953(Vol 67, No3). 
Arkansas Historical Quarterly Sept 1942 (Vol I, No3); June 1943(Vol II, No2); Sept 
1943(Vol II, No3); Dec 1943(Vol II, No3); Summer 
1944(Vol III No2); Winter, 1946(Vol V, No4); Autumn 
1947(Vol VI, No3); Spring, 1948(Vol VII); Winter 
1948(Vol VII); Autumn, 1949(Vol VIII); Autumn 
1950(Vol IX); Winter 1950(Vol IX); Winter 1952(Vol XI); 
Autumn 1953(Vol XII); Winter 1953(Vol XII); Spring 
1954(Vol XIII); Summer 1954(Vol XIII); Autumn 
1954(Vol XIII); Winter 1954(Vol XIII); Spring 1955(Vol 
XIV, No1); Summer 1955(Vol XIV, No2); Winter 
1955(Vol XIV No4);  Spring 1956(Vol XV, No1); Summer 
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1956(Vol XV, No2); Autumn 1956(Vol XV, No3); Winter 
1956(Vol XV, No4); Spring 1957(Vol XVI, No1); Summer 
1957(Vol XVI, No2); Autumn 1957(Vol XVI, No3); 
Summer 1958(Vol XVII, No2); Autumn 1958(Vol XVII, 
No 3); Winter 1958(Vol XVII, No 4); Summer 1959(Vol 
XVIII, No2); Autumn 1959(Vol XVIII, No 3); Winter 
1959(Vol XVIII, No4); Spring 1960(Vol XIX, No1); 
Summer 1960(Vol XIX, No2); Spring 1961(Vol XX, No1); 
Summer 1961(Vol XX, No2); Autumn 1961(Vol XX, 
No3); Winter 1961(Vol XX, No 4); Spring 1962(Vol XXI, 
No1); Summer 1962(Vol XXI, No2); Autumn 1962(Vol 
XXI, No3); Winter 1962(Vol XXI, No4); All 1963 (Vol 
XXII); All 1964 (Vol XXIII); All 1965 (Vol XXIV); All 
1966 (Vol XXV); All 1967 (Vol XXVI); All 1968 (Vol 
XXVII); All 1969 (Vol XXVIII); All 1970 (Vol XXIX); 
All 1971(Vol XXX); All 1972(Vol XXXI); All 1973(Vol 
XXXII); All 1974(Vol XXXIII); All 1975 (Vol XXXIV); 
Summer 1976 (Vol XXXV, No2); Autumn 1976 (Vol 
XXXV, No 3); Winter 1976 (Vol XXXV, No 4); All 1977 
(Vol XXXVI); All 1978 (Vol XXXVII). 
 
Army Ordnance July-Aug 1934 (Vol XV, No 85); Sept-Oct 1934 (Vol XV, 
No 86); Mar-Apr 1935 (Vol XV, No 89); Jan-Feb 1936 
(Vol XVI, No 94); Mar-Apr 1936 (Vol XVI, No 95); July-
Aug 1936 (Vol XVII, No 97); Nov-Dec 1936 (Vol XVII, 
No 99).    
 
Blackwood’s Magazine Jan-June 1866 (Vol XCIX).  
(bound) 
 
Blue and Gray Jan 1893 (Vol 1, No 1), Feb 1893 (Vol 1, No 2); Oct 1893 
(Vol II, No 4). 
 
Bulletin of University of Jan 1907 (No VIII, Part II); Jan 1908 (No XII). 
South Carolina-War Records 
 
Bulletin of Missouri Historical Oct 1957 (Vol XIV, No1); April 1959 (Vol XV, No3). 
Society 
 
 
 
Bulletin/ United Daughters  
of the Confederacy Oct 1938 (Vol I, No8); Nov 1938 (Vol I, No9); Dec 1938 
(Vol I, No10); Jan 1939 (Vol II, No1); June 1939 (Vol II, 
No6); Sept 1939 (Vol II, No7); Nov 1939 (Vol II, No9); 
May 1940 (Vol III, No5); Sept 1940 (Vol III, No7); Nov 
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1940 (Vol III, No9); Feb 1941 (Vol IV, No2); Mar 1941 
(Vol IV, No3); Apr 1941 (Vol IV, No4); June 1941 (Vol 
IV, No6); Oct 1941 (Vol IV, No8); Nov 1941 (Vol IV, 
No9); Dec 1941(Vol IV, No10); Jan 1942 (Vol IV, No11);  
 Apr 1942 (Vol V, No4); June 1942 (Vol V, No6); Jan 1943 
(Vol VI, No1); Feb 1943 (Vol VI, No2); Mar 1943 (Vol VI, 
No3); May 1943 (Vol VI, No5); Sept 1943 (Vol VII, No7); 
Oct 1943 (Vol VII, No8); Dec 1943 (Vol VI, No10).  
 
 
 
California Historical Society Sept 1950 (Vol XXIX, No3). 
Quarterly 
 
 
Carolina Comments (NC Index to Vol XVI-1968; Index to Vol XVIII-1970; July  
Dept of Archives & History) 1965 (Vol XIII, No4); May 1967 (Vol XV, No3); Nov 
1968 (Vol XVI, No6); Jan 1969 (Vol XVII, No1); May 
1969 (Vol XVII, No3); Sept 1969 (Vol XVII, No5); Jan 
1971 (Vol XIX, No1); Mar 1971 (Vol XIX, No2); July 
1971 (Vol XIX, No4); Jan 1972 (Vol XX, No1); Mar 1972 
(Vol XX, No2); July 1972 (Vol XX, No4); Nov 1972 (Vol 
XX, No6); May 1973 (Vol XXI, No3); Mar 1974 (Vol 
XXII, No2); Jan 1975 (Vol XXIII, No1); Sept 1975, Vol 
XXIII, No5); Nov 1975 (Vol XXIII, No6); Mar 1976 (Vol 
XXIV, No2).  
 
 
Century Magazine Nov 1881 (Vol XXIII, No1). 
 
Century Illustrated 
Monthly Magazine Oct 1884 (Vol XXVIII, No6); Nov 1884 (Vol XXIX, No 
1); Dec 1884 (Vol XXIX, No 2); Feb 1885 (Vol XXIX, 
No4); Mar 1885 (Vol XXIX, No5); May 1885 (Vol XXX, 
No1); June 1885 (Vol XXX, No2); Aug 1885 (Vol XXX, 
No4); Sept 1885 (Vol XXX, No5); Oct 1885 (Vol XXX, 
No6); Nov 1885 (Vol XXXI, No1); Apr 1886 (Vol XXXI, 
No6); May 1886 (Vol XXXII, No1); June 1886 (Vol 
XXXII, No2); July 1886 (Vol XXXII, No3); Aug 1886 
(Vol XXXII, No 4); Sept 1886 (Vol XXXII, No5); Dec 
1886 (Vol XXXIII, No2); Feb 1887 (Vol XXXIII, No4); 
Mar 1887 (Vol XXXIII, No5); June 1887 (Vol XXXIV, 
No2); July 1887 (Vol XXXIV, No3); Sept 1887 (Vol 
XXXIV, No5); Oct 1887 (Vol XXXIV, No6); Jan 1888 
(Vol XXXV, No3); Apr 1888 (Vol XXXV, No6); Feb 1889 
(Vol XXXVII, No4); June 1889 (Vol XXXVIII, No2); May 
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1890 (Vol XL, No1); Feb 1891 (Vol XLI, No4); Mar 1891 
(Vol XLI, No 5); Apr 1891 (Vol XLI, No6); Nov 1883 to 
April 1884 (Vol XXVII, New Series Vol V); May 1884 to 
Oct 1884 (Vol XXVIII, New Series Vol VI); Nov 1884 to 
Apr 1885 (Vol XXIX, New series Vol VII); May 1885 to 
Oct 1885 (Vol XXX, New Series Vol VIII); Nov 1885 to 
Apr 1886, (Vol XXXI, New Series Vol IX); May 1886 to 
Oct 1886 (Vol XXXII, New series Vol X); Nov 1886 to 
Apr 1887 (Vol XXXIII, New series Vol XI); May 1887 to 
Oct 1887 (Vol XXXIV, New series Vol XII); Nov 1887 to 
Apr 1888 (Vol XXXV, New series Vol XIII); May 1888 to 
Oct 1888 (Vol XXXVI, New series Vol XIV); Nov 1888 to 
Apr 1889 (Vol XXXVII, New series Vol XV); May 1889 
to Oct 1889 (Vol XXXVIII, New series Vol XVI); Nov 
1890 to Apr 1891 (Vol XLI, New series Vol XIX); May 
1894 to Oct 1894 (Vol XLVIII, New series Vol XXVI); 
May 1896 to Oct 1896 (Vol LII, New series Vol XXX);  
 May 1898 to Oct 1898 (Vol LVI, New series Vol XXXIV);  
 May 1900 to Oct 1900 (Vol LX, New series Vol 
XXXVIII); Nov 1900 to Apr 1901 (Vol LXI, New series 
Vol XXXIX); Nov 1901 (Vol LXIII, No 1); Sept 1902 (Vol 
LXIV, No5). 
 
 
Chronicles of Oklahoma Dec 1931 (Vol IX, No IV); Mar 1932 (Vol X, No I); Sept 
1939 (Vol XVII, No 3); Dec 1939 (Vol XVII, No4); June 
1940 (Vol XVIII, No2); Sept 1940 (Vol XVIII, No3); Mar 
1941 (Vol XIX, No1); Dec 1941 (Vol XIX, No4); Winter 
1947-48 (Vol XXV, No4); Summer 1949 (Vol XXVII, 
No2); Autumn 1952 (Vol XXX, No 3); Winter 1951-52 
(Vol XXIX, No4); Summer 1953 (Vol XXXI, No2); 
Summer 1954 (Vol XXXII, No2); Index to Vol XXXIII, 
(1955); Spring 1955 (Vol XXXIII, No1); Summer 1955 
(Vol XXXIII, No2); Autumn 1955 (Vol XXXIII, 
No3);Winter 1955-56 (Vol XXXIII, No4); Index to Vol 
XXXIV (1956); Winter 1956-57 (Vol XXXIV, No4); 
Sprint 1956 (Vol XXXIV, No1); Summer 1956 (Vol 
XXXIV, No2); Autumn 1956 (Vol XXXIV, No3); Spring 
1957 (Vol XXXV, No1); Summer 1957 (Vol XXXV, No2); 
Autumn 1957 (Vol XXXV, No3); Winter 1957-58 (Vol 
XXXV, No4); Spring 1958 (Vol XXXVI, No1); Summer 
1958 (Vol XXXVI, No2); Autumn 1958 (Vol XXXVI, 
No3); Winter 1958-59 (Vol XXXVI, No4); Index to Vol 
XXXVI, 1958; Spring 1959 (Vol XXXVII, No1); Summer 
1959 (Vol XXXVII, No2); Autumn 1959 (Vol XXXVII, 
No3); Winter 1959-60 (Vol XXXVII, No4); Index to Vol 
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XXXVII, 1959; Spring 1960 (Vol XXXVIII, No1); 
Summer 1960 (Vol XXXVIII, No2); Autumn 1960 (Vol 
XXXVIII, No3); Winter 1960-61 (Vol XXXVIII, No4); 
Index to Vol XXXVIII, 1960; Spring 1961 (Vol XXXIX, 
No1); Summer 1961 (Vol XXXIX, No2); Autumn 1961 
(Vol XXXIX, No3); Winter 1961-62 (Vol XXXIX, No4); 
 Spring 1962 (Vol XL, N01); Summer 1962 (Vol XL, No2); 
 Autumn 1962 (Vol XL, No3); Winter 1962-63 (Vol XL, 
No4); Index to Vol XL, 1962; Spring 1963 (Vol XLI, No1); 
 Summer 1963 (Vol XLI, No2); Autumn 1963 (Vol XLI, 
No3); Winter 1963-64 (Vol XLI, No4); Index to Vol XLI, 
1963; Spring 1964 (Vol XLII, No1); Summer 1964 (Vol 
XLII, No2); Autumn 1964 (Vol XLII, No3); Summer 1970 
(Vol XLVIII, No3); Index to Vol XLVIII, 1970; Fall 1973 
(Vol LI, No III); Index to Vol LI, 1973; Index to Vol 
XLVI, 1968; Index to Vol XLVII, 1969; Index to Vol 
XLIX, 1971. 
 
 
Civil War History Mar 1955 (Vol One, No1); June 1955 (Vol I, No II); 
 Sept 1955 (Vol I, No III); Dec 1955 (Vol I, No IV); Mar 
1956 (Vol II, No I); June 1956 (Vol II, No II)); Sept 1956 
(Vol II No III); Dec 1956 (Vol II, No IV); Mar 1957 (Vol 
III,, No I); June 1957 (Vol III, No II); Sept 1957 (Vol III, 
No III); Dec 1957 (Vol III, No IV); Mar 1958 (Vol IV, No 
I); June 1958 (Vol IV, No II); Sept 1958 (Vol IV, No III); 
Dec 1958 (Vol IV, No IV); Mar 1959 (Vol V, No I); June 
1959 (Vol V, No II); Sept 1959 (Vol V, No III); Dec 1959 
(Vol V, No IV); Mar 1960 (Vol VI, No I); June 1960 (Vol 
VI, No 2); Sept 1960 (Vol VI, No3); Dec 1960 (Vol VI, 
No4); Mar 1961 (Vol VII No1); June 1961 (Vol VII, No 2); 
Sept 1961 (VII, No3); Dec 1961 (Vol VII, No4); Mar 1962 
(Vol VIII, No1); June 1962 (Vol VIII, No2); Sept 1962 
(Vol VIII, No3); Dec 1962 (Vol VIII, No4); Mar 1963 (Vol 
IX, No1); June 1963 (Vol IX, No2); Sept 1963 (Vol IX, 
No3); Dec 1963 (Vol IX, No4); Mar 1964 (Vol 10, No1);  
 June 1964 (Vol 10, No2); Sept 1964 (Vol 10, No3); Dec 
1964 (Vol 10, No4); Mar 1965 (Vol 11, No1); June 1965 
(Vol 11, No2); Sept 1965 (Vol 11, No3); Dec 1965 (Vol 
11, No4); Mar 1966 (Vol 12, No1); June 1966 (Vol 12, 
No2); Sept 1966 (Vol 12, No3); Dec 1966 (Vol 12 No4); 
 Mar 1967 (Vol 13, No1); June 1967 (Vol 13 No2); Sept 
1967 (Vol 13, No3); Dec 1967(Vol 13, No4); Mar 1968 
(Vol 14, No1); June 1968 (Vol 14, No2); Sept 1968 (Vol 
14, No3); Dec 1968 (Vol 14, No4); Mar 1969 (Vol 15, 
No1); June 1969 (Vol 15, No2); Sept 1969 (Vol 15, No3); 
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Dec 1969 (Vol 15, No4); Mar 1970 (Vol 16, No1); Mar 
1971 (Vol 17, No1); June 1971 (Vol 17, No2); Sept 1971 
(Vol 17, No3); Dec 1971 (Vol 17, No4); Mar 1972 (Vol 18, 
No1); June 1972 (Vol 18, No2); Sept 1972 (Vol 18, No3); 
Dec 1972 (Vol 18, No4); Mar 1973 (Vol 19, No1); June 
1973 (Vol 19, No2); Sept 1973 (Vol 19, No3); Mar 1974 
(Vol 20, No1); June 1974 (Vol 20, No2); Sept 1974 (Vol 
20, No3); Dec 1974 (Vol 20, No4); Mar 1975 (Vol 21, 
No1); June 1975 (Vol 21, No2); Sept 1975 (Vol 21, No3);  
Dec 1975 (Vol 21, No4); Mar 1976 (Vol 22, No1); June  
1976 (Vol 22, No2); Sept 1976 (Vol 22, No3); Dec 1976 
(Vol 22, No4). 
Civil War Round Table Digest Apr-May 1970 (Vol 2, Nos 7&8); Nov 1970 (Vol 3, Nos 
1&2); Roster of Round Tables for 1972; Sept 1975 (Vol 
VI, No9); Jan 1976 (Vol ?); Oct 1976 (Vol VII, No10).  
Civil War Times & 
Civil War Times Illustrated 1959 to 1974, some missing editions. 
Coast Artillery Journal Sept 1926 (Vol 65, No3); Apr 1927 (Vol 66, No4); 
Oct 1927 (Vol 67, No4); Nov 1927 (Vol 67, No5);  
Mar 1928 (Vol 68, No3); Apr 1928 (Vol 68, No4). 
Collections of the Georgia 
Historical Society 1901 (Vol V, Part 1). 
Confederate Veteran (Original version): Jan through Sept, 1890, 1893 through 
1932, with 3 volume index which covers 1893 through 
1932.  
(New version, published by Sons of Confederate Veterans): 
July/August 1989 through 2003. 
Conservative Review Feb 1899 (Vol I, No1). 
Current History Jan 1923 (Vol XVII, No4); Aug 1923 (Vol XVIII, No5); 
Mar 1924 (Vol XIX, No6); July 1925 (Vol XXII, No4). 
De Bow’s Review Jan 1860 (Vol III, NoI); Feb 1860 (Vol III, NoII);  
July 1860 (Vol IV, NoI-Whole No CLXIX );  
Sept 1860 (Vol IV NoIII-Whole No CLXXI ); 
May-Aug 1862 (Vol VIII, No1-Whole No CLXXXIX); 
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 July & Aug 1864 (Vol XXXV, No’s 1&2). 
 
Democratic Review 1838, Vol One.  
 
East Texas Historical Journal July 1963 (Vol I, No1); Feb 1964 (Vol II, No1); Oct 1964 
(Vol II, No2); Mar 1965 (Vol III, No1); Oct 1965 (Vol III, 
No2); Mar 1966 (Vol IV, No1); Oct 1966 (Vol IV, No2). 
 
Edinburgh Review  Oct 1861 (No CCXXXII). 
 
Field Artillery Journal July-Aug 1923 (Vol XIII, No4, Whole no 58); July-Aug  
1923 (Vol XIII, No4, Whole no 58); Nov-Dec 1931 (Vol 
XXI, No6, Whole no 107); Jan-Feb 1932 (Vol XXII, No1); 
Mar-Apr 1932 (Vol XXII, No2, Whole No 109).  
 
Filson Club History 
Quarterly Oct 1937 (Vol 11, No4); Apr 1940 (Vol 14, No2); 
 July 1954 (Vol 28, No3); Oct 1966 (Vol 40, No4).   
 
Flashback (Wash. County Mar 1962 (Vol XII, No1); Jan 1965 (Vol XV, No1); July  
Hist. Society, Ark.) 1965 (Vol XV, No3); Oct 1965 (Vol XV, No4); Feb 1966 
(Vol XVI, No1). 
 
Florida Historical Quarterly Apr 1932 (Vol X, No4); Jan 1934 (Vol XII, No3); Apr 
1934 (Vol XII, No4); Jan 1939 (Vol XVII, No3); Apr 1942 
(Vol XX, No4); Apr 1943 (Vol XXI, No4); Jan 1947 (Vol 
XXV, No3); Apr 1947 (Vol XXV, No4); July 1947 (Vol 
XXVI, No1); Apr 1948 (Vol XXVI, No4); July 1948 (Vol 
XXVII, No1); July 1949 (Vol XXVIII, No1); Oct 1949 
(Vol XXVIII, No2); Jan 1950 (Vol XXVIII, No3); Apr 
1950 (Vol XXVIII, No4); Apr 1951 (Vol XXIX, No4); Oct 
1952 (Vol XXXI, No2); Jan 1956 (Vol XXXIV, No3); Oct 
1957 (Vol XXXVI, No2); Jan 1960 (Vol XXXVIII, No3);  
 Contents of Volume XLIX, July 1970-Apr 1971, Apr 1960 
(Vol XXXVIII, No4); July 1960 (Vol XXXIX, No1); Oct 
1960 (Vol XXXIX, No2); Jan 1961 (Vol XXXIX, No3); 
Contents of Vol XXIX, July 1960-Apr 1961; July 1961 
(Vol XXXX, No1); Oct 1961 (Vol XXXX, No2);  Jan 1962 
(Vol XXXX, No3); Apr 1962 (Vol XXXX, No4); July 
1962 (Vol XLI, No1); Oct 1962 (Vol XLI, No2); Jan 1963 
(Vol XLI, No3); Apr 1963 (Vol XLI, No4); July 1963 (Vol 
XLII, No1); Oct 1963 (Vol XLII, No2); Jan 1964 (Vol 
XLII, No3); Apr 1964 (Vol XLII, No4); July 1964 (Vol 
XLIII, No1); Oct 1964 (Vol XLIII, No2); Jan 1965 (Vol 
XLIII, No3); Apr 1965 (Vol XLIII, No4); Aug 1965(Vol 
XXXIV, No’s 1 & 2, Quadricentennial edition); Jan 1966 
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(Vol XLIV, No3); Apr 1966 (Vol XLIV, No4); July 1966 
(Vol XLV, No1); Oct 1966 (Vol XLV, No2); Jan 1967 
(Vol XLV, No3); Apr 1967 (Vol XLV, No4); July 1967 
(Vol XLVI, No1); Oct 1967 (Vol XLVI, No2);  
 Jan 1968 (Vol XLVI, No3); Apr 1968 (Vol XLVI, No4);  
 July 1968 (Vol XLVII, No1); Oct 1968 (Vol XLVII, No2); 
 Jan 1969 (Vol XLVII, No3); Apr 1969 (Vol XLVII, No4); 
 July 1969 (Vol XLVIII, No1); Oct 1969 (Vol XLVIII, 
No2); Jan 1970 (Vol XLVIII, No3); Apr 1970 (Vol 
XLVIII, No4); July 1970 (Vol XLIX, No1); Oct 1970 (Vol 
XLIX, No2); Jan 1971 (Vol XLIX, No3); Apr 1971 (Vol 
XLIX, No4); July 1971 (Vol L, No1);Oct 1971 (Vol L, 
No2); Jan 1972 (Vol L, No3); Apr 1972 (Vol L, No4); July 
1972 (Vol LI, No1); Oct 1972 (Vol LI, No 2); Jan 1973 
(Vol LI, No3); Apr 1973 (Vol LI, No4); Oct 1973 (Vol LII, 
No2); Jan 1974 (Vol LII, No 3); Apr 1974 (Vol LII, No4); 
July 1974 (Vol LIII, No 1);  Oct 1974 (Vol LIII, No2); Jan 
1975 (Vol LIII, No3); Apr 1975 (Vol LIII, No4); July 1975 
(Vol LIV, No1); Oct 1975 (Vol LIV, No2); Jan 1976 (Vol 
LIV, No3); Apr 1976 (Vol LIV, No4); July 1976 (Vol LV, 
No1); Oct 1976 (Vol LV, No2).  
 
Free Press (Great Britain) Jan 1861 to Dec 1862 (Vols IX & X); Jan 1863 to Dec 
1865 (Vols XI, XII, and XIII).  
 
 
Georgia Historical Quarterly Sept 1918 (Vol II, No3); Mar 1919 (Vol III, No1); Mar 
1921 (Vol V, No1); June 1921 (Vol V, No2); Sept 1921 
(Vol V, No3); Dec 1921 (Vol V, No4); Mar 1922 (Vol VI, 
No1); Dec 1922 (Vol VI, No4); Mar 1923 (Vol VII, No1); 
 June 1923 (Vol VII, No2); Sept 1923 (Vol VII, No3); 
 June 1924 (Vol VIII, No2); Sept 1924 (Vol VIII, No3); 
 Dec 1925 (Vol IX, No4); Mar 1926 (Vol X, No1); June 
1926 (Vol X, No2); Sept 1926 (Vol X, No3); Mar 1928 
(Vol XII, No1); Sept 1928 (Vol XII, No3); Dec 1928 (Vol 
XII, No4); Mar 1929 (Vol XIII, No1); June 1929 (Vol XIII, 
No2); Sept 1934 (Vol XVIII, No3); Mar 1935 (Vol XIX, 
No1); June 1935 (Vol XIX, No2); Contents Vol XXII, Mar 
1938; Mar 1939 (Vol XXIII, No1); June 1939 (Vol XXIII, 
No2); Sept 1939 (Vol XXIII, No3); Mar 1940 (Vol XXIV, 
No1); Dec 1941 (Vol XXV, No4); Mar 1942 (Vol XXVI, 
No1); Sept-Dec 1942 Vol XXVI, No 3-4); June 1943 (Vol 
XXVII, No2); Dec 1943 (Vol XXVII, No4); Mar 1944 
(Vol XXVIII, No1); Dec 1944 (Vol XXVIII, No4); Mar 
1945 (Vol XXIX, No1); Dec 1945 (Vol XXIX, No4); Mar 
1947 (Vol XXXI, No1); June 1947 (Vol XXXI, No2); Sept 
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1948 (Vol XXXII, No3); Mar 1949 (Vol XXXIII, No1); 
June 1949 (Vol XXXIII, No2); Dec 1949 (Vol XXXIII, 
No4); Mar 1950 (Vol XXXIV, No1); June 1951 (Vol 
XXXV, No2); Mar 1954 (Vol XXXVIII, No1); Sept 1954 
(Vol XXXVIII, No3); June 1955 (Vol XXXIX, No2); Mar 
1960 (Vol XLIV, No1); June 1960 (Vol XLIV, No2); Sept 
1960 (Vol XLIV, No3); Dec 1960 (Vol XLIV, No 4); Mar 
1961 (Vol XLV, No1); June 1961 (Vol XLV, No2); Sept 
1961 (Vol XLV, No3); Dec 1961 (Vol XLV, No4); Mar 
1962 (Vol XLVI, No1); June 1962 (Vol XLVI, No2); Sept 
1962 (Vol XLVI, No3); Dec 1962 (Vol XLVI, No4); Mar 
1963 (Vol XLVII, No1); June 1963 (Vol XLVII, No2); 
Sept 1963 (Vol XLVII, No3); Dec 1963 (Vol XLVII, No4); 
Mar 1964 (Vol XLVIII, No1); June 1964 (Vol XLVIII, 
No2); Sept 1964 (Vol XLVIII, No3); Dec 1964 (Vol 
XLVIII, No4); Mar 1965 (Vol XLIX, No1);  June 1965 
(Vol XLIX, No2); Sept 1965 (Vol XLIX, No3); Dec 1965 
(Vol XLIX, No4); Mar 1966 (Vol L, No1); June 1966 (Vol 
L, No2); Sept 1966 (Vol L, No3); Dec 1966 (Vol L, No4); 
Mar 1967 (Vol LI, No1); June 1967 (Vol LI, No2); Sept 
1967 (Vol LI, No3); Dec 1967 (Vol LI, No4); Mar 1968 
(Vol LII, No1); June 1968 (Vol LII, No2); Sept 1968 (Vol 
LII, No3): Dec 1968 (Vol LII, No 4); Mar 1969 (Vol LIII, 
No1); June 1969 (Vol LIII, No2). 
Georgia Review Fall 1948 (Vol II, No3); Winter 1950 (Vol IV, No4); 
Spring 1952 (Vol VI, No1); Summer 1953 (Vol VII, No2); 
Winter 1956 (Vol X, No4); Spring 1960 (Vol XIV, No1); 
Summer 1960 (Vol XIV, No2); Fall 1960 (Vol XIV, No3);  
Winter 1960 (Vol XIV, No4); Spring 1961 (Vol XV, No1); 
Summer 1961 (Vol XV, No2); Fall 1961 (Vol XV, No3);  
Winter 1961 (Vol XV, No4); Spring 1962 (Vol XVI, No1); 
Summer 1962 (Vol XVI, No2); Fall 1962 (Vol XVI, No3); 
Winter 1962 (Vol XVI, No4); Spring 1963 (Vol XVII, 
No1); Summer 1963 (Vol XVII, No2); Fall 1963 (Vol 
XVII, No3); Winter 1963 (Vol XVII, No4); Spring 1964 
(Vol XVIII, No1); Summer 1964 (Vol XVIII, No2); Fall 
1964 (Vol XVIII, No3); Winter 1964 (Vol XVIII, No4); 
Spring 1965 (Vol XIX, No1); Summer 1965 (Vol XIX, 
No2); Fall 1965 (Vol XIX, No3); Winter 1965 (Vol XIX, 
No4); Spring 1966 (Vol XX, No1); Summer 1966 (Vol 
XX, No2); Fall 1966 (Vol XX, No3); Winter 1966 (Vol 
XX, No4); Spring 1967 (Vol XXI, No1); Summer 1967 
(Vol XXI, No2); Fall 1967 (Vol XXI, No3); Winter 1967 
(Vol XXI, No4); Spring 1968 (Vol XXII, No1); Summer  
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1968 (Vol XXII, No2); Fall 1968 (Vol XXII, No3); Winter 
1968 (Vol XXII, No4); Spring 1969 (Vol XXIII, No1); 
Summer 1969 (Vol XXIII, No2); Fall 1969 (Vol XXIII, 
No3); Winter 1969 (Vol XXIII, No4); Spring 1970 (Vol 
XXIV, No1).  
Gettysburg Magazine Jan 1962 (No 6), July 1989 (No1), Jan 1990 (No2), July 
1990 (No3), Jan 1991 (No4). 
Gulf States Historical 
   Magazine July 1902 (Vol I, No1); Sept 1902 (Vol I, No2); Nov 1902 
(Vol I, No3); Jan 1903 (Vol 1, No4); Mar 1903 (Vol 1, 
No5); May 1903 (Vol I, No6); July 1903 (Vol II, No1). 
Harper’s New Monthly 
   Magazine Aug 1857 (Vol XV, No LXXXVII); (Blake AP2.H3 1857 
Aug); June to Nov 1862 (Vol XXV), Dec 1875 to May 
1876 (Vol LII), June 1884 (No 409); June to Nov 1891 
(Vol LXXXIII). 
Harper’s Magazine Aug 1925; April 1965. 
Harper’s Weekly 1859: Blake AP2.H32 1859 (Vol III, Pt2, July thru Dec) 
1860: Blake AP2.H32 1860 (Vol IV, Jan thru June) 
1860: Blake AP2.H32 1860 (Vol IV, July thru Dec) 
1861: Blake AP2.H32 1861 (Vol V, Jan thru Dec) 
1862: Blake AP2.H32 1862 (Vol VI, Jan thru Dec) 
1863: Blake AP2.H32 1863 (Vol VII, Jan thru Dec) 
1864: Blake AP2.H32 1864 (Vol VIII, Jan thru Dec) 
1865: Blake AP2.H32 1865 (Vol IX, Jan thru Dec) 
1866: Blake AP2.H32 1866 (Vol X, Jan thru Dec) 
1867: Blake AP2.H32 1867 (Vol XI, Jan thru Dec) 
1868: Blake AP2.H32 1868 (Vol XII, Jan thru Dec) 
1869: Blake AP2.H32 1869 (Vol XIII, Jan thru Dec) 
1870: Blake AP2.H32 1870 (Vol XIV, Jan thru Dec, with 
Christmas supplement) 
Blake E461.H3 O841 2000 “An Index to the Illustrations of 
Harper’s Weekly During the Civil War Years 1861-1865.” 
Harvard Law Review 1892-93 (Vol VI). 
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Historical Magazine, and 
Notes and Queries concerning 
the Antiquities, History, and 
Biography of America May 1873 (Third Series Vol I, NoV, Whole number Vol 
XXI, NoV); June 1873 (Third Series Vol I, NoVI, Whole 
number Vol XXI, NoVI); July 1873 (Third Series Vol II, 
NoI, Whole number Vol XXII, NoI). 
 
 
Journal of American History 1909 1qtr (Vol III, NoI); June 1964 (Vol LI, No1); Sept 
1964 (Vol LI, No2); Dec 1964 (Vol LI, No3); Mar 1965 
(Vol LI, No4); June 1965 (Vol LII, No1); Sept 1965 (Vol 
LII, No2); Dec 1965 (Vol LII, No3); Mar 1966 (Vol LII, 
No4); June 1966 (Vol LIII, No1); Sept 1966 (Vol LIII, 
No2); Dec 1966 (Vol LIII, No3);  Mar 1967 (Vol LIII, 
No4). 
 
Journal of the Confederate 
   Historical Society  
(Blake PER E 483.99 .C74) July 1962 (Vol 1, No1); Nov 1962 (Vol 1, No2); Mar 1963 
(Vol 1, No3); June 1963 (Vol 1, No4); Dec 1963 (Vol 2, 
No1); June 1964 (Vol 12, No2); Sept 1964 (Vol 2, No3); 
Dec 1964 (Vol 2, No4); Mar 1965 (Vol 3, No1); June 1965 
(Vol 3, No2); Sept 1965 (Vol 3, No3); Dec 1965 (Vol 3, 
No4); Spring 1966 (Vol 4, No1); Summer 1966 (Vol 4, 
No2); Autumn 1966 (Vol 4, No3); Winter 1966 (Vol 4, 
No4); Spring 1967 (Vol 5, No1); Summer 1967 (Vol 5, 
No2); Autumn 1967 (Vol 5, No3); Winter 1967 (Vol 5, 
No4); Spring 1968 (Vol6, No1); Summer 1968 (Vol 6, 
No2); Autumn 1968 (Vol 6, No3); Winter 1968 (Vol 6, 
No4); Spring 1969 (Vol 7, No1); Spring 1970 (Vol 8, No1). 
 
 
 
Journal of the Congress of 
The Confederate States of 
America 1861-1865 Vol II (Feb 1, 1904) (Document No 234); Vol V (Feb 1, 
1904) (Document No. 234). 
 
 
Journal of the Illinois State 
   Historical Society July 1915 (Vol 8, No2); Apr 1928 (Vol 21, No1); Jan 1933 
(Vol XXV, No4). 
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Journal of the Military 
Service Institution Sept-Oct 1910  (Vol 47, No167); Mar-Apr 1911 (Vol 48, 
No170); May-June 1911 (Vol 48, No171); July-Aug 1911 
(Vol 49, No172); Sept-Oct 1911 (Vol 49, No173). 
 
Journal of Mississippi 
History Jan 1939 (Vol I, No1); Oct 1941 (Vol III, No4); Jan 1942 
(Vol IV, No1); Oct 1942 (Vol IV, No4); July 1943 (Vol  
V, No3); Oct 1943 (Vol V, No4); Jan 1944 (Vol VI, No1); 
Oct 1945 (Vol VII, No4); Jan 1946 (Vol VIII, No1); July 
1946 (Vol VIII, No3); Oct 1947 (Vol IX, No4); Jan 1948 
(Vol X, No1); April 1948 (Vol X, No2); Oct 1958 (Vol 
XX, No4); Jan 1959 (Vol XXI, No1); Apr 1959 (Vol XXI, 
No2); July 1959 (Vol XXI, No3); Oct 1959 (Vol XXI, 
No4); Jan 1960 (Vol XXII, No1); Apr 1960 (Vol XXII, 
No2); July 1960 (Vol XXII, No3); Oct 1960 (Vol XXII, 
No4); Jan 1961 (Vol XXIII, No1); Apr 1961 (Vol XXIII, 
No2); July 1961 (Vol XXIII, No3); Oct 1961 (Vol XXIII, 
No4); Jan 1962 (Vol XXIV, No1); Jan 1962  (Vol XXIV, 
No1); Apr 1962 (Vol XXIV, No2); July 1962 (Vol XXIV, 
No3); Oct 1962 (Vol XXIV, No4); Jan 1963 (Vol XXV, 
No1); Apr 1963 (Vol XXV, No2); July 1963 (Vol XXV, 
No3); Oct 1963 (Vol XXV, No4); Feb 1964 (Vol XXVI, 
No1); May 1964 (Vol XXVI, No2); Aug 1964 (Vol XXVI, 
No3); Nov 1964 (Vol XXVI, No4); Feb 1965 (Vol XXVII, 
No1); May 1965 (Vol XXVII, No2); Aug 1965 (Vol 
XXVII, No3); Nov 1965 (Vol XXVII, No4); Feb 1966 (Vol 
XXVIII, No1); May 1966 (Vol XXVIII, No2); Aug 1966 
(Vol XXVIII, No3); Nov 1966 (Vol XXVIII, No4); Index 
to Vol XXVIII, Feb 1967 (Vol XXIX, No1); May 1967 
(Vol XXIX, No2); Aug 1967 (Vol XXIX, No3); Nov 1967 
(Vol XXIX, No4); Feb 1968 (Vol XXX, No1); May 1968 
(Vol XXX, No2); Aug 1968 (Vol XXX, No3); Nov 1968 
(Vol XXX, No4); Feb 1969 (Vol XXXI, No1); May 1969 
(Vol XXXI, No2); Aug 1969 (Vol XXXI, No3); Nov 1969 
(Vol XXXI, No4); Feb 1970 (Vol XXXII, No1); May 1970 
(Vol XXXII, No2); Aug 1970 (Vol XXXII, No3); Nov 
1970 (Vol XXXII, No4); Feb 1971 (Vol XXXIII, No1);  
 May 1971 (Vol XXXIII, No2); Aug 1971 (Vol XXXIII, 
No3); Nov 1971 (Vol XXXIII, No4); Feb 1972 (Vol 
XXXIV, No1); May 1972 (Vol XXXIV, No2); Aug 1972 
Vol XXXIV, No3); Nov 1972 (Vol XXXIV, No4); Feb 
1973 (Vol XXXV, No1); May 1973 (Vol XXXV, No2);  
 Aug 1973 (Vol XXXV, No3); Nov 1973 (Vol XXXV, 
No4); Feb 1974 (Vol XXXVI, No1); May 1974 (Vol 
XXXVI, No2); Aug 1974 (Vol XXXVI, No3); Nov 1974 
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(Vol XXXVI, No4); Feb 1975 (Vol XXXVII, No1); May 
1975 (Vol XXXVII, No2); Aug 1975 (Vol XXXVII, No3); 
 Nov 1975  (Vol XXXVII, No4); Feb 1976 (Vol XXXVIII, 
No1); May 1976 (Vol XXXVIII, No2); Aug 1976 (Vol 
XXXVIII, No3); Nov 1976 (Vol XXXVIII, No4); Feb 1977 
(Vol XXXIX, No1); May 1977 (Vol XXXIX, No2).  
 
Journal of Southern History Feb 1935 (Vol 1, No1); Aug 1935 (Vol 1, No3); Nov 1935 
(Vol 1, No4); Feb 1936 (Vol II, No1); May 1936 (Vol II, 
No2); Aug 1936 (Vol II, No3); Nov 1936 (Vol II, No4); 
 Feb 1937 (Vol III, No1); Nov 1937 (Vol III, No4); Nov 
1938 (Vol IV, No4); Feb 1939 (Vol V, No1); May 1939 
(Vol V, No2); Aug 1939 (Vol V, No3); Nov 1939 (Vol V, 
No4); Feb 1940 (Vol VI, No1); May 1940 (Vol VI, No2); 
 Aug 1940 (Vol VI, No3); Nov 1940 (Vol VI, No4); May 
1941 (Vol VII, No2); Aug 1941 (Vol VII, No3); May 1942 
(Vol VIII, No2); Aug 1942 (Vol VIII, No3); Nov 1942 
(Vol VIII, No4); Feb 1943 (Vol IX, No1); May 1943 (Vol 
IX, No2); Nov 1943 (Vol IX, No4); May 1944 (Vol X, 
No2); Aug 1944 (Vol X, No3); Feb 1945 (Vol XI, No1); 
 May 1945 (Vol XI, No2); Nov 1945 (Vol XI, No4); 
 Feb 1946 (Vol XII, No1); May 1946 (Vol XII, No2); 
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1954 (Vol XLVIII, NoIV); Oct 1959 (Vol LIV, No.1); 
 Jan 1960 (Vol LIV, No2); Apr 1960 (Vol LIV, No3); July 
1960 (Vol LIV, No4); Oct 1960 (Vol LV, No1); Apr 1961 
(Vol LV, No3); July 1961 (Vol LV, No4); Oct 1961 (Vol 
LVI, No1); Jan 1962 (Vol LVI, No2); Apr 1962 (Vol LVI, 
No3); July 1962 (Vol LVI, No4); Oct 1962 (Vol LVIII 
No1); Jan 1963 (Vol LVII No2); Apr 1963 (Vol LVII 
No3); July 1963 (Vol LVII, No4); Oct 1963 (Vol LVIII, 
No1); Jan 1964 (Vol LVIII, No2); July 1964 (Vol LVIII, 
No4); Oct 1964 (Vol LVIV, No1); Jan 1965(Vol LIX, 
No2); Apr 1965 (Vol LIX, No3); July 1965 (Vol LIX, 
No4); Oct 1965 (Vol LX, No1); Jan 1966 (Vol LX, No2); 
Apr 1966 (Vol LX, No3); July 1966 (Vol LX, No4); Oct 
1966 (Vol LXI, No1); Jan 1967 (Vol LXI, No2); Apr 1967 
(Vol LXI No3); July 1967 (Vol LXI, No4); Oct 1967 (Vol 
LXII, No1); Jan 1968 (Vol LXII, No2); Apr 1968 (Vol 
LXII, No3); Oct 1968 (Vol LXIII, No1); Jan 1969 (Vol 
LXIII, No2); Apr 1969 (Vol LXIII, No3); July 1969 (Vol 
LXIII No4); Oct 1969 (Vol LXIV, No1); Jan 1970 (VOL 
LXIV, No2); Apr 1970 (Vol LXIV, No3); July 1970 (Vol 
LXIV, No4); Oct 1970 (Vol LXV, No1);  Jan 1971 (Vol 
LXV, No2); Apr 1971 (Vol LXV, No3).  
 
 
Munsey’s Magazine May 1896 (Vol XV, No2). 
 
 
 
 
Museum of the Confederacy 
Journal Summer 1987 (No71); Winter 1987 (No70); Winter/Spring 
1988 (No72). 
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Museum of the Confederacy 
Newsletter Fall-Winter 1994, Winter 1995, Summer 1996, Fall 1996, 
Spring 1997, Summer 1997, Fall 1997, Winter 1997, 
Spring 1998, Summer 1998, Winter 1998, Winter 1998-99, 
Spring/Summer 1999, Fall/Winter 1999/2000, 
Spring/Summer 2000, Fall/Winter 2000/2001. 
  
  
National Magazine July to Dec 1852 (Vol I); Jan to June 1853 (Vol II). 
 
 
New Eclectic  Dec 1868 (Vol III No4) 
 
 
New Index (Journal of the 
Confederate Research Club) June 1955 (Vol I, No1); ??1955 (Vol I, No4); ??1955 (Vol 
I, No5); ??1955 (Vol I, No6); ??1955 (Vol I, No7); ??1955 
(Vol ?, No8); Jan 1957 (Vol 1, No9); May 1957 (Vol 1, 
No10); ??1957 (Vol I, No11); July 1960 (Vol??).  
 
New Mexico Historical Review Apr 1933 (Vol VIII, No2); July 1953 (Vol XXVIII, No3); 
 Oct 1953 (Vol XXVIII, No4).  
 
North American Review  Jan 1882 (Vol 134, No1); Feb 1882 (Vol 134, No2);  
     May 1882 (Vol 134, No5); Oct 1885 (Vol 141, No4);  
     Apr 1886 (Vol 142, No4); May 1886 (Vol 142, No5);  
     Aug 1889 (Vol 149, No2); Jan 1890 (Vol 150, No1). 
 
North Carolina Dept. of 
Archives and History   Thirty-second biennial report 1966-1968. 
 
 
North Carolina Historical Review July 1926 (Vol III, No3); Oct 1927 (Vol IV, No4); Oct 
1929 (Vol VI, No4); Jan 1930 (Vol VII, No1); July 1930 
(Vol VII, No3);  Apr 1932 (Vol IX, No2); Jan 1936 (Vol 
XIII, No1); Oct 1936 (Vol XIII, No4); Apr 1940 (Vol 
XVII, No2); Jan 1941 (Vol XVIII, No1); Oct 1941 (Vol 
XVIII, No4); Oct 1943 (Vol XX, No4); Apr 1944 (Vol 
XXI, No2); Oct 1946 (Vol XXIII, No4); Jan 1947 (Vol 
XXIV, No1); Apr 1947 (Vol XXIV, No2); July 1947 (Vol 
XXIV, No3); Oct 1947 (Vol XXIV, No4); Jan 1948 (Vol 
XXV, No1); Apr 1948 (Vol XXV, No2); Jan 1949 (Vol 
XXVI, No1); July 1949 (Vol XXVI, No3); Jan 1950 (Vol 
XXVII, No1); Apr 1950 (Vol XXVII, No2); July 1950 (Vol 
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XXVII, No3); Jan 1954 (Vol XXXI, No1); Oct 1954 (Vol 
XXXI, No4); July 1955 (Vol XXXII, No3); Oct 1955 (Vol 
XXXII, No4); July 1956 (Vol XXXIII, No3); Oct 1956 
(Vol XXXIII, No4); Jan 1957 (Vol XXXIV, No1); 
Oct 1957 (Vol XXXIV, No4); Apr 1958(Vol XXXV, No2);  
Oct 1958 (Vol XXXV, No4); Jan 1959 (Vol XXXVI, No1); 
Apr 1959 (Vol XXXVI, No2); Oct 1959 (Vol XXXVI, 
No4); July 1960 (Vol XXXVII, No3); Oct 1960 (Vol 
XXXVII, No4); Apr 1961 (Vol XXXVIII, No2); Spring 
1962 (Vol XXXIX, No2); Winter 1962 (Vol XXXIX, 
No1); Winter 1963 (Vol XL, No1); Autumn 1963 (Vol XL, 
No4); Spring 1964 (Vol XLI, No2); Winter 1965 (Vol 
XLII, No1); Spring 1965 (Vol XLII, No2); Summer 1965 
(Vol XLII, No3); Autumn 1965 (Vol XLII, No4); Winter 
1966 (Vol XLIII, No1); Spring 1966 (Vol XLIII, No2);  
Summer 1966 (Vol XLIII, No3); Autumn 1966 (Vol XLIII, 
No 4); Winter 1967 (Vol XLIV, No1); Spring 1967 (Vol 
XLIV, No2); Summer 1967 (Vol XLIV, No3); Autumn 
1967 (Vol XLIV, No4); Winter 1968 (Vol XLV, No1);  
Spring 1968(Vol XLV, No2); Summer 1968 (Vol XLV, 
No3); Autumn 1968 (Vol XLV, No4); Winter 1969 (Vol 
XLVI, No1); Spring 1969 (Vol XLVI, No2); Summer 1969 
(Vol XLVI, No3); Autumn 1969 (Vol XLVI, No4); Winter 
1970 (Vol XLVII, No1); Spring 1969 (Vol XLVII, No2);  
Summer 1970 (Vol XLVII, No3); Autumn (XLVII, No4);  
Winter 1971 (Vol XLVIII, No1); Spring 1971 (Vol 
XLVIII, No2); Summer 1971 (Vol XLVIII, No3); Autumn 
1971 (Vol XLVIII, No4); Winter 1972 (Vol XLIX, No1); 
Spring 1972 (Vol XLIX, No2); Summer 1972 (Vol XLIX, 
No3); Autumn 1972 (Vol XLIX, No4); Winter 1973 (Vol 
L, No1); Spring 1973 (Vol L, No2); Summer 1973 (Vol L, 
No3); Autumn 1973 (Vol L, No4); Winter 1974 (Vol LI, 
No1); Spring 1974 (Vol LI, No2); Summer 1974 (Vol LI, 
No3); Autumn 1974 (Vol LI, No4); Winter 1975 (Vol LII, 
No1); Spring 1975 (Vol LII, No2); Summer 1975 (Vol LII, 
No3); Autumn 1975 (Vol LII, No4); Winter 1976 (Vol  
LIII, No1); Spring 1976 (Vol LIII, No2); Summer 1976 
(Vol LIII, No3); Autumn 1976 (Vol LIII, No4). 
 
 
North Carolina Journal  
of Education July 1862 (Vol V, No7). (Located in Blake manuscript 
items, box 2) 
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Old Guard Apr 1863 (Vol I, No4); May 1863 (Vol I, No5); June 1863 
(Vol I, No6); July 1863 (Vol I, No7); Aug & Sept 1863 
(Vol I, Nos 8 & 9); Oct, Nov, & Dec 1863 (Vol I, Nos. 
10,11,12); June 1866 (Vol IV, No6); July 1866 (Vol IV, 
No7). 
 
Our Living and Our Dead Jan 1875 (Vol I, No5); Mar 1875 (Vol 2, No1); May 1875 
(Vol 2, No3); Oct 1875 (Vol 3, No4); Nov 1875 (Vol 3, 
No5).  
 
 
Papers of the Bibliographical 
Society of America Fourth Quarter 1952 (Vol 46). 
 
 
Password (El Paso 
Historical Society) Aug 1956 (Vol I, No3); May 1957 (Vol II No2); Jan 1958 
(Vol III, No1); Apr 1958 (Vol III, No2); July 1958 (Vol III, 
No3); Oct 1958 (Vol III, No4); Jan 1960 (Vol V, No1); 
July 1960 (Vol V, No3); Summer 1961 (Vol VI, No3);  
 Fall 1961 (Vol VI, No4); Spring 1962 (Vol VII, No2);  
 Spring 1965 (Vol X, No1); Summer 1965 (Vol X, No2); 
 Winter 1965 (Vol X, No4); Spring 1966 (Vol XI, No1); 
Summer 1966 (Vol XI, No2); Fall 1966 (Vol XI, No3);  
Winter 1966 (Vol XI, No4). 
 
Patriotic Marylander   Sept 1916 (Vol III, No1). 
 
Proceedings of the South 
Carolina Historical Association 1937, 1941.  
 
Publications of the Alabama 
Historical Society Transactions, 1899-1903, (Vol IV). 
 
Publications of the Mississippi 
Historical Society 1898 (Vol I); 1912 (Vol XII); 1921 (Vol IV).  
 
 
 
Publications of the Southern 
History Association July 1897 (Vol I, No3); Apr 1899 (Vol III, No2); Oct 1899 
(Vol III, No4); Mar 1900 (Vol IV, No2); Sept 1900 (Vol 
IV, No5); Jan 1901 (Vol V, No1); Mar 1901 (Vol V, No2); 
May 1901 (Vol V, No3); July 1902 (Vol VI, No4). 
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Quarterly of the Texas State 
Historical Association Jan 1908 (Vol XI, No3). 
Register of the Kentucky 
State Historical Society July 1931 (Vol 29, No88); July 1942 (Vol 40, No132); 
Oct 1971 (Vol 69, No4); Oct 1973 (Vol 71, No4);  
Apr 1977 (Vol 75, No2). 
The Republic Dec 1873 (Vol I, No10). 
Richmond Age Feb 1864 (Vol 1, No2).  
Richmond Magazine June 1932: 42nd Annual Confederate Reunion Program 
(Located in Blake manuscript items, box 2) 
Scribner’s Monthly 
Illustrated Magazine May to Oct 1879 (Vol XVIII); Feb 1881 (Vol XXI, No4); 
May to Oct 1881 (Vol XXII). 
Scribner’s Magazine June 1891 (Vol IX, No6); Jan-June 1893 (Vol XIII); 
Apr 1896 (Vol XIX, No4); Jan-June 1903 (Vol XXXIII); 
July-Dec 1903 (Vol XXXIV). 
Sewanee Review May 1896 (Vol IV, No3). 
South Atlantic Quarterly July 1926 (Vol XXV, No3); Jan 1929 (Vol XXVIII, No1); 
Oct 1929 (Vol XXVIII, No4); Apr 1930 (Vol XXIX, No2); 
Jan 1931 (Vol XXX, No1). 
South Carolina Historical & 
Genealogical Magazine Jan 1944 (Vol XLV, No1); Apr 1944 (Vol XLV, No2);  
Apr 1947 (Vol XLVIII, No2); July 1947 (Vol XLVIII, 
No3); Oct 1947 (Vol XLVIII, No4); Jan 1950 (Vol LI, 
No1); Jan 1951 (Vol LII, No1); Apr 1951 (Vol LII, No2); 
July 1951 (Vol LII, No3); Oct 1951 (Vol LII, No4). 
South Carolina Historical 
Magazine Jan 1952 (Vol LIII, No1); Jan 1953 (Vol LIV, No1); July 
1954 (Vol LV, No3); Oct 1954 (Vol LV, No4); Jan 1956 
(Vol LVII, No1); Apr 1956 (Vol LVII, No2); Jan 1958 
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(Vol LIX, No1); Apr 1958 (Vol LIX, No2); July 1958 (Vol 
LIX, No3); Oct 1958 (Vol LIX, No4); Apr 1959 (Vol LX, 
No2); Jan 1960 (Vol LXI, No1); Apr 1960 (Vol LXI, No2); 
July 1960 (Vol LXI, No3); Oct 1960 (Vol LX No4): Jan 
1961 (Vol LXII, No1); Apr 1961 (Vol LXII, No2); July 
1961 (Vol LXII, No3); Oct 1961 (Vol LXII, No4); Jan 
1962 (Vol 63, No1); Apr 1962 (Vol 63, No2); July 1962 
(Vol 63, No3); Oct 1962 (Vol 63, No4); Jan 1963 (Vol 64, 
No1); Apr 1863 (Vol 64, No2); July 1963 (Vol 64, No3); 
Oct 1963 (Vol 64, No4); Jan 1964 (Vol 65, No1); Apr 1964 
(Vol 65, No2); July 1964 (Vol 65, No3); Oct 1964 (Vol 65, 
No4); Jan 1965 (Vol 66, No1); Apr 1965 (Vol 66, No2); 
July 1965 (Vol 66, No3); Oct 1965 (Vol 66, No4); Jan 
1966 (Vol 67, No1); July 1966 (Vol 67, No3); Oct 1966 
(Vol 67, No4); Jan 1967 (Vol 68, No1); Apr 1967 (Vol 68, 
No2); July 1967 (Vol 68, No3); Oct 1967 (Vol 68, No4);  
 Jan 1968 (Vol 69, No1); Apr 1968 (Vol 69, No2); July 
1968 (Vol 69, No3); Oct 1968 (Vol 69, No4); Jan 1969 
(Vol 70, No1); Apr 1969 (Vol 70, No2); July 1969 (Vol 70, 
No3); Oct 1969 (Vol 70, No4); Jan 1970 (Vol 71, No1); 
Apr 1970 (Vol 71, No2); July 1970 (Vol 71, No3); Oct 
1970 (Vol 71, No4); Jan 1971 (Vol 72, No1); Apr 1971 
(Vol 72, No2); July 1971 (Vol 72, No3); Oct 1971 (Vol 72, 
No4); July 1972 (Vol 73, No3); Oct 1972 (Vol 73, No4); 
 Jan 1972 (Vol 73, No1); Apr 1972 (Vol 73, No2); Jan 1973 
(Vol 74, No1); Apr 1973 (Vol 74, No2); July 1973 (Vol 74, 
No3); Oct 1973 (Vol 74, No4); Jan 1974 (Vol 75, No1); 
Apr 1974 (Vol 75, No2); July 1974 (Vol 75, No3); Oct 
1974 (Vol 75, No4); Jan 1975 (Vol 76, No1); Apr 1975 
(Vol 76, No2); July 1975 (Vol 76, No3); Oct 1975 (Vol 76, 
No4); Jan 1976 (Vol 77, No1); Apr 1976 (Vol 77, No2);  
 July 1976 (Vol 77, No3); Oct 1976 (Vol 77, No4); Jan 
1977 (Vol 78, No1); Apr 1977 (Vol 78, No2); July 1977 
(Vol 78, No3); Oct 1977 (Vol 78, No4); Jan 1978 (Vol 79, 
No1). 
 
 
South-Atlantic April 1878 (Vol 1, No6). 
 
 
 
 
Southern Bivouac Dec 1882 (Vol I, No4); Sept 1883 – Sept 1884 (Vol II);  
 Jan 1884 (Vol II, No5); Feb 1884 (Vol II, No6); Mar 1884 
(Vol II, No7); May 1884 (Vol II, No9); July 1884 (Vol II, 
No11); Sept 1884 (Vol III No1); Oct 1884 (Vol III, No2); 
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Nov 1884 (Vol III, No3); Dec 1884 (Vol III, No4); Jan 
1885 (Vol III, No5); Feb 1885 (Vol III, No6); Mar 1885 
(Vol III, No7); Apr 1885 (Vol III, No8); May 1885 (Vol 
III, No9); June 1885 (New Series Vol 1, No1); Aug 1885 
(New Series Vol 1, No3); Sept 1885 (New Series Vol 1, 
No4); Oct 1885 (New Series Vol 1, No5); Nov 1885 (New 
Series Vol 1, No6); Dec 1885 (New Series Vol 1, No7);  
 Jan 1886 (New Series Vol 1, No8); Feb 1886 (New Series 
Vol 1, No9); Mar 1886 (New Series Vol 1, No10); Apr 
1886 (New Series Vol 1, No11); May 1886 (New Series 
Vol 1 No12); June 1886 (New Series Vol 2, No1); July 
1886 (New Series Vol 2, No2); Aug 1886 (Vol II, No3);  
 Oct 1886 (New Series Vol 2, No5); Nov 1886 (New Series 
Vol 2 No6); Dec 1886 (New Series Vol 2 No7); Jan 1887 
(New Series Vol 2, No8); Feb 1887 (New Series Vol 2 
No9); Mar 1887 (New Series Vol 2 No10); Apr 1887 (New 
Series Vol 2, No11); June 1886 to May 1887 (Vol II). 
 
 
  
 
Southern Historical Society 
Papers Jan – Dec 1874 (Vol I, 1st series); Jan 1876 (Vol I, No1); 
Feb 1876 (Vol I, No2); Mar 1876 (Vol I, No3); Apr 1876 
(Vol I, No4); May 1876 (Vol I, No5); June 1876 (Vol I, 
No6); July – Dec 1876 (Vol II); Jan 1877 (Vol III, No1); 
Feb 1877 (Vol III, No2); Mar 1877 (Vol III, No3); Apr 
1877 (Vol III, No4); May & June 1877 (Vol III, Nos 5 & 
6); Jan – June 1877 (Vol III); July 1877 (Vol IV, No1); 
Aug 1877 (Vol IV, No2); Sept 1877 (Vol IV, No3); Oct 
1877 (Vol IV, No4); Nov 1877 (Vol IV, No5); Dec 1877 
(Vol IV, No6); Jan-Feb 1878 (Vol V, Nos 1 & 2); Mar 
1878 (Vol V, No3); Apr 1878 (Vol V, No4); May 1878 
(Vol V, No5); June 1878 (Vol V, No6); Jan – June 1878 
(Vol V); July 1878 (Vol VI, No1); Sept 1878 (Vol VI, 
No3); Oct 1878 (Vol VI, No4); Nov 1878 (Vol VI, No5); 
July – Dec 1878 (Vol VI); Jan 1879 (Vol VII, No1); Feb 
1879(Vol VII, No2); Mar 1879 (Vol VII, No3); Apr 1879 
(Vol VII, No4); May 1879 (Vol VII, No5); June 1879 (Vol 
VII, No6); Aug 1879 (Vol VII, No8); Oct 1879 (Vol VII, 
No10); Jan 1880 (Vol VIII, No1); Feb 1880 (Vol VIII, 
No2); Mar 1880 (Vol VIII, No3); Apr 1880 (Vol VIII, 
No4); May 1880 (Vol VIII, No5); June & July 1880 (Vol 
VIII, Nos 6 & 7); Aug & Sept 1880 (Vol VIII, Nos 8 & 9); 
Oct, Nov & Dec 1880 (Vol VIII, Nos 10,11, & 12); Jan to 
Dec 1881 (Vol IX); May 1882 (Vol X, No5); June 1882 
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(Vol X, No6); July 1882 (Vol X, No7); Jan 1883 (Vol XI, 
No1);  Feb & Mar 1883 (Vol XI, Nos 2 & 3); Apr & May 
1883 (Vol XI, Nos 4 & 5); June 1883 (Vol XI, No6); July 
1883 (Vol XI, No7); Aug & Sept 1883 (Vol XI, Nos 8 & 
9); Oct 1883 (Vol XI, No10); Nov 1883 (Vol XI, No11); 
Dec 1883 (Vol XI, No12); Jan & Feb 1884 (Vol XII, Nos 1 
& 2); Mar 1884 (Vol XII, No3); Apr 1884 (Vol XII, No4); 
May 1884 (Vol XII, No5); July, Aug & Sept 1884 (Vol 
XII, Nos7,8 & 9); Oct – Dec 1884 (Vol XII, Nos 10, 11 & 
12); 1887 (Vol XV- Paroles); 1892 (Vol XX); 1899 (Vol 
XXVII); 1903 (Vol XXXI); July 1959 (New Series No 
XIV, Whole Number LII). 
 
Southern Literary Messenger Nov 1838 (Vol IV, NoXI); Nov 1840 (Vol VI, NoXI);  
Jan 1841 (Vol VII, No1); 1842 (Vol VIII); Jan 1843 (Vol 
IX, No1); Apr 1843 (Vol IX, NoIV); May 1843 (Vol IX, 
No5); June 1843 (Vol IX, No 6); Sept 1843 (Vol IX, No9); 
Feb 1844 (Vol X, No2); Feb 1851 (Vol XVII, No2); Mar 
1851 (Vol XVII, No3); May 1851 (Vol XVII, No5); Sept 
1851 (Vol XVII, NO9); July 1852 (Vol XVIII, No7); Nov 
1852 (Vol XVIII, No11); Jan 1853 (Vol XIX, No1); Mar 
1853 (Vol XIX, No3); July 1853 (Vol XIX, No7); Sept 
1853 (Vol XIX, No9); Nov 1853 (Vol XIX, No11); Jan 
1855 (Vol XXI, No1); Feb 1855 (Vol XXI, No2); Mar 
1855 (Vol XXI, No3); Aug 1855 (Vol XXI, No8); Sept 
1855 (Vol XXI, No9); Oct 1855 (Vol XXI, No10); Nov 
1855 (Vol XXI, No11); Dec 1855 (Vol XXI, No12); Jan 
1856 (Vol XXII, No1); Mar 1856 (Vol XXII, No3); Apr 
1856 (Vol XXII, No16?); May 1856 (Vol XXII, NO5); 
June 1856 (Vol XXII, No6); Aug 1856 (Vol XXIII, No2); 
Oct 1856 (Vol XXIII, No4); Nov 1856 (Vol XXIII, No5); 
Dec 1856 (Vol XXIII, No26?); June 1857 (Vol XXIV, 
No26?); Aug 1857 (Vol XXV, No2); Sept 1857 (Vol XXV, 
No3); Oct 1857 (Vol XXV, No16?); Nov 1857 (Vol XXV, 
No5); Dec 1857 (Vol XXV, No6); Jan 1858 (Vol XXVI, 
No1); Feb 1858 (Vol XXVI, No2); Mar 1858 (Vol XXVI, 
No3); Apr 1858 (Vol XXVI, No4); June 1858 (Vol XXVI, 
No6); July 1858 (Vol XXVII, No1); Aug 1858 (Vol 
XXVII, No2); Sept 1858 (Vol XXVII, No??); Oct 1858 
(Vol XXVII, No4); Nov 1858 (Vol XXVII, No??); Dec 
1858 (Vol XXVII, No6); Jan 1859 (Vol 28, No1); Feb 1859 
(Vol XXVIII, No6); Mar 1859 (Vol 28, No3); Apr 1859 
(Vol 28, No4): May 1859 (Vol 28, No5); June 1859 (Vol 
28, No6); July 1859 (Vol 28, No7); Aug 1859 (Vol 28, 
No2); Sept 1859 (Vol XXIX, No11); Oct 1859 (Vol 28, 
No4); Jan 1860 (Vol XXX, No1); Mar 1860 (Vol 30, No3); 
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May 1860 (Vol 30, No5); June 1860 (Vol 30, No6); July 
1860 (Vol 31, No1); Nov 1860 (Vol 31, No5); Dec 1860 
(Vol 31, No6); Jan 1861 (Vol XXXII, No ?); Feb 1961 
(Vol XXXII, No6?); Apr 1861 (Vol 32, No4); Aug 1861 
(Vol 33, No2); Sept 1861 (Vol 33, No3); Dec 1861 (Vol 
33, No6); Jan 1862(Vol XXXIV, No1?); Feb & Mar 1862 
(Vol ?, No?); Apr 1862 (Vol 34 No4); May 1862 (Vol 34, 
No5); July & Aug 1862 (Vol XXXIV, No?); Nov & Dec 
1862 (Vol XXXVI, Nos 11 & 12); Jan 1863 (Vol 35, No1); 
Feb 1863 (Vol XXXVII, No2); Mar 1863 (Vol 37, No3); 
May 1863 (Vol 37, No5); June 1863 (Vol 37, No6); July 
1863 (Vol 37, No7); Aug 1863 (Vol 37, No8); Sept 1863 
(Vol 37, No9); Oct 1863 (Vol XXXVII, No10); Nov & Dec 
1863 (Vol 37, Nos 11 & 12); Jan 1864 (No1); Feb 1864 
(Vol 38, No2); Mar 1864 (Vol 38, No3); June 1864 (Vol 
38, No6); Jan 1939 (Vol I, No1); Feb 1939 (Vol 1, No2); 
Mar 1939 (Vol I, No3); Apr 1939 (Vol 1, No4); May 1939 
(Vol I, No5); June 1939 (Vol I, No6); July 1939 (Vol I, 
No7); Aug 1939 (Vol I, No8); Sept 1939 (Vol I, No9); Oct 
1939 (Vol I, No10); Nov 1939 (Vol I, No11); Dec 1939 
(Vol I, No12); Jan 1940 (Vol II, No1); Feb 1940 (Vol II, 
No2); Mar 1940 (Vol II, No3); Apr 1940 (Vol II, No4); 
May 1940 (Vol II, No5); June 1940 (Vol II, No6); July 
1940 (Vol II, No7); Aug 1940 (Vol II, No8); Sept 1940 
(Vol II, No9); Oct 1940 (Vol II, No10); Nov 1940 (Vol II, 
No11); Dec 1940 (Vol II, No12); Jan 1941 (Vol III, No1); 
Feb 1941 (Vol III, No2); Mar 1941 (Vol III, No3); Apr 
1941 (Vol III, No4); May 1941 (Vol III, No5); June 1941 
(Vol III, No6); July 1941 (Vol III, No7); Aug 1941 (Vol 
III, No8); Sept 1941 (Vol III,, No9); Oct & Nov 1941 (Vol 
III, Nos 10 & 11); Dec 1941 (Vol III No12); Jan 1942 (Vol 
IV, No1); Feb 1942 (Vol IV, No2); Mar 1942 (Vol IV, 
No3); Apr 1942 (Vol IV, No4); May 1942 (Vol IV, No5); 
June 1942 (Vol IV, No6); July 1942 (Vol IV, No7); Aug 
1942 (Vol IV, No8); Sept 1942 (Vol IV, No9); Dec 1942 
(Vol IV, No10). 
 
 
 
 
Southern Magazine Apr 1871 (Vol ?); May 1871 (Vol I, No5); June 1871 (Vol 
I, No6); Sept 1871 (Vol II, No3); Dec 1871 (Vol II, No6);  
Jan 1872 (Vol III ?); Mar 1872 (Vol III, No3); Apr 1872 
(Vol III, No4); June 1872 (Vol III, No6); July-Dec 1872 
(Vol XI); Aug 1872 (Vol IV, No2); Sept 1872 (Vol IV, 
No3); Sept 1873 (Vol VI, No3); Oct 1873 (Vol VI, No4); 
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Nov 1873 (Vol VI, No5); Jan 1874 (Vol VII, No1); Apr 
1874 (Vol VII, No4); June 1874 (Vol VII, No6); Jan 1875 
(Vol IX, No1); Feb 1875 (Vol IX, No2); July 1875 (Vol ?); 
June 1894 (Vol IV, No23); Aug 1894 (Vol V, No25); Sept 
1894 (Vol V, No26); Oct 1894 (Vol V, No27); July 1899 
(Vol 1, No2); Sept 1899 (Vol 1, No4); Oct 1899 (Vol 1, 
No5); Dec 1899 (Vol 1, No7). 
 
Southern Register Summer 1992; Winter 1993; Winter 1994; Summer 1997; 
Spring 1998; Spring 1999; Fall 1999; Winter 1999; 
Summer 2000; Winter 2000; Winter 2012; Spring 2012; 
Spring 2013; Summer 2013.  
 
 
Southern Repertory and 
College Review July 1856 (Vol IV, NoIV). 
 
Southern Review 1869 (Vol V); Jan 1871 (Vol IX, No17); July 1871 (Vol 
IX, No19); Oct 1871 (Vol IX, No20); Jan 1872 (Vol X, 
No21); Apr 1872 (Vol X, No22); July 1872 (Vol XXIII); 
Oct 1872 (Vol XI, No24); Apr 1876 (Vol XIX, No38); Apr 
1877 (Vol XXI, No42). 
 
Southern Speech Journal Winter 1954 (Vol XX, No2).  
 
 
Southland Oct 1897 (Vol I, No1); Nov 1897 (Vol I, No2). 
 
 
 
Southwestern Historical 
Quarterly Oct 1915 (Vol XIX, No2); Jan 1916 (Vol XIX, No3); 
 Apr 1924 (Vol XXVII, No4); Jan 1931 (Vol XXXIV, 
No3); July 1935 (Vol XXXIX, No1); Jan 1940 (Vol XLIII, 
No3); Oct 1940 (Vol XLIV, No2); Oct 1945 (Vol XLIX, 
No2); Apr 1947 (Vol L, No4); Oct 1947 (Vol LI, No2);   
 Jan 1948 (Vol LI, No3); July 1948 (Vol LII, No1); Oct 
1948 (Vol LII, No2); Jan 1952 (Vol LV, No3); Apr 1952 
(Vol LV, No4); July 1953 (Vol LVII, No1); Jan 1954 (Vol 
LVII, No3); Apr 1955 (Vol LVIII, No4); Jan 1958 (Vol 
LXI No3); Oct 1958 (Vol LXII, No2); Jan 1959 (Vol LXII, 
No3); Jan 1960 (Vol LXIII, No3); Apr 1960 (Vol LXIII, 
No4); July 1960 (Vol LXIV, No1); Oct 1960 (Vol LXIV, 
No2); Jan 1961 (Vol LXIV, No3); Apr 1961 (Vol LXIV, 
No4); July 1961 (Vol LXV, No1); Oct 1961 (Vol LXV, 
No2); Jan 1962 (Vol LXV, No3); Apr 1962 (Vol LXV, 
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No4); July 1962 (Vol LXVI, No1); Oct 1962 (Vol LXVI, 
No2); Jan 1963 (Vol LXVI No3); Apr 1963 (Vol LXVI, 
No4); July 1963 (Vol LXVII, No1); Oct 1963 (Vol LXVII, 
No2); Jan 1964 (Vol LXVII No3); Apr 1964 (Vol LXVII, 
No4); July 1964 (Vol LXVIII, No1); Oct 1964 (Vol 
LXVIII, No2); Jan 1965 (Vol LXVIII No3); Apr 1965 (Vol 
LXVIII, No4); July 1965 (Vol LXIX No1); Oct 1965 (Vol 
LXIX, No2); Jan 1966 (Vol LXIX, No3); Apr 1966 (Vol 
LXIX, No4); July 1966 (Vol LXX, No1); Oct 1966 (Vol 
LXX, No2); Jan 1967 (Vol LXX, No3); Apr 1967 (Vol 
LXX, No4); July 1967 (Vol LXXI, No1); Oct 1967 (Vol 
LXXI, No2); Jan 1968 (Vol LXXI, No3); Apr 1968 (Vol 
LXXI, No4); July 1968 Vol LXXII, No1); Oct 1968 (Vol 
LXXII, No2); July 1969 (Vol LXXIII, No1); Oct 1969(Vol 
LXXIII, No2); Jan 1969 (Vol LXXII, No3); Apr (1969 
(Vol LXXII, No4); Jan 1970 (Vol LXXIII, No3); Apr 1970 
(Vol LXXIII, No4); July 1970 (Vol LXXIV No1); Oct 
1970 (Vol LXXIV, No2); Jan 1971 (Vol LXXV, No3);  
 Apr 1971 (Vol LXXIV No4); July 1971 (Vol LXXV, No1);  
 Jan 1972 (Vol LXXV, No3); Apr 1972 (Vol LXXV, No4); 
July 1972 (Vol LXXVI, No1); Oct 1972 (Vol LXXVI, 
No2); Jan 1973 (Vol LXXVI, No3); Apr 1973 (Vol 
LXXVI, No4); July 1973 (Vol LXXVII No1); Oct 1973 
(Vol LXXVII No2); Jan 1974 (Vol LXXVII, No3); July 
1974 (Vol LXXVIII, No1); Apr 1974 (Vol LXXVII, No4);  
 Oct 1974 (Vol LXXVIII, No3); Jan 1975 (Vol LXXVIII, 
No3); Apr 1975 (Vol LXXVIII, No4); July 1975 (Vol 
LXXIX, No1); Oct 1975 (Vol LXXIX, No2); Jan 1976 
(Vol LXXIX, No3); Apr 1976 (Vol LXXIX, No4); July 
1976 (Vol LXXX, No1); Oct 1976 (Vol LXXX, No2); 
 Oct 1977 (Vol LXXXI, No2); Jan 1977 (Vol LXXX, No3);  
 Apr 1977 (Vol LXXX, No4); July 1978 (Vol LXXXII, 
No1); Jan 1978 (Vol LXXXI, No3); Apr 1978 (Vol 
LXXXI, No4); Oct 1978 (Vol LXXXII, No2); Jan 1979 
(Vol LXXXII, No3).  
 
Tennessee Historical Magazine June 1915 (Vol I, No2); Oct 1921 (Vol 7, No3); Apr 1924 
(Vol VIII, No1); July 1924 (Vol VIII, No2); July 1925 (Vol 
IX, No2). 
 
Tennessee Historical Quarterly Dec 1944 (Vol III, No4); Mar 1945 (Vol IV, No1); June 
1945 (Vol IV, No2); Sept 1945 (Vol IV, No3); Dec 1945 
(Vol IV, No4); Mar 1946 (Vol V, No1); June 1946 (Vol V, 
No2); Sept 1946 (Vol V, No3); Dec 1946 (Vol V, No4); 
 Mar 1947 (Vol VI, No1); June 1947 (Vol VI, No2); Sept 
1947 (Vol VI, No3); Dec 1947 (Vol VI, No4);  Mar 1948 
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(Vol VII, No1); June 1948 (Vol VII, No2); Sept 1948 (Vol 
VII, No3); Dec 1948 (Vol VII, No4); Dec 1950 (Vol IX, 
No4); Mar 1951 (Vol X, No1); June 1951 (Vol X, No2); 
 Sept 1951 (Vol X, No3); Dec 1951 (Vol X, No4); Mar 
1952 (Vol XI, No1); June 1952 (Vol XI, No2); Sept 1952 
(Vol XI, No3); Dec 1952 (Vol XI, No4); Mar 1953 (Vol 
XII, No1); June 1953 (Vol XII, No2); Sept 1953 (Vol XII, 
No3); Dec 1953 (Vol XII, No4); Mar 1954 (Vol XIII, 
No1); Dec 1954 (Vol XIII, No4); Mar 1955 (Vol XIV, 
No1); June 1955 (Vol XIV, No2); Sept 1955 (Vol XIV, 
No3); Dec 1955 (Vol XIV, No4); Mar 1956 (Vol XV, 
No1); June 1956 (Vol XV, No2); Mar 1957 (Vol XVI, 
No1); Sept 1957 (Vol XVI, No3); Dec 1957 (Vol XVI, 
No4); June 1958 (Vol XVII, No2); Sept 1958 (Vol XVII, 
No3); Dec 1958 (Vol XVII, No4); Mar 1959 (Vol XVIII, 
No1); June 1959 (Vol XVIII, No2); Sept 1959 (Vol XVIII,  
 No3); Dec 1959 (Vol XVIII, No4); Mar 1960 (Vol XIX, 
No1); June 1960 (Vol XIX, No2); Sept 1960 (Vol XIX, 
No3); Dec 1960 (Vol XIX, No4); Mar 1961 (Vol XX, 
No1); Sept 1961 (Vol XX, No3); Dec 1961 (Vol XX, No4);  
 Mar 1962 (Vol XXI, No1); June 1962 (Vol XXI, No2);  
 Sept 1962 (Vol XXI, No3); Dec 1962 (Vol XXI, No4); 
June 1964 (Vol XXIII, No2); Sept 1964 (Vol XXIII, No3);  
 Spring 1965 (Vol XXIV, No1); Summer 1965 (Vol XXIV, 
No2); Fall 1965 (Vol XXIV, No3); Winter 1965 (Vol 
XXIV, No4); Spring 1966 (Vol XXV, No1); Summer 1966 
(Vol XXV, No2); Fall 1966 (Vol XXV, No3); Winter 1966  
 (Vol XXV, No4); Spring 1967 (Vol XXVI, No1); Summer 
1967 (Vol XXVI, No2); Fall 1967 (Vol XXVI, No3); 
Winter 1967 (Vol XXVI, No4); Spring 1968 (Vol XXVII, 
No1); Summer 1968 (Vol XXVII, No2); Fall 1968 (Vol 
XXVII, No3); Winter 1968 (Vol XXVII, No4); Spring 
1969 (Vol XXVIII, No1); Summer 1969 (Vol XXVIII, 
No2); Fall 1969 (Vol XXVIII, No3); Winter 1969 (Vol 
XXVIII, No4); Spring 1970 (Vol XXIX, No1); Summer 
1970 (Vol XXIX, No2); Fall 1970 (Vol XXIX, No3); 
Winter 1970-71 (Vol XXIX, No4); Spring 1971 (Vol XXX, 
No1); Summer 1971 (Vol XXX, No2); Fall 1971 (Vol 
XXX, No3); Winter 1971 (Vol XXX, No4); Spring 1972 
(Vol XXXI, No1); Summer 1972 (Vol XXXI, No2); Fall 
1972 (Vol XXXI, No3); Winter 1972 (Vol XXXI, No4); 
 Spring 1973 (Vol XXXII, No1); Summer 1973 (Vol 
XXXII, No2); Fall 1973 (Vol XXXII, No3); Winter 1973 
(Vol XXXII, No4); Spring 1974 (Vol XXXIII, No1); 
Summer 1974 (Vol XXXIII, No2); Fall 1974 (Vol XXXIII, 
No3); Winter 1974 (Vol XXXIII, No4); Spring 1975 (Vol 
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XXXIV, No1); Summer 1975 (Vol XXXIV, No2); Fall 
1975 (Vol XXXIV, No3); Winter 1975 (Vol XXXIV, 
No4); Spring 1976 (Vol XXXV, No1); Summer 1976 (Vol 
XXXV, No2); Fall 1976 (Vol XXXV, No3); Winter 1976 
(Vol XXXV, No4); Spring 1977 (Vol XXXVI, No1); 
Summer 1977 (Vol XXXVI, No2); Fall 1977 (Vol XXXVI, 
No3); Winter 1977 (Vol XXXVI, No4); Spring 1978 (Vol 
XXXVII, No1); Summer 1978 (Vol XXXVII, No2). 
 
Texana Spring 1964 (Vol 2, No1); Summer 1964 (Vol 2, No2);  
 Fall 1964 (Vol 2, No3); Winter 1964 (Vol 2, No4); Spring 
1965 (Vol 3, No1); Summer 1965 (Vol 3, No2); Fall 1965  
 (Vol 3, No3); Winter 1965 (Vol 3, No4); Spring 1966 (Vol 
4, No1); Summer 1966 (Vol 4, No2); Fall 1966 (Vol 4, 
No3); Winter 1966 (Vol 4, No4); Spring 1967 (Vol 5, 
No1); Summer 1967 (Vol 5, No2); Fall 1967 (Vol 5, No3); 
Winter 1967 (Vol 5, No4); Spring 1968 (Vol 6, No1); 
Summer 1968 (Vol 6, No2); Fall 1968 (Vol 6, No3);  
 Winter 1968 (Vol 6, No4); Spring 1969 (Vol 7, No1); 
Summer 1969 (Vol VII, No2); 1969 (Vol VII, No3);  
 1969 (Vol VII, No4); 1970 (Vol 8, No1); 1970 (Vol VIII, 
No2); 1970 (Vol VIII, No2); 1970 (Vol VIII, No3); 1970 
(Vol VIII, No4); 1971 (Vol IX, No1); 1971 (Vol IX, No2);  
 1971 (Vol IX, No3); 1971 (Vol IX, No4); 1972 (Vol X, 
No1); 1972 (Vol X, No2); 1972 (Vol X, No3); 1972 (Vol 
X, No4); (1973) (Vol XI, No1); 1973 (Vol XI, No2); 1973 
(Vol XI, No3); 1973 (Vol XI, No4); 1974 (Vol XII, No1);  
 1974 (Vol XII, No2); (1974) (Vol XII, No4). 
 
Texas Military History May 1961 (Vol 1, No1); Aug 1961 (Vol 1, No2); Nov 1961 
(Vol 1, No3); Feb 1962 (Vol 2, No1); May 1962 (Vol 2, 
No2); Aug 1962 (Vol 2, No3); Nov 1962 (Vol 2, No4);  
 Spring 1963 (Vol 3, No1); Summer 1963 (Vol 3, No2);  
 Fall 1963 (Vol 3, No3); Winter 1963 (Vol 3, No4); Spring 
1964 (Vol 4, No1); Summer 1964 (Vol 4, No2); Fall 1964 
(Vol 4, No3); Winter 1964 (Vol 4, No4); Spring 1965 (Vol 
5, No1); Summer 1965 (Vol 5, No2); Fall 1965 (Vol 5, 
No3); Spring 1967 (Vol 6, No1); Summer 1967 (Vol 6, 
No2); Fall 1967 (Vol 6, No3); Winter 1967 (Vol 6, No4);  
 Summer 1968 (Vol 7, No2); Autumn 1968 (Vol 7, No3); 
 Winter 1968 (Vol 7, No4); (1970?) (Vol eight, No1); 1970 
(Vol 8, No2); 1970 (Vol 8, No3); 1970 (Vol 8, No4); 1971 
(Vol IX, No1); 1971 (Vol IX, No2); 1971 (Vol IX, No3); 
 1971 (Vol IX, No4). 
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Tyler’s Quarterly Historical 
and Genealogical Magazine April 1920 (Vol I, No4); July 1921 (Vol III, No1); Jan 
1922 (Vol III, No3); July 1922 (Vol IV, No1); Apr 1923 
(Vol IV, No4); Oct 1923 (Vol V, No2); July 1924 (Vol VI, 
No1); Apr 1926 (Vol VII, No4); Jan 1927 (Vol VIII, No3); 
 Oct 1927 (Vol IX, No2); Oct 1947 (Vol XXIX, No2); July 
1950 (Vol XXXI), 1950 (Vol XXXII, No1); Jan 1951 (Vol 
XXXII, No3).   
 
 
 
 
 
United Daughters of the  
Confederacy Magazine Apr 1944 (Vol VII, No4); May 1944 (Vol VII, No5); June 
1944 (Vol VII, No6); July 1944 (Vol VII, No7); Aug 1944 
(Vol VII, No8); Sept 1944 (Vol VII, No9); Oct 1944 (Vol 
VII, No10); Nov 1944 (Vol VII, No11); Dec 1944 (Vol 
VII, No12); Jan 1945 (Vol VIII, No1); Feb 1945 (Vol VIII, 
No2); Apr 1945 (Vol VIII, No4); May 1945 (Vol VIII, 
No5); June 1945 (Vol VIII, No6); July 1945 (Vol VIII, 
No7); Aug 1945 (Vol VIII, No8); Sept 1945 (Vol VIII, 
No9); Oct 1945 (Vol VIII, No10); Nov 1945 (Vol VIII, 
No11); Dec 1945 (Vol VIII, No12); Jan 1946 (Vol IX, 
No1); Feb 1946 (Vol IX, No2); Mar 1946 (Vol IX, No3); 
Apr 1946 (Vol IX, No4); May 1946 (Vol IX, No5); June 
1946 (Vol IX, No6); July 1946 (Vol IX, No7); Aug 1946 
(Vol IX, No8); Sept 1946 (Vol IX, No9); Oct 1946 (Vol 
IX, No10); Nov 1946 (Vol IX, No11); Dec 1946 (Vol IX, 
No12); Jan 1947 (Vol X, No1); Feb 1947 (Vol X, No2); 
Mar 1947 (Vol X, No3); Apr 1947 (Vol X, No4); May 
1947 (Vol X, No5); June 1947 (Vol X, No6); July 1947 
(Vol X, No7); Sept 1947 (Vol X, No9); Oct 1947 (Vol X, 
No10); Nov 1947 (Vol X, No11); Dec 1947 (Vol X, No12); 
Jan 1948 (Vol XI, No1); Feb 1948 (Vol XI, No2); Mar 
1948 (Vol XI, No3); Apr 1948 (Vol XI, No4); May 1948 
(Vol XI, No5); June 1948 (Vol XI, No6); July 1948 (Vol 
XI, No7); Aug 1948 (Vol XI, No8); Sept 1948 (Vol XI, 
No9); Oct 1948 (Vol XI, No10); Nov 1948 (Vol XI, No11); 
Dec 1948 (Vol XI, No12); Jan 1949 (Vol XII, No1); Feb 
1949 (Vol XII, No2); Mar 1949 (Vol XII, No3); Apr 1949 
(Vol XII, No4); May 1949 (Vol XII, No5); June 1949 (Vol 
XII, No6); July 1949 (Vol XII, No7); Aug 1949 (Vol XII, 
No8); Sept 1949 (Vol XII, No9); Oct 1949 (Vol XII, 
No10); Nov 1949 (Vol XII, No11); Dec 1949 (Vol XII, 
No12); Mar 1950 (Vol XIII, No3); Apr 1950 (Vol XIII, 
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No4); Dec 1950 (Vol XIII, No12); Jan 1951 (Vol XIV, 
No1); Feb 1951 (Vol XIV, No2); Mar 1951 (Vol XIV, 
No3); Apr 1951 (Vol XIV, No4); May 1951 (Vol XIV, 
No5); Jan 1952 (Vol XV, No1); Feb 1952 (Vol XV, No2); 
Mar 1952 (Vol XV, No3); Apr 1952 (Vol XV, No4); May 
1952 (Vol XV, No5); July 1952 (Vol XV, No7); Sept 1952 
(Vol XV, No9); Oct 1952 (Vol XV, No10); Nov 1952 (Vol 
XV, No11); Dec 1952 (Vol XV, No12); Feb 1953 (Vol 
XVI:, No2); Apr 1953 (Vol XVI, No4); May 1953 (Vol 
XVI, No5); June 1953 (Vol XVI, No6); July 1953 (Vol 
XVI, No7); Aug 1953 (Vol XVI, No8); Sept 1953 (Vol 
XVI, No9); Oct 1953 (Vol XVI, No10); Nov 1953 (Vol 
XVI, No11); Dec 1953 (Vol XVI, No12); July 1954 (Vol 
XVII:, No7); Nov 1954 (Vol XVII, No11); Dec 1954 (Vol 
XVII, No12); Jan 1955 (Vol XVII, No1); Feb 1955 (XVIII, 
No2); Mar 1955(Vol XVIII, No3); Apr 1955  (Vol XVIII, 
No4); May 1955 (Vol XVIII, No5); Aug 1955 (Vol XVIII, 
No8); June 1956 (Vol XIX, No6); July 1956 (Vol XIX, 
No7); Aug 1956(Vol XIX, No8); Sept 1956 (Vol XIX, 
No9); Oct 1956 (Vol XIX, No10); Dec 1956 (Vol XIX, 
No12); Feb 1957 (Vol XX, No2); Mar 1957 (Vol XX, 
No3); Apr 1957 (Vol XX, No4); May 1957 (Vol XX, No5); 
Oct 1957 (Vol XX, No10); Nov 1957 (Vol XX, No11); Apr 
1958 (Vol XXI, No4); June 1958 (Vol XXI, No6); July 
1958 (Vol XXI, No7); Aug 1958 (Vol XXI, No8); Sept 
1958 (Vol XXI, No9); Oct 1958 (Vol XXI, No10); Nov 
1958 (Vol XXI, No11); Dec 1958 (Vol XXI, No12); Jan 
1959 (Vol XXII, No1); Feb 1959 (Vol XXII, No2); Apr 
1959 (Vol XXII, No4); May 1959 (Vol XXII, No5); June 
1959 (Vol XXII, No6); July 1959 (Vol XXII, No7); Aug 
1959 (Vol XXII, No8; Sept 1959 (Vol XXII, No9); Oct 
1959 (Vol XXII, No10); Nov 1959 (Vol XXII, No11); Dec 
1959 (Vol II, No12); Jan 1960 (Vol XXIII, No1); Feb 1960 
(Vol XXIII, No2); Mar 1960 (Vol XXIII, No3); Apr 1960 
(Vol XXIII, No4); May 1960 (Vol XXIII, No5); June 1960 
(Vol XXIII, No6); July 1960 (Vol XXIII, No7); Aug 1960 
(Vol XIII, No8); Sept 1960 (Vol XXIII, No9); Oct 1960 
(Vol XXIII, No10); Nov 1960 (Vol XXIII, No11); Dec 
1960 (Vol XXIII, No12); Jan 1961 Vol XXIV, No1); Feb 
1961 (Vol XXIV, No2); Mar 1961 (Vol XXIII, No2); Apr 
1961 (Vol XXIV, No4); May 1961 (Vol XXIV, No5); June 
1961 (Vol XXIV, No6); July 1961 (Vol XXIV, No7); Aug 
1961 (Vol XXIV, No8); Sept 1961 (Vol XXIV, No9); Oct 
1961 (Vol XXIV, No10); Nov 1961 (Vol XXIV, No11); 
Dec 1961 (Vol XXIV, No12); Jan 1962 (Vol XXV, No1); 
Mar 1962 (Vol XXXV, No3); Apr 1962 (Vol XXV, No4); 
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May 1962 (Vol XXV, No5); June 1962 (Vol XXV, No6); 
July 1962 (Vol XXV, No7); Aug 1962 (Vol XXV, No8); 
Sept 1962 (Vol XXV, No9); Oct 1962 (Vol XXV, No10); 
Nov 1962 (Vol XXV, No11); Dec 1962 (Vol XXV, No12); 
Jan 1963 (Vol XXVI, No1); Feb 1963 (Vol XXVI, No2); 
Mar 1963 (Vol XXVI, No3); Apr 1963 (Vol XXVI, No4); 
May 1963 (Vol XXVI, No5); June 1963 (Vol XXVI, No6); 
July 1963 (Vol XXVI, No7); Aug 1963 (Vol XXVI, No8); 
Sept 1963 (Vol XXVI, No9); Oct 1963 (Vol XXVI, No10); 
Dec 1963 (Vol XXVI, No12); Jan 1964 (Vol XXVII, No1); 
Feb 1964 (Vol XXVII, No2); Mar 1964 (Vol XXVII, No3); 
Apr 1964 (Vol XXVII, No4); May 1964 (Vol XXVII, 
No5); June 1964 (Vol XXVII, No6); July 1964 (Vol 
XXVII, No7); Sept 1964 (Vol XXVII, No9); Oct 1964 (Vol 
XXVII, No10); Nov 1964 (Vol XXVII, No11); Dec 1964 
(Vol XXVII, No12); Jan 1965 (Vol XXVIII, No1); Feb 
1965 (Vol XXVIII, No2); Mar 1965 (Vol XXVIII, No3); 
Apr 1965 (Vol XXVIII, No4); May 1965 (Vol XXVIII, 
No5); June 1965 (Vol XXVIII, No6); July 1965 (Vol 
XXVIII, No7); Aug 1965 (Vol XXVIII, No8); Sept 1965 
(Vol XXVIII, No9); Oct 1965 (Vol XXVIII, No10); Nov 
1965 (Vol XXVIII, No11); Dec 1965 (Vol XXVIII, No12); 
Jan 1966 (Vol XXIX, No1); Feb 1966 (Vol XXIX, No2); 
Apr 1966 (Vol XXIX, No4); May 1966 (Vol XXIX, No5); 
June 1966 (Vol XXIX, No6); Aug 1966 (Vol XXIX, No8); 
Sept 1966 (Vol XXIX, No9); Oct 1966 (Vol XXIX, No10); 
Jan 1967 (Vol XXX, No1); Feb 1967 (Vol XXX, No2); 
Mar 1967 (Vol XXX, No3); Apr 1967 (Vol XXX, No4); 
May 1967 (Vol XXX, No5); June 1967 (Vol XXX, No6); 
Aug 1967 (Vol XXX, No8): Sept 1967 (Vol XXX, No9); 
Oct 1967 (Vol XXX, No10); Nov 1967(Vol XXX, No11); 
Dec 1967 (Vol XXX, No12). 
 
United States Armed Forces 
Medical Journal Mar 1956 (Vol VII, No3); Jan 1959 (Vol X, No1). 
 
 
United States Magazine 
and Democratic Review 1839 (Vol V). 
 
 
 
United States Naval Institute 
Proceedings Feb 1933 (No 360, Vol 59, No2); Apr 1933 (No 362, Vol 
59, No4); Oct 1937 (No 416, Vol 63, No10); Mar 1940 (No 
445, Vol 66, No3); Sept 1940 (No 451, Vol 66, No9); Jan 
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1941 (No 455, Vol 67, No1); Apr 1941 (No 458, Vol 67, 
No4); May 1942 (No 471, Vol 68, No5); Aug 1942 (No 
474, Vol 68, No8); Nov 1945 (No 513, Vol 71, No11);  
 July 1952 (No 593, Vol 78, No7); Oct 1952 (No 596, Vol 
78, No10); Apr 1954 (No 614, Vol 80, No4); Apr 1955 (No 
626, Vol 81, No4).  
 
 
 
Virginia Cavalcade Winter 1953 (Vol III, No3); Spring 1954 (VolIII, No4);  
 Summer 1954 (Vol IV, No1); Autumn (1954 (Vol IV, 
No2); Winter 1954 (Vol IV, No3); Spring 1955 (Vol IV, 
No4); Summer 1955  (Vol V, No1); Spring 1956 (Vol V, 
No4); Summer 1956 (Vol VI, No1); Autumn 1956 (Vol VI, 
No2); Spring 1957 (Vol VI, No4); Summer 1957  (Vol VII, 
No1); Autumn 1957 (Vol VII, No2); Winter 1957 (Vol VII, 
No3); Spring 1958 (Vol VII, No4); Spring 1958 (Vol VIII, 
No1); Autumn 1958 (Vol VIII, No2); Winter  1958 (Vol 
VIII, No3); Spring 1959 (Vol VIII, No4); Summer  1959 
(Vol IX, No1); Winter 1959 (Vol IX, No3); Spring 1960 
(Vol IX, No4); Summer 1960 (Vol X, No1); Autumn 1961 
(Vol XI, No2); Winter 1961-62 (Vol XI, No3); Spring  
1962 (Vol XI, No4); Summer 1962 (Vol XII, No1); 
Autumn 1962 (Vol XII, No2); Winter 1962-63 (Vol XII, 
No3); Spring 1963 (Vol XII, No4); Summer 1963 (Vol 
XIII, No1); Autumn 1963 (Vol XIII, No2); Winter 1964 
(Vol XIV, No3); Spring 1965 (Vol XIV, No4); Summer 
1965 (Vol XV, No1); Autumn 1965 (Vol XV, No2); Spring 
1966 (Vol XV, No4); Summer 1966 (Vol XVI, No1); 
Autumn 1966 (Vol XVI, No2); Winter 1966 (Vol XV, 
No3); Spring 1967 (Vol XVI, No4); Summer 1967 (Vol 
XVII, No1); Autumn 1967 (Vol XVII, No2); Winter 1967 
(Vol XVI, No3); Spring 1968 (Vol XVII, No4); Summer 
1968 (Vol XVIII, No1); Autumn 1968 (Vol XVIII, No2);  
 Winter 1968 (Vol XVII, No3); Spring 1969 (Vol XVIII, 
No4); Summer 1969 (Vol XVIII, No5); Autumn 1969 (Vol 
XIX, No2); Winter 1969 (Vol XVIII, No3); Spring 1970 
(Vol XIX, No4); Summer 1970 (Vol XX, No1); Autumn 
1970 (Vol XX, No2); Winter 1970 (Vol XIX, No3); Spring 
1971 (Vol XX, No4); Summer 1971 (Vol XXI, No1); 
Autumn 1971 (Vol XXI, No2); Winter 1971 (Vol XX, 
No3); Spring  1972 (Vol XXI, No4); Summer 1972 (Vol 
XXII, No1); Autumn 1972 (Vol XXII, No2); Winter  1972 
(Vol XXI, No3); Spring 1973 (Vol XXII, No4); Summer n 
1973 (Vol XXIII, No1); Autumn 1973 (Vol XXIII, No2);  
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 Winter 1973 (Vol XXII, No3); Spring  1974  (Vol XXIII, 
No4); Summer 1974 (Vol XXIV, No1); Autumn 1974 (Vol 
XXIV, No2); Winter 1974 (Vol XXIII, No3); Spring 1975 
(Vol XXIV, No4); Autumn 1975 (Vol XXV, No2); Winter 
1975 (Vol XXIV, No3); Spring 1976 (Vol XXV, No4); 
Summer 1976 (Vol XXVI, No1); Autumn 1976 (Vol 
XXVI, No2); Spring 1977 (Vol XXVI, No4); Summer 
1977 (Vol XXVII, No1); Autumn 1977 (Vol XXVII, No2);  
 Winter 1977 (Vol XXVI, No3); Winter 1978 (Vol XXVII, 
No3).    
 
Virginia Magazine of 
History and Biography Oct 1910 (Vol XVIII, No4); Jan 1921 (Vol XXIX, No1); 
Apr 1922 (Vol XXX, No2); Oct 1925 (Vol XXXIII, No4);  
 Apr 1927 (Vol XXV, No2); Oct 1927 (Vol XXXV, No4); 
 July 1929 (Vol XXXVII, No3); Jan 1930 (Vol XXXVIII, 
No1); July 1933 (Vol XLI, No3); July 1934 (Vol XLII, 
No3); Oct 1934 (Vol XLII, No4); Oct 1935 (Vol XLIII, 
No4); Apr 1936 (Vol XLIV, No2); Oct  1936 (Vol XLIV, 
No4); July 1938 (Vol XLVI, No3); Oct 1939 (Vol XLVII, 
No4); Oct 1940 (Vol XLVIII, No4); Oct 1941 (Vol XLIX, 
No4); July 1942 (Vol L, No3); Apr 1943 (Vol LI, No2); 
 Apr 1946 (Vol 54, No2); Jan 1947 (Vol 55, No1); Apr 
1947 (Vol 55 No2); July 1947 (Vol 55, No3); Apr 1948 
(Vol 56, No2); July 1948 (Vol 56, No3); Jan 1949 (Vol 57, 
No1); Apr 1950 (Vol 58, No2); Oct 1951 (Vol 59, No4); 
 July 1952 (Vol 60, No3); Jan 1953 (Vol 61, No1); July 
1953 (Vol 61, No3); Apr 1954 (Vol 62, No2); Apr 1955 
(Vol 63, No2); Jan 1956 (Vol 64, No1); Apr 1958 (Vol 66, 
No2); July 1958 (Vol 66, No3); Oct 1958 (Vol 66, No4); 
 July 1959 (Vol 67, No3); Jan 1960 (Vol 68, No1); Oct 
1960 (Vol 68, No4); Jan 1961 (Vol 69, No1); July 1961 
(Vol 69, No3); Oct 1962 (Vol 70 No4); Jan 1963 (Vol 71, 
No1); Index to Vol 70 (1962); Apr 1963 (Vol 71, No2); 
July 1963 (Vol 71, No3); Oct 1963 (Vol 71, No4); Index to 
Vol 71 (1963); Jan 1964 (Vol 72, No1); Apr 1964 (Vol 72, 
No2); July 1964 (Vol 72, No3); Oct 1964 (Vol 72, No4); 
Index to Vol 72 (1964); Jan 1965 (Vol 73, No1); Apr 1965 
(Vol 73, No2); July 1965 (Vol 73, No3); Oct 1965 (Vol 73, 
No4); Index to Vol 73 (1965); Jan 1966 (Vol 74, No1); Apr 
1966(Vo 74, No2); July 1966 (Vol 74, No3); Oct 1966 (Vol  
74, No4); Index to Vol 74 (1966); Jan 1967 (Vol 75, No1); 
 Apr 1967 (Vol 75, No2); July 1967 (Vol 75, No3); Oct 
1967 (Vol 75, No 4); Index to Vol 75 (1967); Jan 1968 
(Vol 76, No1); Apr 1968 (Vol 76, No2); July 1968 (Vol 76, 
No3); Index to Vol 76 (1968); Jan 1969 (Vol 77, No1); Apr 
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1969 (Vol 77, No2); July 1969 (Vol 77, No3); Oct 1969 
(Vol 77, No4); Index to Vol 77 (1969); Jan 1970 (Vol 78, 
No1); Apr 1970 (Vol 78, No2); July 1970 (Vol 78, No3);  
 Oct 1970 (Vol 78, No4); Index to Vol 78 (1970); Jan 1971 
(Vol 79, No1); Apr 1971 (Vol 79, No2); July 1971 (Vol 79, 
No3); Oct 1971 (Vol 79, No4); Index to Vol 79 (1971); Jan 
1972 (Vol 80, No1); Apr 1972 (Vol 80, No2); July 1972 
(Vol 80, No3); Index to Vol 80 (1972); Jan 1973 (Vol 81, 
No1); Apr 1973 (Vol 81, No2); July 1973 (Vol 81, No3); 
Oct 1973 (Vol 81, No4); Jan 1974 (Vol 82, No1); Apr 1974 
(Vol 82, No2); July 1974 (Vol 82, No3); Oct 1974 (Vol 82, 
No4); Jan 1975 (Vol 83, No1); Apr 1975 (Vol 83, No2); 
July 1975 (Vol 83, No3); Oct 1975 (Vol 83, No4); Jan 
1976 (Vol 84, No1); Apr 1976 (Vol 84, No2); Oct 1976 
(Vol 84, No4); Jan 1977 (Vol 85, No1); Apr 1977 (Vol 85, 
No2); July 1977 (Vol 85, No3); Oct 1977 (Vol 85, No4).  
 
 
Virginia Quarterly Review Jan 1932 (Vol 8, No1). 
 
   
Watson’s Jeffersonian 
Magazine Apr 1910 (Vol 4, No4); May 1910 (Vol 4, No5); June 1910 
(Vol 4, No6); July 1910 (Vol 5, No1); Sept 1910 (Vol 5, 
No3); Oct 1910 (Vol 5, No4); Nov 1910 (Vol 5, No5); Dec 
1910 (Vol 5, No6); Feb 1911 (Vol XII, No4); Mar 1911 
(Vol XII, No5); Apr 1911(Vol XII, No6); May 1911 (Vol 
XIII, No1); July 1911  (Vol XIII, No3); Oct 1911 (Vol 
XIII, No6); Dec 1911(Vol XIV, No2); Apr 1912 (Vol XIV, 
No6); May 1912 (Vol XV, No1); Sept 1913 (Vol XVII, 
No5); Nov 1913 (Vol XVIII, No1).   
 
 
 
West Tennessee Historical 
Society Papers 1957 (No XI); 1958 (No XII); 1959 (No XIII); 1960 (No  
XIV); 1963 (No XVII); 1965 (No XIX); 1972 (No XXVI); 
1973 (No XXVII); 1974 (No XXVIII); 1977 (Vol XXXI); 
1978 (Vol XXXII); 1979 (Vol XXXIII); 1980 (Vol 
XXXIV). 
 
 
West Virginia History Apr 1940 (Vol I, No3); Apr 1945 (Vol VI, No3); July 1945 
(Vol VI, No4); Oct 1945 (Vol VII, No1); July 1947 (Vol 
VIII, No4); Apr 1949 (Vol X, No3); Oct 1949-Jan 1950 
(Vol XI, Nos1 & 2); July 1950 (Vol XI, No4); Jan 1951 
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(Vol XII, No2); July 1951 (Vol XII, No4); July 1953 (Vol 
XIV, No4); Oct 1957 (Vol XIX, No1); Oct 1958 (Vol XX, 
No1); Jan 1959 (Vol XX, No2); July 1959 (Vol XX, No4); 
Jan 1961 (Vol XXII, No2); Apr 1961 (Vol XXII, No3); 
July 1961 (Vol XXII, No4); Jan 1962 (Vol XXIII, No2); 
Apr 1962 (Vol XXIII, No3); Oct 1962 (Vol XXIV, No1); 
July 1963 (Vol XXIV, No4); Oct 1963 (Vol XXV, No1); 
Jan 1964 (Vol XXV, No2); Apr 1964 (Vol XXV, No3); 
July 1964 (Vol XXV, No4); Oct 1964 (Vol XXVI, No1). 
 
 
 
 
William and Mary College 
Quarterly Oct 1909 (Vol XVIII, No2); Oct 1911 (Vol XX, No1);  
 Apr 1917 (Vol XXV, No4); Oct 1926 (2nd Series, Vol 6, 
No4); July 1935 (2nd Series, Vol 15, No3); Jan 1936 (2nd 
Series, Vol 16, No1); Apr 1939 (2nd Series, Vol 19, No2); 
Jan 1940 (2nd Series, Vol 20, No1); Apr 1943 (2nd Series, 
Vol 23, No2). 
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Series IV: Imprints (Parrish & Willingham numbered) & Pamphlets (Wright numbered) 
 
Confederate Imprints 
[23] Acts and resolutions of the first session of the Provisional Congress of the Confederate 
States. 1861. Montgomery, Ala.: Barrett, Wimbish & Co., Printers and Binders. 1861.  
[25] Acts and resolutions of the second session of the Provisional congress of the Confederate 
States. 1861. Montgomery, Ala.: Shorter & Reid, Printers and Binders.  
[28] Acts and resolutions of the fourth session of the Provisional Congress of the Confederate 
States, held at Richmond, Va. Richmond: Tyler, Wise, Allegre and Smith, Prs. 1862.  
[29] The statutes at large of the Provisional Government of the Confederate States of America, 
from the institution of the government, February 8, 1861, to its termination, February 18, 1862, 
inclusive. Arranged in chronological order. Together with the constitution for the Provisional 
Government, and the permanent constitution of the Confederate States, and the treaties 
concluded by the Confederate States with Indian tribes. Edited by James M. Matthews, attorney 
at law, and law clerk in the Department of Justice. Richmond: R.M. Smith, Printer to Congress. 
1864.  
[34]The statutes at large of the Confederate States of America, passed at the first session of the 
second congress; 1864. Carefully collated with the originals at Richmond. Edited by James M. 
Matthews, attorney at law, and law clerk in the Department of Justice. Richmond: R.M. Smith, 
Printer to Congress, 1864.  
[44] A digest of the military and naval laws of the Confederate States, from the commencement 
of the Provisional congress to the end of the first congress under the permanent constitution. 
Analytically arranged by Capt. W.W. Lester, of the Quartermaster-General's Office, and Wm. J. 
Bromwell, of the Department of State, attorneys-at-law. To be continued every session. 
Columbia:Evans and Cogswell. 1864.  MU catalog #: KFZ 9095.A45 L4  
 
[60] An act to amend an act entitled "An act recognizing the existence of war between the United 
States and the Confederate States, and concerning letters of marque, prizes and prize goods, 
approved May 6th, one thousand eight hundred and sixty one." ...Approved May 21, 1861. 
[Montgomery,] 1861.  
[78] An act to organize the forces to serve during the war. [Richmond, 1864.]  
[85] An act to amend the tax laws. [Richmond, 1864.]  
[94]An act to diminish the number of exemptions and details. [Richmond, 1865.]  
[228] Address of the Congress to the people of the Confederate States. [Richmond, 1864.]  
[257] Report of the Joint select committee appointed to investigate the condition and treatment of 
prisoners of war. 2 copies. [Richmond, 1865.]  
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[259] Report from the Joint select committee, to investigate the management of the Navy 
Department. [Richmond, 1864.]  
[261] Report of evidence taken before a Joint special committee of both Houses of the 
Confederate Congress, to investigate the affairs of the Navy Department. P. Kean, reporter. 
Richmond, Va.: Geo. P. Evans & Co., Printers, "Whig" Building [1863?]   
MU catalog #: E 596.C74  
 
[291] (Secret) (Senate Bill No. 11) . . . A bill to be entitled "An Act to provide for the further 
issue of treasury notes, and for other purposes." [Richmond, 1863.]  
[308] (Senate No. 13) . . . A bill to be entitled an act in relation to public printing. [Richmond, 
1863.]  
[331] Letter from Gen. Wise. Headquarters 6th Military District, Department South Carolina, 
Georgia, and Florida, January 3rd, 1864. To Hon. Jas. Lyons, john R. Chambliss and others, of 
the virginia delegation in Congress, [endorsing and enclosing the memorial of Generals Hardee, 
Stevenson and other officers, dated December 17th, 1863, from the "Army of Tennessee," 
respecting the army.] [Richmond, 1864.]  
[344] (Senate-Secret.) Amendments proposed by the Committee on Finance to the bill, (H.R. 92 
[i.e.192] to tax, fund and limit the currency. [Richmond, 1864.]  
[368] (Senate Bill No. 51) . . . A bill to provide supplies for the army, and to prescribe the mode 
of making impressments. [Richmond, 1864.]  
[382] (Senate Bill No. 92) . . . A bill to exempt the cargoes of vessels owned by the states of the 
Confederacy from restrictions upon exports and imports. [Richmond, 1864.]  
[385] (Senate Bill No. 121) . . . A bill declaring the mode of ascertaining the value of the tithe 
deliverable to the government under existing laws. [Richmond, 1864.]  
[387] (Senate Bill no. 119 - Secret) . . . A bill to suspend the privileges of the writ of habeas 
corpus in certain cases. [Richmond, 1864.]  
[394] Amendment to Senate bill (S. 129) to provide for the employment of free negroes and 
slaves to work upon fortifications, and to perform other labor connected with the defenses of the 
country. [Richmond, 1864.]  
[401] (Senate, No. 143) . . . A bill to authorize the employment of instructors for the acting 
midshipmen of the navy and to regulate their pay. [Richmond, 1864.]  
[404] (Senate engrossed bill, no. 121.) A bill declaring the mode of ascertaining the value of the 
tithe deliverable to the government under the true construction of existing laws. [Richmond, 
1865?]  
[407] (Senate Bill no. 155) . . . A bill to regulate the pay and allowances for certain female 
employees of the government. [Richmond, 1865.]  
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[409] (Secret. Senate no. 157) . . . A bill to provide for the appointment of a directing general of 
the armies of the Confederate States. [Richmond, 1865].  
[434] Amendment proposed by the Committee on Military Affairs to the bill (S. 190) to provide 
for raising two hundred thousand negro troops. [Richmond, 1865.]  
[435] (Senate, no. 192) . . . A bill to amend the act entitled "An act to organize forces to serve 
during the war," approved Feb. 17, 1864. [Richmond, 1865].  
[444] Amendment proposed by the Senate to the bill (H.R. 379) to levy additional taxes for the 
year eighteen hundred and sixty-five, for the support of the government. [Richmond, 1865.]  
[448] Directory of the Confederate states Senate, for the second session of the second Congress, 
commencing November 7, 1864. Richmond, Va.: R.M. Smith, Public Printer, 1864.  
[453] Rules for conducting business in the Senate of the Confederate States of America. 
Richmond: R.M. Smith, Public Printers.  
[455] Standing committees of the Senate. Second Congress. [Richmond? 1864?]  
[458] (Senate report, no. 9)...Report of the Committee on Finance on the bill (H.R. 18) to lay 
taxes for the common defence and carry on the government of the Confederate States. 
[Richmond, 1863.]  
[459] (No. 18 - Secret) . . . Report of the Committee on Finances on bill (H.R. 92) to tax, fund, 
and limit the currency. [Richmond, 1864].  
[474] (House bill.) A bill to be entitled An act to facilitate the detection of frauds by the 
disbursing officers of the government, with the view to the discovery of frauds and peculations 
upon the government, and facilitate the conviction of offenders, under existing or future laws. 
[Richmond, 186_.]  
[498] (House of Representatives, no. ) ...A bill to be entitled An act to amend "An act to further 
provide for the public defence," approved April 16th, 1862. [Richmond, 1862.]  
[507] (House no. 4)... A bill to regulate the navigation of the Confederate States and to establish 
direct trade with foreign nations. [Richmond, 1862.]  
[519] (House bill, no. 4.)... A bill to be entitled An act making appropriations for the executive, 
legislative and judicial expenses of the government for the month of December, eighteen 
hundred and sixty-two. [Richmond, 1862]  
[523] A bill to be4 entitled An act to amend the existing acts for the exemption of persons from 
military service. [Richmond, 1862.]  
[525] (House.) Amendment. [Richmond, 1863?]  
[527] (House, no.21.)... Joint resolutions expressing opinion of Congress in relation to the 
conduct of certain citizens of Louisiana within the lines, and in the presence of the enemy. 
[Richmond, 1863.]  
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[528] (House, no. 24.)...Resolutions endorsing the recent proclamation and order of the President 
on the subject of retaliation. [Richmond, 1863]  
[529] (House, no. 25.)... Joint resolutions on the pending war, and matters appertaining thereto. 
[Richmond, 1863.]  
[533] (House bill, no. 4)... A bill to be entitled An act to prohibit quartermasters and others from 
speculating. [Richmond, 1863.]  
[537] (House bill, no. 12.)... A bill to be entitled "An act to increase and strengthen the American 
Confederate States." [Richmond, 1863.]  
[538] (House Bill no. 8) . . . A bill continuing in pay all discharged soldiers by reason of wounds 
and injuries received in the service. [Richmond, 1863].  
[547] (House bill no 21) . . . A bill to be entitled An Act to provide an export duty on cotton and 
tobacco exported from the Confederate States to the ports or in the ships of any foreign country 
which has not recognized the independence of the Confederate States. [Richmond, 1863].  
[564] (House bill no. 3.) A bill to be entitled "An act to lay taxes for the common defense, and 
carry on the government of the Confederate States." [Richmond, 1863.]  
[566] (House bill no. ) A bill to be entitled An act to provide for holding elections for 
representatives in the Congress of the Confederate States, in states occupied by the forces of the 
enemy. [Richmond, 1863.]  
[567] Amendment proposed by Mr. Kenner, from Committee on Ways on Means, to bill "to lay 
taxes for the common defense, and carry on the government of the Confederate States." 
[Richmond, 1863.]  
[576] (House bill, no. 1.) ...A bill to be entitled An act to provide for keeping in repair the 
railroads of the Confederate States necessary for the transportation of troops and government 
supplies. [Richmond, 1863.]  
[577] A bill to be entitled An act to provide for holding elections for representatives in the 
Congress of the Confederate States, in states occupied by the forces of the enemy. [Richmond, 
1863.]  
[579] (House bill, no. .) ... A bill to distribute bounty, granted as a reward to the officers and men 
serving on board of the Virginia, Patrick Henry, Jamestown, Raleigh, Beaufort and Teazer, for 
their gallantry and courage in the naval engagement with the enemy's vessels in Hampton Roads, 
on the 8th and 9th of march 1862. [Richmond, 1863.]  
[591] (House of Representatives.)... A bill to raise a tax for the support of the government. 
[Richmond, 1863.]  
[596] (House of Representatives no. 9.)... Resolution on finance. [Richmond, 1863.]  
[600] (House bill, no. 15.)... A bill to be entitled "An act to raise a revenue by direct taxation." 
[Richmond, 1863.]  
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[607] (House of Representatives, no. 7.)... Resolution directory of Select Committee on Finance. 
[Richmond, 1863.]  
[616] (House of resolution.)... Joint resolution for the relief of Major W.F. Haines. [Richmond, 
1863.]  
[625] (House of Representatives) . . . A bill to be entitled An act repealing existing and 
regulating future exemptions from military service. [Richmond, 1864.]  
[631] (House of Representatives- Secret session.)... A bill to amend an act entitled "An act to lay 
taxes for the common defense and carry on the government of the Confederate States.", approved 
April 24, 1863. [Richmond, 1864.]  
[632] (House bill) . . . A bill to be entitled An act to increase the effective force of the 
"Provisional Army of the Confederate States." [Richmond, 1864.]  
[633] (House bill) . . . A bill to be entitled An act to provide additional compensation for soldiers 
of the Army of the Confederate States, and for the families of those who die in service. 
[Richmond, 1864.]  
[635] (House bill.)... A bill to be entitled " An act to make additional appropriations for the 
support of the Confederate States of America, for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1864. 
[Richmond, 1864.]  
[641] (House of Representatives - Secret session.)... Mr. Chilton's amendments to the bill of the 
committee. 3 copies. [Richmond, 1864.]  
[643] (House bill.)... Substitute of Mr. Boteler for Mr. Wilcox's bill. An act to provide for 
payment of horses killed, captured, lost or permanently disabled in the Confederate States 
service. [Richmond, 1864]  
[645] (House of Representative - Secret Session) . . . A bill to regulate the currency. Richmond, 
1864.]  
[648] (House bill.)... A bill to be entitled An act to suppress abuses in the Quartermaster and 
Commissary Departments of the army. [Richmond, 1864.]  
[655] (House bill.)... A bill to be entitled An act to authorize the impressments of meat for the 
use of the army, under certain circumstances. [Richmond, 1864.]  
[656] Proceeding of a meeting of officers and men of the 154th Sr. Tenn. Regiment. [Richmond, 
1864.]  
[658] (House bill)... A bill to be entitled An act supplemental to the several acts relating to 
military courts. [Richmond, 1864.]  
[664] [Resolutions transmitted] to the Hon. Speaker of the House of Representatives, Decatur, 
Georgia, January 27, 1864. [Adopted at a meeting of non-commissioned officers and privates of 
Company B, Twentieth Artillery Battalion, Alabama Volunteers, called for the purpose of 
considering the subject of re-enlisting for the war.] [Richmond , 1864.]  
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[674] Joint resolutions in reference to the treatment of colored troops. [Richmond, 1864.]  
[676] (House bill no. 9.)... A bill to organize a corps of scouts and signal guards, to facilitate 
communications with the Trans-Mississippi Department. [Richmond, 1864.]  
[679] (House of Representatives, no. 17.)... Joint resolutions of the Legislature of Louisiana in 
relation to further prosecution of the war. [Richmond, 1864.]  
[680] (House bill, no. 25.)... A bill to be entitled An act to establish a Bureau of Foreign Supplies 
in the War Department, with an agency in the Trans-Mississippi Department. [Richmond, 1864.]  
[683] (House of Representatives, no. 30.)... Joint resolutions of the State of Texas. [Richmond, 
1864.]  
[684] (House bill, no. 44.)... A bill to be entitled An act to establish the court for investigation of 
claims against government of the Confederate States. [Richmond, 1864.]  
[688] (House bill, no. 11.)... A bill to provide for the settlement of claims for property illegally 
impressed in the Trans-Mississippi Department. [Richmond, 1864.]  
[689] (House bill, no. 28.)... A bill to be entitled An act to establish a Bureau of Foreign Supplies 
in the War Department, with an agency in the Trans-Mississippi Department. [Richmond, 1864.]  
[691] Resolutions of the Legislature of the State of Mississippi in relation to the recent act of the 
Congress of the Confederate States suspending the privilege of the writ of habeas corpus. 
[Richmond, 1864.]  
[693] Preamble and resolutions asserting the jurisdiction and sovereignty of the State of Virginia 
over her ancient boundaries. Adopted October 8, 1863. [Richmond, 1864.]  
[698] (House bill, no. 93.)... A bill to be entitled An act for the organization of the Bureau of 
Conscription, and the appointment of officers to said Bureau. [Richmond, 1864.]  
[702] (House bill, no. 122.)... A bill to be entitled An act to amend the army regulations with 
respect to gaming by disbursing officers and others entrusted with public funds. [Richmond, 
1864.]  
[703] (House bill, no. 123.)... A bill to be entitled An act making appropriations for the support 
of the government of the Confederate States of America from July 1 to December 31, 1864, and 
to supply a deficiency.  
[705] (House of Representatives.)... Joint resolutions requiring the settlement of the accounts of 
the Post-Office Department prior to the first day of July, 1863. [Richmond, 1864.]  
[707] Resolutions declaring the supremacy of the civil over the military law. [Richmond, 1864.]  
[713] (House of Representatives) Amendment to the bill offered by Mr. J.M. Smith, to amend 
the act to organize forces to serve during the war. [Richmond, 1864.  
[715] (House bill, no. 176.)... A bill to be entitled An act to authorize the consolidation of 
companies, battalions and regiments. [Richmond, 1864.]  
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[717] (House bill, no. 191.)... A bill to be entitled "An act to facilitate the settlement of claims of 
deceased officers and soldiers." [Richmond, 1864.]  
[718] (House bill, no. 203.)... A bill to be entitled "An act to protect the Confederate States 
against frauds and to provide remedies against officers and employees of the government 
committing them." [Richmond, 1864.]  
[719] (House bill, no. 214.)... A bill to be entitled An act to define and punish conspiracy against 
the Confederate States. [Richmond, 1864.]  
[722] (House bill, no. 230.)... A bill to be entitled "An act to amend An act to provide revenue 
from commodities imported from foreign countries," approved May 21st, 1864. [Richmond, 
1864.]  
[723] (House bill, no. 231.)... A bill to be entitled "An act to exempt from taxation loans made on 
hypothecation of non taxable bonds." [Richmond, 1864.]  
[724] (House bill, no. 232.)... A bill to be entitled "An act to exempt from taxations the capital 
bonds and certificates issued by the Confederate States." [Richmond, 1864.]  
[725] (House bill, no. 233)... A bill to be entitled An act to consolidate and amend the laws 
relative to impressments. [Richmond, 1864.]  
[726] (House bill, no. 239.)... A bill to be entitled An act to organize the Supreme Court. 
[Richmond, 1864.]  
[727] (House bill, no. 240. - Secret session.)... A bill to provide for the establishment of a Bureau 
of Special and Secret Service. [Richmond, 1864.]  
[728] (House bill no 242) . . . A bill to be entitled An act to provide for sequestrating the 
property of persons liable to military service who have departed or shall depart from the 
Confederate States without permission. [Richmond, 1864.]  
[729] (House bill no. 214) . . . A bill to be entitled An act to define and punish conspircay against 
the Confederate States. [Richmond, 1864.]  
[731] (House bill, no. 267. - Secret.)... A bill to suspend the privilege of writ of habeas corpus, In 
certain cases, for a limited time. [Richmond, 1864.]  
[736] (House bill, no. 274.)... A bill to increase the pay of marines to that received by infantry of 
the army. [Richmond, 1864.]  
[737] (House bill no. 275) . . . A bill to authorize the employment of instructors for the acting 
midshipmen of the navy, and to regulate their rank and pay. [Richmond, 1864.]  
[738] (House bill no. 276) . . . A bill making an appropriation for the removal of the naval rope 
walk and erect additional quarters for acting midshipmen at Drewry's Bluff. [Richmond, 1864.]  
[739] (House of Representatives, no. 277) . . . A bill making an appropriation for the removal of 
the naval rope walk and erection of the same. [Richmond, 1864.]  
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[740] (House of Representatives, no. 278.)... A bill to increase the number of acting midshipmen
in the navy, and to prescribe the manner of appointment. [Richmond, 1864.]
[741] (House of Representatives, no. 279) . . . A bill for the transfer of certain mechanics,
artizens and other persons, from the army to the navy. [Richmond, 1864.]
[743] (House of Representatives.)... Amendment to the bill to provide more effectually for the
reduction and redemption of the currency. [Richmond, 1864]
[744] (House of Representatives.)...Substitute for the bill (H.R. 229) to provide more effectually
for the reduction and redemption of the currency. [Richmond, 1864.]
[745] (House of Representatives) . . . A resolution tendering negotiations for peace and a
mitigation of the horrors of war. [Richmond, 1864.]
[746] (House of Representatives.)... A resolution upon the subject of peace. [Richmond, 1864.]
[747] (House of Representatives.)... Resolutions relating to the war and negotiations for peace.
[Richmond, 1864.]
[748] (House of Representatives.)... Amendment to bill to authorize the consolidation of
companies, battalions and regiments. [Richmond, 1864]
[749] (House of Representatives.)...Amendment to the bill to be entitled "An act to authorize the
consolidation of companies, battalions and regiments." [Richmond, 1864.]
[750] (House of Representatives) . . . A resolution [relating to peace overtures] [Richmond,
1864.]
[752] (House of Representatives, no. 285.)... A bill to be entitled An act to lay a tax for revenue
to provide for the common defense and carrying on of the government of the Confederate States.
[Richmond, 1864.]
[754] (House of Representatives, no. 287.)... A bill to be entitled An act to authorize the 2d
auditor of the Treasury, or a commissioner, to be appointed by the Secretary of the Treasury with
the consent of the President, to take proof as to the expenditures of the State of Tennessee, in
constructing military defenses and the support of her army previous to its transfer to the
Confederate government. [Richmond, 1864.]
[755] A bill to be entitled An act to provide for organizing, arming and disciplining the militia of
the Confederate States, and for governing such part of them as may be employed in the service of
the Confederate States. [Richmond, 1864.]
[756] Joint resolutions of the General Assembly of the State of Alabama, in relation to
impressments and the schedule of prices fixed by Confederate commissioners. [Richmond,
1864.]
[758] A bill declaring the mode of ascertaining the value of the tithe deliverable to the
government under the true construction of existing laws. [Richmond, 1864.]
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[759] (House bill, no. 303.)... A bill to be entitled an act for the further organization of the field 
artillery of the Confederate States. [Richmond, 1864.]  
[760] (House of Representatives, no. 307.)... A bill to be entitled An act authorizing the 
Secretary of the Treasury to borrow specie, to be applied to the redemption and reduction of the 
currency. [Richmond, 1864.]  
[761] Amendments to the bill to be entitled An act to authorize the consolidation of companies, 
battalions and regiments. [Richmond, 1864.]  
[762] (House bill, no. 311.)... A bill to provide additional clothing and privileges to troops in the 
field. [Richmond, 1864.]  
[763] Substitute for the bill (H.R. 203) to protect the Confederate States against frauds, and to 
provide remedies against officers and employees of the government committing them. 
[Richmond, 1864.]  
[767] (House of Representatives.)... A bill to be offered as a substitute for the bill reported by the 
Committee on Military Affairs to consolidate companies, battalions, regiments and brigades. 
[Richmond, 1865.]  
[768] Amendment to section 3rd of the bill to be entitled An act to authorize the consolidation of 
companies, battalions and regiments. 2 copies. [Richmond, 1865.]  
[770] (House bill, no. 319.)... A bill more effectually to prevent and punish absenteeism and 
desertion in the army.) [Richmond, 1865.]  
[771] (House bill, no. 320.)... A bill to change the mode of filling vacancies among 
commissioned officers of companies, battalions and regiments. [Richmond, 1865.]  
[774] (House of Representatives, no. 228) . . . A bill to be entitled An act authorizing the 
promotion of officers, non-commissioned officers and privates, for distinguished valor and skill 
for peculiar competency and general merit. [Richmond, 1865.]  
[775] (House of Representatives, no. 322.)... A bill to be entitled An act repealing certain 
abatements from the property tax and income tax, and amending the said laws. [Richmond, 
1865.]  
[776] (House of Representatives, no. 323) . . . A bill to be entitled An act to provide payment for 
horses killed ot lost in the service of the Confederate States. [Richmond, 1865.]  
[785] (House of Representatives, no. 183.)... A bill to be entitled to consolidate the public debt. 
[Richmond, 1865.]  
[786] (House of Representatives, no. 184.)... A bill to be entitled An act to provide the means to 
carry on the war. [Richmond, 1865.]  
[788] Resolutions of the State of Texas, concerning peace, reconstruction, and independence. 
[Richmond, 1865.]  
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[789] (House bill, no. 338.)... A bill to be entitled An act to levy and collect taxes for the 
common defence, and for the support of the government for the year 1865, and to repeal certain 
tax laws. [Richmond, 1865.]  
[792] (House of Representatives, no. 344.)... A bill to be entitled An act to provide for auditing 
and paying for horses and equipment taken from dismounted cavalrymen for the use of the 
government. [Richmond, 1865.]  
[793] (House of Representaives, no. 349) . . . A bill to amend An act to organize forces to serve 
during the ear [Richmond, 1865.]  
[794] (Secrets.)... [Resolution concerning additional taxes for the year 1865.] [Richmond, 1865.]  
[795] (House of Representatves, no. 282.)... A bill to be entitled An act for the prevention of 
frauds on the revenues of the Post office Department, and prohibiting the transportation of 
mailable matter over the post routes of the Confederate States by unauthorized associations of 
persons. [Richmond, 1865.]  
[797] (Secret.) (House of Representatives, no. 361) . . . A bill to provide for the establishment of 
a Bureau for Special and Secret Service. [Richmond, 1865.]  
[798] (Secret) (House of Representatives, no. 361.)... A bill to be entitled "An act to provide 
means to carry on the war." [Richmond, 1865.]  
[799] Resolutions adopted by the officers and men of the 57th Virginia Regiment. [Richmond, 
1865.]  
[800] Resolutions passed at a meeting for the Ninth Virginia Infantry - January 25, 1865. 2 
copies. [Richmond, 1865.]  
[801] Resolutions passed at a meeting of the 14th Virginia Infantry - January 24, 1865. 2 copies. 
[Richmond, 1865]  
[805] (House.)... Resolutions adopted by Bratton's Brigade, South Carolina Volunteers, January 
30th, 1865. 2 copies. [Richmond, 1865.]  
[806] (House.)... Resolutions adopted by Company "H," "I" and "K" Thirteenth Virginia Infantry  
January 28, 1865. [Richmond, 1865.]  
[808] (House.)... Resolutions adopted by McGowan's Brigade, South Carolina Volunteers. 
[Richmond, 1865.]  
[809] (House.)... Resolutions adopted by the Staunton Artillery, February 1st, 1865. [Richmond, 
1865.]  
[810] (House of Representatives, no. 367) . . . A bill to be entitled An act to increase the military 
force of the Confederate States. [Richmond, 1865.]  
[812] (Secret Session) (House bill no. 370) . . . A bill to amend An act to organize forces to serve 
during the war. [Richmond, 1865.]  
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[814] Resolutions adopted by a meeting of the people of Powhatan, held in the courthouse on 
February court day, 1865. [Richmond, 1865.]  
[815] (House of Representatives, no. 378.)... A bill to provide for the immediate payment of 
arrears due to the army due to the army and navy. [Richmond, 1865.]  
[817] Joint resolution expressing the sense of Congress on the subject of the late peace 
commission. [Richmond, 1865.]  
[820] (House of Representatives, no. 386.)... A bill making further regulations for the taxations 
of banks and bank notes, and for the confiscation of such notes held by alien enemies. 
[Richmond, 1865.]  
(House bill no. 391) . . . A bill to provide means to pay the army and navy, and carry on the war. 
[Richmond, 1865.]  
[825] Resolution in favor abolishing provost guards. [Richmond, 1865.]  
[825] Resolution in favor of privates, non-commissioned officers and officers of the line. 
[Richmond, 1865.]  
[827] Resolutions adopted by Sturdivant's Artillery Battalion, Army Northern Virginia, 
expressive of their determination to continue their efforts for independence. [Richmond, 1865.]  
[829] Amendment to the bill offered by Mr. J.M. Smith, to amend the act to organize forces to 
serve during the war. [Richmond, 1865.]  
[833] Calendar of the House of Representatives. [Richmond, 1862-65.]  
[836] Directory of the House of Representatives. [Richmond, 1864?]  
[847] Report of the Committee on Claims. In the case of Mary Clark... December 29, 1863. 
[Richmond, 1863.]  
[856] Majority report of the Committee on Foreign Affairs. [Richmond, 186_.]  
[858] Minority report of the Committee on Foreign Affairs, presented by Mr. Smith, of Alabama. 
[Richmond, 1862.]  
[866] Report of the Committee on Quartermaster and Commissary Departments on case of major 
Frank G. Ruffin. [Richmond, 1863.]  
[867] Report of the Committee on Quartermaster and Commissary Departments. [Richmond, 
1864.]  
[875] Minority report of the Committee of Ways and Means on the tax bill. [Richmond, 1864.]  
[876] Minority report. The undersigned...[Robert B. Hilton et al appeal for additional tax levies]. 
[Richmond, 1865.]  
[879] Evidence taken before the Committee of the House of Representatives, appointed to 
enquire into the treatment of prisoners at Castle Thunder. [Richmond, 1863.]  
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[880] Report of Hospital Committee. [Richmond, 1862.]  
[885] Mr. Rogers' minority report [opposing placement of slaves in the army except as a last 
resort]. [Richmond, 1865.]  
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Printed by E.H. Cushing, Telegraph Book and Job Establishment. 1862.  
[4182] General laws of the extra session of the ninth Legislature, of the State of Texas. Published 
by authority. 3 copies. Austin: Printed at the Office of the Texas Almanac. 1863.  
[4191] Laws of the eighth Legislature of the State of Texas. Extra session. By authority. Austin: 
Printed by John Marshall & Co., State Printers. 1861.  
[4213] Proclamation by the Governor of the State of Texas... February 9, 1861. [Austin, Tex., 
1861.]  
[4231] Proclamation by the people of Texas...August 26, 1861. [Austin, Tex., 1861.]  
[4354] The new constitution of Virginia, with the amended bill of rights, as adopted by the 
Reform Convention of 1850- 51, and amended by the Convention of 1860-61. [Richmond? 
1863?]  
[4367] Ordinances adopted by the Convention of Virginia, in secret and adjourned sessions in 
April, May, June and July, 1861. Richmond: Wyatt M. Elliott, Printer. 1861.  
[4385] Acts of the General Assembly of the State of Virginia, passed in 1861, in the eighty-fifth 
year of the commonwealth. Richmond: William F. Ritchie, Public Printer, 1861.  
MU catalog #: KFV 2425.2 A25 1861c  
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[4386] Acts of the General Assembly of the State of Virginia, passed in 1861-2, in the eighty-
sixth year of the commonwealth. Richmond: William F. Ritchie, Public Printer. 1862.  
MU catalog #: KFV 2425.2 A25 1861  
 
[4387] Acts of the General Assembly of the State of Virginia, passed at adjourned session, 1862, 
in the eighty-seventh year of the commonwealth. Richmond: William F. Ritchie, Public Printer. 
1862. MU catalog #: 2425.2 A25 1862  
[4388] Acts of the General Assembly of the State of Virginia, passed at the called session, 1862, 
in the eighty-seventh year of the commonwealth. Richmond: William F. Ritchie, Public Printer. 
1863.  
[4390] Acts of the General Assembly of the State of Virginia, passed at the called session 1862, 
in the eighty-seventh year of the commonwealth. Richmond: William F. Ritchie, Public Printer. 
1863. MU catalog #: KFV 2425.2 A25 1863  
[4391] Acts of the General Assembly of the State of Virginia, passed at session of 1863-4, in the 
eighty-eighth year of the commonwealth. Richmond: William F. Ritchie, Public Printer. 1864.  
[4395] [Documents. Extra Session.] [Richmond, 1861.]  
[4399] [Documents. Called session, 1863, and session of 1863-64.] [Richmond, 1863-64.]  
[4499] Journal of the Senate of the Commonwealth of Virginia: begun and held at the Capitol in 
the city of Richmond, on Monday, the second day of December, in the year one thousand eight 
hundred and sixty-one - being the eighty-fifth year of the Commonwealth. Richmond: James E. 
Goode, Senate Printer, 1861.  
[4533] Bill no. 47. A bill to re-enact an act passed October 3, 1862, entitled An act to further 
provide for the public defence. [Richmond, 1863.]  
[4534] Bill no. 49. A bill authorizing the issue of treasury notes of a less denomination than one 
dollar. [Richmond, 1863.]  
[4548] Bill no. 89. A bill to stay proceedings on executions, trust deeds and other demands, in 
cases of refusal to receive payment in currency, and to repeal an act entitled an act to suspend 
sales and legal proceedings in certain cases, and to repeal an ordinance to provide against the 
sacrifice of property, and ti suspend proceedings in certain cases, passed April 30, 1861, by the 
Convention of Virginia. [Richmond, 1863.]  
[4551] Bill no. 113. A bill forfeiting lands of citizens of the United States in this commonwealth, 
when said lands are claimed by loyal citizens, under grants from the commonwealth, to transfer 
same to them. [Richmond, 1863.]  
[4554] Bill no. 130. A bill amending and re-enacting the second section of chapter 213 of the 
Code of Virginia (edition of 1860), so as to increase the pay for keeping convicts confined in the 
penitentiary under sentence of a court of the Confederate States. [Richmond, 1863.]  
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[4601] Bill no. 71. A bill to create the Governor and Proprietors of the Exchequer of the 
Confederate States of America. [Richmond, 1865.]  
[4616] Journal of the House of Delegates of the State of Virginia, for the session of 1861-62. 
Richmond: William F. Ritchie, Public Printer. 1861. MU catalog #: KFV 2418.2 J7 1861a  
[4702.1] Year ending February 1862  
[4723] Arentsschildt, Friedrich von. Instructions for officers and non-commissioned officers of 
cavalry, on outpost duty; by Lieut.-Colonel von Arentschildt [sic], first Hussars King's German 
Legion: with an abridgment of them by Lieut-Colonel the Hon F. Ponsonby, Twelfth Light 
Dragoons. J.W. Randolph: 121 Main Street, Richmond, Va. 1861.  
[4734] The battle of Fort Sumter and first victory of the Southern troops, April 13th, 1861. Full 
accounts of the bombardment, with sketches of the scenes, incidents, etc. Compiled chiefly from 
the detailed reports of the Charleston press. Published by request. Charleston: Steam-Power 
Presses of Evans & Cogswell. No. 3 Broad and 103 East Bay Streets. 1861.  
[4735] The battle of Fort Sumter and first victory of the Southern troops, April 13th, 1861. Full 
accounts of the bombardment, with sketches of the scenes, incidents, etc. Compiled chiefly from 
the detailed reports of the Charleston press. Published by request. Charleson: Steam-Power 
Presses of Evans & Cogswell. No.3 Broad and 103 East Bay Streets. 1861.  
[4747] Buckholtz, Louis von. Tactics for officers of infantry, cavalry and artillery. Arranged and 
compiled by L.v. Buckholtz, author of Infantry, camp duty, field fortification and coast defense. 
J.W. Randolph, 121 Main Street, Richmond, Va. 1861.  
[4748] [Bugeaud de la Piconnerie, Thomas Robert, duc d'Isly] The practice of war: being a 
translation of a French military work entitled "Maxims, counsels and instructions on the art of 
war, or Handbook for the practice of war. For the use of military men of all arms and countries. 
From a manuscript written, in 1815, by a general of that time, and revised in 1855, to be put in 
harmony with the knowledge and organization of the present day. Richmond: West & Johnston. 
1863.  
[4755] Cary, R. Milton. Skirmishes' drill and bayonet exercise (as now used in the French 
Army), with suggestions for the soldier in actual conflict. Compiled and translated for the use of 
the volunteers of the State of Virginia and the South, by R. Milton Cary, Lt. Col. Prov. Army of 
Va... Richmond, Va.: West & Johnston, 145 Main Street . 1861.  
[4763] Chatham Artillery. Celebration of the seventy-fifth anniversary of the Chatham Artillery 
of Savannah. May 1, 1861. Published in compliance with a resolution adopted by the corps... 
Savannah: John M. Cooper and Company. 1861.  
[4779] [Cooke, John Esten] The life of Stonewall Jackson. From official papers, contemporary 
narratives, and personal acquaintance. By a Virginian.... Richmond: Ayres & Wade. Illustrated 
News Steam Presses. 1863.  
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[4782] Cooper, Samuel. Cooper's cavalry tactics, for the use of volunteers: to which is added A 
manual for Colt's revolver. New Orleans: H.P. Lathrop, 74 Magazine Street . Jackson, Miss. 
Power & Cadwallader. 1861.  
[4791] Curry, John P. Volunteers' camp and field book. Containing useful and general 
information on the art and science of war, for the leisure moments of the soldier. Richmond: 
West & Johnston, 145 Main Street, 1862.  
[4799] Davis, James Lucius. The trooper's manual: or, Tactics for light dragoons and mounted 
riflemen. Compiled, abridged and arranged, by Col. J. Lucius Davis, graduate of the United 
States Military Academy, West Point, formerly an officer of the United States Army; and for 
many years commander and instructor of volunteer cavalry. Richmond, Va. Published by A 
Morris. 1861. MU catalog #: UE 161.5 D26  
[4804] [DeFontaine, Felix Gregory] Marginalia; or Gleanings from an army note-book. By 
"Personne," army correspondent of the Charleston Courier. Columbia, S.C.: Steam Power Press 
of F.G. De Fontaine & Co. 1864.  
[4836] Gilham, William. Manual of instruction for the volunteers and militia of the Confederate 
States. By William Gilham, colonel of volunteers, instructor of tactics and commandant of 
cadets, Virginia Military Institute. Richmond, Va. West & Johnston, 145 Main Street. 1861.  
MU catalog #: U113.5 G5  
 
[4850] Hardee, William J. Rifle and infantry tactics, revised and improved by Col. W.J. Hardee, 
C.S. Army, first edition.... Mobile: S.H. Goetzel & Co. First Year of the Confederacy. [1861.]  
[4857] Hardee, William J. Rifle and infantry tactics, revised an improved by Maj. Gen. W.J. 
Hardee, C.S. Army. Eighth edition.... Mobile: S.H. Goetzel. 1863.  
Hessee, Julius. Remarks by Major Julius Hessee, read before the Court of Inquiry, February 3d, 
1862. [Mobile, Ala., 1862.]  
[4885] Hurst, M.B. History of the Fourteenth Regiment Alabama Vols. With a list of the names 
of every man that ever belonged to the regiment. By M.B. Hurst, chief musician 14th Regiment 
Alabama Volunteers. Richmond, 1863.  
[4898] Kane, George Proctor. To all Marylanders in the Confederate States. [Richmond? 1864.]  
[4899] [Keily, Anthony M.] Prisoner of war, or five months among the Yankees. Being a 
narrative of the crosses, calamities, and consolations of a Petersburg militiaman during an 
enforced summer residence north. By A. Rifleman, Esq., Gent. Published by West & Johnston, 
Main Street, Richmond, Va. [1865.]  
[4904] Lee, Charles Henry. The judge advocates vade mecum: embracing a general view of 
military law, and the practice before courts martial, with an epitome of the law of evidence, as 
applicable to military trials. By C.H. Lee. Richmond: West & Johnston, No. 145 Main Street. 
1864. MU catalog #: KF 7609.L4 1863  
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[4910] Lee, James Kendall. The volunteer's handbook: containing an abridgment of Hardee's 
infantry tactics, adapted to the use of the percussion musket in squad and company exercises, 
manual of arms for riflemen. And United States Army regulations as to parades, reviews, 
inspections, guard-mounting, &c. By Capt. J.K. Lee.... Twenty-fifth thousand. West & Johnston, 
145 Main Street., Richmond, Va. 1861.  
[4911] Lee, James Kendall. The volunteer's handbook: containing an abridgment of Hardee's 
infantry tactics adapted to the use of the percussion musket in squad and company exercises, 
manual of arms for riflemen, and United States Army regulations as to parades, review, 
inspections, guard mounting, etc. By Jas. K. Lee, of the First Regiment of Virginia Volunteers. 
Richmond, Va.: West & Johnston, No. 145 Main Street. 1861.  
[4938] [McCabe, James Dabney] The life of Thomas J Jackson. By an ex-cadet. Richmond: 
James E. Goode. 1864. MU catalog #: E467.1 J15 M12 1864  
[4942] Mahan, Dennis Hart. An elementary treatise on advanced-guard, out-post, and 
detachment service of troops, and the manner of posting and handling them in presence of an 
enemy. Intended as a supplement to the system of tactics adopted for the military service of the 
United States, and especially for the use of officers of militia and volunteers. By D.H. Mahan, 
professor of military and civil engineering, and of the science of war, in the United States' 
Military Academy. New Orleans: Bloomfield & Steel, Booksellers and Stationers. 1861.  
[4944] Mahan, Dennis Hart. Summary of the course of permanent fortification and of the attack 
and defence of permanent works, for the use of cadets of the U.S. Military Academy. By D.H. 
Mahan, professor of military engineering, etc., etc. Charleston: Steam-Power Presses of Evans & 
Cogswell. No 3 Broad and 103 East Bay Street. 1862. MU catalog #: UG405 M2 1862  
[4947] Mahan, Dennis Hart. A treatise on field fortification, containing instructions on the 
methods of laying out, constructing, defending, and attacking intrenchments; with the general 
outlines also of the arrangement, the attack and defence of permanent fortifications. By D.H. 
Mahan, professor of military and civil engineering in the United States Military Academy. 
Fourth edition, revised and enlarged. Richmond, Va. West & Johnston: 145 Main Street. 1862.  
MU catalog #: UG403 M22  
 
[4953] Marmont, Auguste Frederic Louis Viesse de, duc de Raguse. The spirit of military 
institutions, by marshal Marmont, Duke of Ragusa. Translated from the last Paris edition (1859), 
and augmented by biographical, historical, topographical, and military notes; with a new version 
of General Jomini's celebrated thirty-fifth chapter, of par I, of Treatise on gran military 
operations. By Frank Schaller, Colonel 22d Regiment Mississippi Infantry, Confederate Army. 
Columbia, S.C.: Evans and Cogswell. 1864. MU catalog #: U102 M3S3  
[4987] Patten, George Washington. Cavalry drill and sabre exercise,; compiled agreeably to the 
latest regulations of the War Department, from standard military authority. By George Patten. 
Richmond: West & Johnston, 145 Main Street, 1862.  
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[4991] Pollard, Edward Alfred. The first year of the war. By Edward A. Pollard. Author of 
"Black diamonds," etc. Corrected and improved edition. Richmond: West & Johnston, 145 Main 
Street. 1862.  
[4994] Pollard, Edward Alfred. Observations in the North: eight months in prison and on parole. 
By Edward A. Pollard. Richmond: E.W. Ayres, Corner Ninth and Main Streets. 1865.  
[4995] [Pollard, Edward Alfred] The second battle of Manassas: with sketches of the recent 
campaign in northern Virginia and on the upper Potomac. Prepared from special materials. By 
the author of "The first year of the war." Richmond: West & Johnston, 145 Main Street. 1862.  
[4996] Pollard, Edward Alfred. The second year of the war. By Edward A. Pollard, author of 
"Black diamonds," etc.... Richmond: West & Johnston, 145 Main Street. 1863. 
[5022] Richardson, William H. A manual of infantry and rifle tactics, with honors paid by the 
troops, inspections - reviews, &c. Abridged and compiled by Col. Wm. H. Richardson, graduate 
and formerly assistant instructor of tactics, Virginia Military Institute. Richmond, Va. Published 
by A. Morris. 1861. MU catalog #: UD157 R5  
[5069] Theorie de l'art militaire. Exercice et manoeuvre de l'infanterie; ecole du soldat et ecole 
de peleton. Nouvelle-Orleans. Imprimerie de R.P. Theard, 195, rue de Chartres. 1861.  
[5084] United States. War Department. Instruction for heavy artillery; prepared by a board of 
officers, for the use of the Army of the United States. Charleston: Steam-Power Presses of Evans 
& Cogswell, No 3 Broad and 103 East Bay Streets. 1861. MU catalog #: UF160 A4  
[5085] United States. War Department. Instructions for heavy artillery; prepared by a board of 
officers for the use of the Army of the United States. Richmond, Va.: West & Johnston, 145 
Main Street. 1862.  
[5100] Warder, T.B. Battle of Young's Branch; or, Manassas Plain, fought July 21, 1861. With 
maps of the battle field made by actual survey, and the various positions of the regiments and 
artillery companies placed thereon, with an account of the movements of each, procured from the 
commanding officer, or an officer of the regiment. Also, an account of the battle. Also the battle 
ground of the 18th July, 1861, with General Beauregard's report of said battle. By T.B. Warder & 
Jas M. Catlett. 3 copies. Richmond: Enquirer Book and Job Press. Tyler, Wise, Allegre and 
Smith. 1862.  
[5101] Warren, Kittrell J. History of the Eleventh Georgia Vols., embracing the muster rolls, 
together with a special and succinct account of the marches engagements, casualties, etc. By 
Kittrell J. Warren. Richmond, Va.: Smith, Bailey & Co., Printers. 1863.  
[5116] Wheeler, Joseph. A revised system of cavalry tactics, for the use of the cavalry and 
mounted infantry, C.S.A. By Major General Joseph Wheeler, Chief of Cavalry, Army of 
Tennessee, C.S.A. Mobile: S.H. Goetzel & Co. 1863.  
[5184] Blum's farmers' and planters' almanac, for the year 1862: being the second after bissextile 
or leap year, containing 365 days, and until the 4th of July, the 86th year of our independence. 
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Salem, N.C. Published and sold by L.B. & E.T. Blum. Copyright secured according to law. 
[1861.]  
[5185] Blum's farmers' and planters' almanac, for the year 1863: being the third after bissextile or 
leap year, containing 365 days. Calculated by David Richardson, of Louisia County, Va. Salem, 
N.C. Published and sold by L.V. & E.T. Blum. Copyright secured according to law. [1862.]  
[5187] Blum's farmers' and planters' almanac, for the year 1865: being the first after bissextile or 
leap year, containing 365 days. Calculated by David Richardson, of Louisa County, Va. Salem, 
N.C. Published and sold by L.V. & E.T. Blum. Copyright secured according to law. [1863.]  
[5207] Buchanan, W. Jefferson. Maryland's hope; her trials and interests in connexion with the 
war. By W. Jefferson Buchanan.... West & Johnston, 145 Main Street, Richmond, 1864.  
[5274] Commercial enfranchisement of the Confederate States of America, with original articles 
a new system of weights and measures, and new coins for the Confederate States. By a 
Virginian. Richmond: West & Johnston, 145 Main Street. 1862.  
[5288] The Confederate States almanac, and repository of useful knowledge, for 1862. Compiled 
and published by H.C. Clarke, Vicksburg, Mississippi. [1861.]  
[5289] The Confederate States almanac, and repository of useful knowledge, for the year 1863. 
H.C. Clarke, Vicksburg, Miss. [1863.]  
[5290] The Confederate States almanac, and repository of useful knowledge. For the year 1864: 
being bissextile or leap year; the fourth of Southern independence; and until July 4th, the eighty-
eighth of the independence of the United States. Astronomical calculations for the latitude and 
meridian of Augusta, Ga., and Richmond, Va., by T.P. Ashmore, Americus, Ga. Compiled by 
H.C. Clarke, Mobile, Ala. [1863.]  
[5293] The Confederate States almanac for the year of our Lord 1862. Being the second after 
bissextile, or leap year, the eighty-sixth of American independence, and the second of the 
Confederate States. Calculations made at the University of Alabama. Edited by T.O. Summers, 
D.D. Nashville, Tenn.: Southern Methodist Publishing House. 1862.  
[5297] Confederate States almanac for the year of our Lord 1864, being bissextile, or leap year 
and the 4th year of the independence of the Confederate States of America. Calculations made at 
the University of Alabama. Published for the trade by Burke, Boykin & Co., Macon, Ga. [1863.]  
[5299] Confederate States almanac for the year of our Lord 1864, being bissextile, or leap year, 
and the 4th year of the independence of the Confederate States of America. Calculations made at 
the University of Alabama. Published for the trade of Burke, Boykin & Co., Macon, Ga. S.H. 
Goetzel, Mobile, Ala. [1863.]  
[5330] DeBow, James D.B. The interest in slavery of the Southern non-slaveholder. The right of 
peaceful secession. Slavery in the Bible. Charleston: Steam-Power Presses of Evans & Cogswell, 
No. 3 Broad and 103 East Bay Streets. 1860.  
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[5334] De Jarnette, Daniel C. The Monroe Doctrine. Speech of Hon. D.C. De Jarnette, of 
Virginia, in the Confederate House of Representatives, January 30th, 1865, pending negotiations 
for peace. [Richmond? 1865.]  
[5364] Edwards, Weldon Nathaniel. Memoir of Nathaniel Macon, of North Carolina. By Weldon 
N. Edwards. 2 copies. Raleigh: Raleigh Register Steam Power Press. 1862.  
[5368] [Electorial ticket.] For President, Jefferson Davis, of Mississippi. For Vice President, 
A.H. Stephens, of Georgia.... [n.p., 1861.]  
[5392] Fremantle, Arthur James Lyon. Three months in the Southern states: April, June, 1863. 
By Lieut.-Col. Fremantle, Coldstream Guards. Mobile: S.H. Goetzel. 1864.  
[5399] Gardner, Charles. Gardner's New Orleans directory, for 1861, including Jefferson City, 
Gretna, Carrollton, Algiers, and McDonogh, with a new map of the city, a street and levee guide, 
business directory, an appendix of much useful information, and a planters directory containing 
the names of the cotton and sugar planters of Louisiana, Mississippi, Arkansas and Texas. A 
summery of the commercial history of New Orleans, continued. New Orleans: Compiled and 
published by Charles Gardner, No. 5 Commercial Place, Corner of Camp. 1861.  
MU catalog #: F379 N5 A18  
 
[5416] [Gibbes, Robert Wilson] Memorial. To the Honorable the Congress of the Confederate 
States of America;... [n.p., 1864?]  
[5417] Gilmer, John Harmer. Confederate States vs. John H. Gilmer. Substance of the opening 
argument of John H. Gilmer, with authorities; and the opinion of Judge Halyburton construing 
the sequestration act, &c. Richmond, Va.: West & Johnston, 145 Main Street. 1862.  
[5421] Gilmer, John Harmer. Opinion of John H. Gilmer on the conscription act. [Richmond? 
1862.]  
[5433] Graham, William A. Speech of Hon. William A. Graham of Orange, in the Convention of 
North-Carolina, Dec. 7th, 1861, on the ordinance concerning test oaths and sedition. Raleigh: 
W.W. Holden, Printer. 1862.  
[5491] Henry, Gustavus A. Speech of Hon. Gustavus A. Henry, of Tennessee, in the Senate of 
the Confederate States, November 29th, 1864. [Richmond, 1864.]  
[5529] Jones, Joseph. Agricultural resources of Georgia. Address before the Cotton Planters 
Convention of Georgia at Macon, December 13, 1860. By Joseph Jones, M.D., chemist of the 
association, and professor of medical chemistry in the Medical College of Georgia, at Augusta. 
Augusta, Ga: Steam Press of Chronicle & Sentinel, 1861.  
[5575] [Lyons, James] Four essays on the right and propriety of secession by Southern states, by 
a member of the bar of Richmond. Richmond, Va. Ritchie & Dunnavant, Printers. 1861.  
[5583] MacMahon, T.W. Cause and contrast: an essay on the American crisis. By T.W. 
MacMahon. 2 copies. Richmond, Va. West & Johnston. 1862 [c. 1861].   
MU catalog #: E458.2 M163  
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[5609] The Merryman habeas corpus case, Baltimore. The proceedings in full and opinion of 
Chief Justice Taney. The United States government a military despotism. 2 copies. Jackson, 
Miss.: J.L. Power. 1861.  
[5610] [Miles, James Warley] The relation between the races at the South. Charleston: Steam-
Power Presses of Evans & Cogswell, 3 Broad and 103 East Bay Streets. 1861.  
[5615] Miller's planters' & merchants' state rights almanac, for the year of our Lord 1862: being 
the second after leap year. And 2d of Southern independence. Calculated for the meridian of 
Carolina & Georgia, containing the usual astronomical calculations, with the time of high water, 
and a new tide table. By Samuel H. Wright, A.M.; M.D. To which are annexed also, the Hebrew 
calender for the year 5622; and the days observed as the principal festivals and fasts by the 
Protestant Episcopal Church. The executive officers &c. Of the Confederate States government. 
The chief officers of the State of South-Carolina and of the city of Charleston, &c. &c. With the 
times of holding courts in South-Carolina and Georgia and other general information; with a 
gardener's calendar, (condensed) for each month, at the head of the page, &c. The calculations 
are made to apparent time and the tides for Charleston bar. Charleston, S.C. Printed, published 
and sold, wholesale & retail, by A.E. Miller, No. 3 State Street. [1861.]  
[5620] Miller's planters' & merchants' state rights almanac, for the year of our Lord 1863: being 
the third after leap year. And 3rd of Southern independence. Calculated for the meridian of 
Carolina & Georgia, containing the usual astronomical calculations, with the time of high water, 
and a new tide table. To which are annexed also, the Hebrew calendar for the year 5623; and the 
days observed as the principal festivals and fasts by the Protestant Episcopal Church. The 
executive officers &c of the Confederate States government. The chief officers of the State of 
South-Carolina and of the city of Charleston, &c., &c. With times of holding courts in South-
Carolina and Georgia, and other general information; with a gardener's calendar, (condensed) for 
each month, at the head of the page &c. The calculations are made to mean time, and the tides 
for Charleston bar. Charleston, S.C. Printed, published and sold, wholesale and retail by A.E. 
Miller, No. 3 State Street. [1862.]  
[5625] Miller's planters' & merchants' state rights almanac, for the year of our Lord 1865, being 
the first after leap year, and 5th of the independence of the Confederate States. Calculated for the 
horizon of Charleston, So. Car. But also adapted to South Carolina and the adjacent states. 
Containing the astronomical calculations, and time of high water for Charleston harbour to which 
are annexed also, the Hebrew calendar for the year 5625; and the days observed as the principal 
festivals and fasts by the Protestant Episcopal Church. The executive officers &c. of the 
Confederate States government. The chief officers of the State of South-Carolina and the city of 
Charleston, &c., &c. With the times of holding courts in South-Carolina and other general 
information; with a gardener's calendar (condensed) for each month at the head of the page, &c. 
Calculations by Prof. Robert Garlington, of Newberry College, So. Ca. Charleston, S.C. Printed 
and published by A.E. Miller & Co., No. 351 King Street; also sold by Welch & Harris, same 
place and booksellers generally throughout the state. [1864.]  
[5626] Miller's planters' & merchants' state rights almanac, for the year of our Lord 1865, being 
the first after leap year, and 5th of the independence of the Confederate States. Calculated for the 
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horizon of Charleston, So. Car. But also adapted to South Carolina and the adjacent states. 
Containing the astronomical calculations, and time of high water for Charleston harbour to which 
are annexed also, the Hebrew calendar for the year 5625; and the days observed as the principal 
festivals and fasts by the Protestant Episcopal Church. The executive officers &c. of the 
Confederate States government. The chief officers of the State of South-Carolina and of the city 
of Charleston, &c., &c. With the time of holding courts in South-Carolina and other general 
information; with a gardener's calendar (condensed) for each month, at the head of the page, &c. 
Calculations by Prof. Robert Garlington, of Newberry College, So. Ca. Charleston, S.C. Printed 
and published by A.E. Miller & Co., No. 351 King Street; also sold by Welch &Harris, same 
place and by booksellers generally throughout the state. [1864.]  
[5733] Planters' Convention, Memphis, Tennessee. Report of select committee appointed by the 
Planters' Convention. [Memphis, Tenn., 1862.]  
[5746] Preston, John Smith. Address of Hon. John S. Preston, commissioner from South 
Carolina, to the Convention of Virginia, February 19, 1861. Columbia, S.C., R.W. Gibbes. 1861.  
[5763] Raleigh & Gaston Railroads. Proceedings of the fourteenth annual meeting of the 
stockholders of the Raleigh & Gaston Rail Road Company, with the repots [sic] of the president, 
treasurer, &c. Raleigh: Printed at the Inst. for the Deaf and Dumb and the Blind. 1864.  
[5778] Richardson, George W. Speech of George W. Richardson, of Hanover, in Committee of 
the Whole, on the report of the Committee on Federal Relations, in the Convention of Virginia, 
April 4, 1861. 3 copies. Richmond: Printed at the Whig Book and Jqb [sic] Office. 1862.  
[5788] Richardson's Virginia & North Carolina almanac, for the year of our Lord 1863, being the 
third after bissextile or leap year, the eighty-seventh of American independence, and the second 
of the Southern Confederacy. Calculated by David Richardson, of Louisa County, Va. J.W. 
Randolph, Publisher, Bookseller and Stationer, 145 Main Street, Richmond, Va. Chas. H. 
Wynne, Printer. [1862.]  
[3797] Richardson's Virginia & North Carolina almanac, for the year of our Lord 1864, being 
bissextile or leap year, the eighty-ninth of American independence, and the fourth of the 
Confederate States. Calculated by David Richardson, of Louisa County, Va. Richmond, V a., A. 
Morris. [1864.]  
[5861] Smith, Robert H. An address to the citizens of Alabama, on the constitution and laws of 
the Confederate States of America, by the Hon. Robert H. Smith, at Temperance Hall, on the 
30th of March, 1861. (Published by request of the citizens of Mobile.) Mobile: Mobile Daily 
Register Print. 1861.  
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Series V: Prints, sheet music, maps, and printed materials, including newspapers 
 
SHEET MUSIC 
(Parrish & Willingham numbers) 
 
[6798] All quiet along the Potomac to-night; dedicated to the unknown dead of the present 
revolution; words by Lamar Fontaine; music by J.H. Hewitt. Columbia, Julian A.Selby, 1863.  
[6802] Angel of dreams; words by Lt. Cl. Louis M. Montgomery; music by Edward O. Eaton. 
Augusta, Blackmar & Bro., c. 1864.  
[6805] Annie of the vale; solo & chorus; words by George P. Morris; music by J.R. Thomas. 
Macon and Savannah, J.C. Schreiner & Son. [186_.]  
[6806] Annie of the vale, solo & chorus; words by G.P. Morris; music by J.R. Thomas. 
Richmond, Geo. Dunn & Company; Columbia, Julian A. Selby. [186_.]  
[6813] Aura Lee; or, The maid with golden hair; arranged by Joseph Kelp. Richmond, Geo. 
Dunn & Compy, c. 1864.  
[6817] Battery Wagner; polka-mazurka for the piano by Edmond Newmann. Columbia, B. 
Duncan & Co. [1863?]  
[6819] The battle-cry of freedom; words by William H. Barnes; music by Hermann L. Schreiner. 
Macon and Savanna, J.C. Schreiner & Son. [etc., etc., c. 1864.]  
[6847] The bonnie blue flag; a Southern patriotic song, written, arranged, and sung at his 
"personation concerts." Harry Macarthy. New Orleans, A.E. Blackmar & Bro. [etc., etc.] c. 1861.  
[6852] The bonnie blue flag; composed by Harry Macarthy. New Orleans. A.E. Blackmar & 
Bro.; Montreal, A.J. Boucher. [186_.]  
[6867] The brightest eyes; by Stigell. Macon, John C. Schreiner & Son. [etc., etc., 186_.]  
[6872] The brightest eyes galop; arranged for the piano forte. New Orleans, A.E. Blackmar & 
Bro. [c. 1861.]  
[6878] Call me not back from the echoless shore, reply to "Rock me to sleep mother"; song with 
chorus and lullaby ad lib., by the authors of "When this cruel war is over;" words by Chas. C. 
Sawyer; music by Henry Tucker. Richmond, Geo. Dunn & Compy; Columbia, Julian A. Selby. 
[186_.]  
[6885] The captain with his whiskers; [by] Comer. Macon and Savannah, J.C. Schreiner & Son. 
[186_.]  
[6891] Carrie Bell! Ballad. Words by Capt. W.C. Capers, C.S.A. Music by Theo. von La Hache. 
New Orleans; Vicksburg, Blackmar & Bro. [c. 186_.]  
[6893] Carrie Vaughn; words by G.M. Wickliffe; music by E.K. Cole. Augusta, Blackmar 
Brothers; Richmond, Geo. Dunn & Compy, c. 1864.  
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[6894] Castles in the air; a Scotch song; words by J. Ballantine; music by Robert Adams. Macon, 
John C. Schreiner & Son. [etc., etc., 186_.]  
[6899] The child of regiment; music by Donizetti; English words by C. Jefferys; arranged by 
G.W. Glover. Macon, John C. Schreiner & Son. [186_.]  
[6903] Christmas and New Year musical souvenier; "Fairies have broken their wands," [by] 
Thomas Hood; The lover's wish [by] F.W. Rosier; "I know a maiden fair to see", [by] 
Longfellow; music by F.W.R. Richmond, Geo. Dunn & Compu; Columbia, Julian A. Selby, c. 
1863.  
[6909] Close up the ranks; composed by a refugee in London, addressed to soldier comrades in 
the field, by Chaplain Cameron; by permission respectfully inscribed to Miss Constance Cary. 
Richmond, Geo. Dunn & Compy, c. 1864.  
[6915] Come where my love lies dreaming; melody by Stephen C. Foster; arranged by Hermann 
L. Schreiner. Macon and Savannah, John C. Schreiner & Son. [etc., et.] c. 1863.  
[6943] The cottage by the sea; [by] J. R. Thomas. Mobile, Joseph Bloch. [etc., etc., 186_.]  
[6946] Crescent City Guards' quickstep. Composed by a high private. New Orleans, A. E. 
Blackmar & Bro. [etc., etc., c. 1861.]  
[6966] Dixie, the land of King Cotton: from the highly successful military operetta, "The 
vivandjere;" words by Capt. Hughes [pseud.]; music by John H. Hewitt. Macon and Savannah, 
John C. Schreiner & Son [etc., etc., c. 1863.]  
[6977] Dreaming of thee; words by J. Dickson Bruns; music by J.H. Hewitt. Richmond, Geo. 
Dunn & Compy, c. 1865.  
[6978] Dreams; reverie by H.C.L.; composed by F. H. Hodges. Macon, John C. Shreiner & Son. 
[186_.]  
[6980] The drummer boy of Shiloh; as sung by the First Tenn. concert troupe; arranged for the 
piano forte by E. Clarke Ilsley. Augusta, Blackmar & Bro. [etc., etc., c. 1863.]  
[6983] The dying soldier; or The moon rose o'er the battle plain; composed for the piano forte. 
Richmond, J. W. Davies & Sons, c. 1864.  
[6985] Each hour of life; or, The maiden's prayer; words by John S. Adams; melody by 
Badarzewska. Augusta, Blackmar & Bro.; New-Orleans, Blackmar & Co. [186_.]  
[6996] Faded flowers: [by James Powers.] Augusta, Blackmar & Bro. [etc., etc., 186_.]  
[6997] Faded flowers! [by] James Powers. Augusta, Blackmar & Bro. [etc., etc., 186_.] 
[7003] "Farewell enchanting hope;" words by S.E.H.; music by Felix Lessing; dedicated to Mrs. 
Robt. Breckenridge, or Kentucky. Richmond, Geo. Dunn & Compy; Columbia, Julian A. Selby, 
c. 1863.  
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[7004] Farewell to the Star spangled banner; arranged for piano forte & guitar; respectfully 
dedicated to the Army & Navy of the C.S.A. Richmond, J.W. Davies & Sons. [186_.]  
[7025] The free market waltz; arranged b y F. Straus. New Orleans, Louis Grunewald, c. 1861.  
[7036] Genl Beauregard's grand march; for the piano by E. Heinman. New Orleans, P.P. Werlein 
& Halsey. [c. 1861.]  
[7049] Gen. Morgan's grand march; composed and respectfully dedicated to the officers & 
privates of his command, by C.L. Peticolas. Richmond, Geo. Dunn & Compy; Columbia, Julian 
A. Selby, c. 1864.  
[7052] General Rob't E. Lee's quick march! by Charles Young. Augusta, New Orleans, Blackmar 
Brothers. [etc., etc., c. 1864.]  
[7064] God save the South! words by Earnest Halphin [pseud.]; music by Chas. W.A. 
Ellerbrock.... Augusta, Blackmar & Bro. [etc., etc., 186_.]  
[7077] God save the Southern lands; words & music adapted from an English ballad by Chaplain 
Cameron; respectfully dedicated to the soldier's friend Mrs. J. Peterkin. To be sold for the benefit 
of soldiers and needy families. Richmond, Geo. Dunn & Compy, c. 1864.  
[7078] God will defend the right; written & composed for the piano by a Lady of Richmond, Va. 
Augusta, Va., Blackmar & Bro [c. 1861]. 
[7079] God will defend the right; written & composed for the piano by a Lady of Richmond, Va. 
New Orleans, A. E. Blackmar & Bro. [c. 1861]. 
[7084] "Good bye sweetheart, good bye"; favorite ballad, with piano-forte accompaniment. 
Richmond, Geo. Dunn & Compy; Columbia, Julian A. Selby, c. 1863.  
[7090] Harp of the South awake! a Southern war song; words by J.M. Kilgour; music by C.L. 
Peticolas. Richmond, Geo. Dunn & Compy; Columbia, Julian A. Selby, c. 1863.  
[7094] "Her bright smile haunts me still;" poetry by J.E. Carpenter; music by W.T. Wrighton. 
Macon, John C. Schreiner &Son. [etc., etc., 186_.]  
[7095] Her bright smile haunts me still; music by W.T. Wrighton. Macon, John C. Schreiner & 
Son. [etc., etc., 186_.]  
[7097] Her bright smile haunts me still; with the original piano-forte accompaniment; words by 
J.E. Carpenter; music by W.T. Wrighton; also arranged for the guitar by F.W. Roster. Richmond, 
Geo. Dunn & Compy, c. 1864.  
[7102] Home to our mountains gipsey duet. Music by Verdi. Words by Charles Jefferys. 
Arranged by William Dressier. New Orleans, A.E. Blackmar. [c. 1861.]  
[7112] I cannot forget thee; ballad as sung by Madame Ruhi; composed by Albin Visher. 
Augusta, Blackmar & Bro. [etc., etc.] c. 1864.  
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[7117] I remember the hour when sadly we parted; companion to "When this cruel war is over;" 
song and chorus.... Mobile, H.C. Clarke. [etc., etc.] c. 1864.  
[7118] I see her still in my dreams; poetry and music by Stephen C. Foster. Augusta, Blackmar 
& Bro. [etc., etc., 186_.]  
[7125] I will meet thee; composed for and dedicated to Miss Ella Wren, by John H. Hewitt. 
Macon and Savannah, John C. Schreiner &Son. [etc., etc., c. 1863.]  
[7133] I'd be a star; words by R.J.N. Keeling; music by Ch. H. Gerkin. New Orleans, Augusta, 
Blackmar & Bro. [etc., etc., 186_.]  
[7146.] I'm leaving thee in sorrow, Annie; words by Edward J. Gill; composed by George 
Barker. Augusta, Blackmar & Bro. [186_.]  
[7157] I've brought thee an ivy leaf; for the piano forte by D. Wood. Richmond, J.W. Davies & 
Sons. [186_.]  
[7158] I've no mother; respectfully dedicated to Arthur Herbert, Colonel, Seventh Virginia 
Regiment; writeen and composed by T.Smith. Richmond, Geo. Dunn & Compy, c. 1864.  
[7173] Kathleen Mavourneen, as sung by the composer at the Plymouth concerts. Words by Mrs. 
Crawford; music by F.N. Crouch. New Orleans, P.P. Werlein & Halsey. [etc., etc., 186_]  
[7176] Keep me awake! mother; as sung by Miss Laura, of the "Queen Sisters;" composed by F. 
Koenigsberg. Macon, John C. Schreiner & Son. [etc., etc., c. 1863.]  
[7180] Kiss me before I die mother; words by Joseph M. Goff; music by E. Clarke Ilsley. 
Augusta, Blackmar & Bro. [etc., etc., 186_.]  
[7187] Let me kiss him for his mother; poetry and music by John P. Ordway. Macon, John C. 
Schreiner & Son. [etc., etc., 186_.]  
[7202] Lorena; written by Rev. H.D.L. Webster; music by J.P. Webster. Macon, John C. 
Schreiner & Son. [etc., etc., 186_.]  
[7205] Lorena; the words by Rev. H.D.L. Webster; the music composed by J.P. Webster. Macon 
and Savannah, John C. Schreiner & Son. [etc., etc., 186_.]  
[7214] Love me! answer to all the previous songs on this subject: No one to love! Why no one to 
love! Something to love me! words by Eliza; music by H.W. Greatorex. Richmond, Geo. Dunn 
& Compy; Columbia, Julian A. Selby. [186_.]  
[7220] The maiden's prayer; composed for the piano forte by T. Badarzewska. Macon, John C. 
Schreiner & Son. [etc., etc., 186_.]  
[7228] The march of the Southern men. Richmond, Geo. Dunn & Compy; Columbia, Julian A. 
Selby, c. 1863.  
[7234] Mary of Argyle; a favorite Scotch song for the piano-forte or guitar; music by S. Nelson. 
Richmond, Geo. Dunn & Compy, c. 1864.  
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[7239] Maryland! my Maryland! a patriotic song; words by James R. Randall; music by a lady of 
Baltimore.... Augusta, Blackmar & Bro.; New-Orleans, Blackmar & Co. [c. 1862.]  
[7250] Military band polka. New Orleans, L. Grunewald. [c. 1861.]  
[7253] The minute men; a ballad; to Pollock B. Lee, Esq., of Memphis, Tennessee, for his 
indefatigable & invaluable services in defence of Southern rights & Southern honor; [by] J.B. 
Hawkins. Nashville, J.A. McClure, 1861.  
[7257] Missouri! or a voice from the South. Written, composed and sung, at his personation 
concerts, by Harry MacCarthy, the Arkansas comedian, author of "The Bonnie blue flag," "The 
Volunteer," etc. New Orleans, A.E. Blackmar & Bro., 1861.  
[7258] Missouri! Or a voice from the South. Written, composed and sung, at his personation 
concerts, by Harry MacCarthy. New Orleans, A.D. Blackmar &Bro. [c. 1861.]  
[7267] Mollie's dream waltz; [by] Reissiger. Augusta, Blackmar & Bro. [etc., etc.,186_.]  
[7272] Morning prayer; written and composed by A.F. Little. Richmond, Geo. Dunn & Compy, 
c. 1864.  
[7279] Mother, oh! sing me to rest; song with chorus ad lib; composed by M. Keller. Richmond, 
Geo. Dunn & Compy; Columbia, Julian A. Selby. [186_.]  
[7281] The murmur of the shell; song with accompaniment for piano forte or guitar; poetry and 
music by the Honbl. Mrs. Norton. Richmond, Geo. Dunn & Compy, c. 1864.  
[7301] "No surrender;" song; music by C.C. Mera. Richmond, Geo. Dunn & Compy; Columbia, 
Julian A. Selby, c. 1864.  
[7317] The officer’s funeral; words & music by the Honbl. Mrs. Norton. New Orleans, A.E. 
Blackmar & Bro. [etc., etc., 186_.]  
[7319] Oh! come to me, love in a beautiful dream; written and adapted to the air of Mollie's 
dream," by John H. Hewitt. Macon and Savannah, J.C. Schreiner & Son. [etc., etc., c. 1864.]  
[7327] On guard; words respectfully inscribed to Miss S.E.B. by Wallace Rowe. Richmond, 
Geo. Dunn & Compy; Columbia, Julian A. Selby, c. 1864.  
[7337] Our first president's quickstep; by P. Rivinac. Augusta, Blackmar & Bro. [etc., etc., 
186_.]  
[7338] Our first president's quickstep; by P. Rivinac. New Orleans, A.E. Blackmar & Bro. [c. 
1861.]  
[7342] Our flag and its origin; Southern national song; written, composed and sung at his 
personation concerts, by Harry Macarthy. New Orleans, A.E. Blackmar & Bro. [c. 1862.]  
[7363] Pearl River polka; [by] Rivinac. New Orleans, A.E. Blackmar & Bro.; Augusta, Blackmar 
& Bro. [c. 1861.]  
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[7367] Pendleton quick step; composed by A. Davis. New Orleans, L. Grunewald. [186_.]  
[7377] Poor oppressed, or the contraband schottisch. By E.A. Benson. Nashville, C.D. Benson, 
1862.  
[7397] Riding a raid. Richmond, J.W. Randolph. [186_.]  
[7406] The rock beside the sea; a ballad; by C.C. Converse. Augusta, Blackmar & Bro. [1864.]  
[7413] Rock me to sleep, mother; ballad; words by Florence Percy [pseud.]; music by John H. 
Hewitt. Columbia, Julian A. Selby. [186_.]  
[7425] Scenes that are brightest; from the opera of Maritana; words by Alfred Bunn; music by 
W.V. Wallace. Macon and Savannah, John C. Schreiner & Son. [etc., etc., 186_.]  
[7434] See at your feet a suppliant one; as sung by Miss Ella Wren in Balfe's grand opera of the 
Bohemian girl. Richmond, Geo. Dunn & Compy; Columbia, Julian A. Selby. [186_.]  
[7435] See at your feet a suppliant one; as sung by Miss Ella Wren in Balfe's grand opera of the 
Bohemian girl. Richmond, Geo. Dunn & Compy; Columbia, Julian A. Selby. [186_.]  
[7442] Shells of ocean; [variations by] Ch. Grobe. New Orleans. A.E. Blackmar & Bro. [ 186_.]  
[7445] The signal corps schottische for piano forte; composed and respectfully dedicated to 
Lieut. Emmett F. Ruffin; by Mason M. Bunow. Augusta, Blackmar & Bro., c. 1863.  
[7447] Silvery shower; tremelo etude on a melody of Balfe; composed for the piano forte by 
Adolph Baumbach. Augusta, Blackmar & Bro. [etc., etc., 186_]  
[7459] The soldier's grave: as sung, with unbounded applause, by Miss Laura, of the "Queen 
sisters!" Music adapted by Hermann L. Schreiner. Macon, John C. Schreiner & Son. [etc., etc., 
186_.]  
[7474] The South; poetry by Charlie Wildwood [pseud.]; music by John H. Hewitt. Columbia, 
Julia A. Selby, c. 1863.  
[7482] The Southern cross; song; words by St. George Tucker; music by C.L. Peticolas. 
Richmond, Geo. Dunn & Compy; Columbia, Julia A. Selby, c. 1863.  
[7485] The Southern Marseillaise; with French and English words; arranged for the piano forte 
by A.E. Blackmar. Augusta, Blackmar & Bro., c. 1862.  
[7494] The Southern soldier boy; song, as sung by Miss Sallie Partington in the "Virginia 
cavalier", at the Richmond New Theatre; words by Captn. G.W. Alexander; air: The boy with the 
auburn hair. Richmond, Geo. Dunn & Compy; Columbia, Julian A. Selby, c. 1863.  
The Southern Galop, by A Lady. 2001.0703.267 (not in Parrish & Willingham). 
[7506] The standard bearer; words by Major T.N.P.; music by N.S. Coleman; respectfully 
dedicated to Miss Belle B. Taylor of Richmond, Va. Richmond, Geo. Dunn & Compy, c. 1864.  
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[7510] The star spangled cross and the pure field of white; written and composed by Subaltern. 
Richmond, Geo. Dunn & Compy; Columbia, Julian A. Selby, c. 1864.  
[7513] The stars of our banner; a Southern song; written by M.F. Bigney; music by Alice Lane. 
Augusta, Blackmar & Bro. [c. 1861.]  
[7515] The stars of our banner; a Southern song; written by M.F. Bigney; music by Alice Lane. 
New Orleans, A.E. Blackmar & Bro. [etc., etc., c. 1861.]  
[7527] Stonewall Jackson's midnight review. Grand march as performed by the brass bands; 
arranged for the piano forte. [n.p., 1863.]  
[7528] Stonewall Jackson's way! Richmond, J.W. Randolph, 1863.  
[7531] Strike for the South; a patriotic song; written by Miss Carrie Bell Sinclair; the music 
composed and arranged for the piano forte, by James Pierpont. Macon, John C. Schreiner & Son. 
[etc., etc., c. 1863.]  
[7538] Take me home;... music by Hermann L. Schreiner. Macon and Savannah, J.C. Schreiner 
& Son. [etc., etc., c. 1864.]  
[7548] There's life in the old land yet; poetry by Jas. R. Randall; music by Edward Eaton. 
Augusta, Blackmar & Bro. [186_.]  
[7554] They said my love would change with time; words by Frederic Enoch; music by Stephen 
Glover. Macon and Savannah, John C. Schreiner & Son. [etc., etc., 186_.]  
[7567] Trust to luck Alabama; a patriotic song; written by G.W. Jamison; sung at the Mobile 
Theatre, by S.B. Duffield; music arranged by Jacob Schlesinger. Mobile, Joseph Bloch. [186_.]  
[7571] The unknown dead; as sung by Miss Ella Wren; written and composed by John H. 
Hewitt. Macon and Savannah, John C. Schreiner & Son. [etc., etc., c. 1863.]  
[7572] Up with the flag; composed and respectfully dedicated to the Fourth N.C. Troops; by Dr. 
Wm. B. Harrell; arranged for the piano forte by Mrs. Harrell. Richmond, Geo. Dunn & Compy; 
Columbia, Julian A. Selby, c. 1863.  
[7575] The vacant chair; music by G.F. Root. Richmond, Davies & Sons. [186_.]  
[7580] Violetta (or, I'm thinking of a flower); words by Morgan C. Kennedy; music by Edward 
O. Eaton. Augusta, Blackmar & Bro. [c. 1862.]  
[7584] Virginian Marseillaise; with French and English versions; arranged for the piano-forte by 
F.W. Rosier. Richmond, Geo. Dunn & Compy; Columbia, Julian A. Selby. [186_.]  
[7592] The volunteer! or, It is my country's call; by Harry Macarthy. New Orleans, Blackmar & 
Co. [c. 1861.]  
[7599] Wait till the war, love, is over; words by A.J. Andrews; music by C.W. Burton. 
Richmond, West & Johnston, c. 1864.  
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[7600] Wake, lady, wake! a serenade for one or two voices, with piano-forte accompaniment; by 
James Pierpont. Macon and Savannah, J.C. Schreiner & Son. [etc., etc., c. 1864.]  
[7610] We conquer or die; composed and arranged for the piano forte; by James Pierpont. 
Macon, J.C. Schreiner & Son. [etc., etc., c. 1861.]  
[7613] "We have parted;" ballad; poetry and music by Miss Ella Wren. Richmond, Geo. Dunn & 
Compy; Columbia, Julian A. Selby, c. 1863.  
[7623] When the boys come home! words and music by Charles Carroll Sawyer. Augusta, 
Blackmar & Bro. [etc., etc., 186_.]  
[7624] When the boys come home! words and music by Charles Carroll Sawyer. Augusta 
Blackmar & Bro. [etc., etc., 186_.]  
[7626] When the swallows homeward fly; by Franz Abt. Macon, John C. Schreiner & Son. [etc., 
etc., 186_.]  
[7629] When this cruel war is over; words by Charles C. Sawyer; music by Henry Tucker. 
Macon and Savannah, J.C. Schreiner & Son. [etc., etc., 186_.]  
[7630] When this cruel war is over; ballad; words by Charles C. Sawyer; music by Henry 
Tucker. 2 copies. Richmond, Geo. Dunn & Compy; Columbia, Julian A. Selby. [186_.]  
[7638] Who will care for mother now; ballad; music by C.F. Thompson; poetry by C.C. Sawyer. 
2 copies. Richmond, Geo. Dunn & Compy, c. 1864.  
[7642] Why no one to love? answer to No one to love; ballad; words and music by Stephen C. 
Foster. Richmond, Geo. Dunn & Compy; Columbia, Julian A. Selby. [186_.]  
[7653] You never win us back ; a patriotic song written by a lady of Kentucky; arranged for the 
piano forte by J.E. Smith and dedicated to Mosby and his men. Richmond, J.W. Davies & Sons, 
c. 1864.  
[7656] Zouave mazurka; composed by A. Waldauer, leader of the St. Charles Theatre Orchestra. 
New Orleans, P.P. Werlein & Halsey. [etc., etc., c. 1861.]  
 
 
Small box labeled: Misc. Music: contains odd pages from various music folios, no titles.  
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PRINT NEWSPAPERS 
 
City   St  Newspaper    Date    Folder  Box 
Aiken   SC  The Journal and Review  May 5, 1886   Folder 13 2 
Atlanta  GA  Southern Confederacy   May 21, 1862   Folder 28 4 
Atlanta?  GA  Georgia Citizen   July 23, 1861   Folder 17 2 
Augusta  GA  Daily Chronicle & Sentinel  September 9, 1863  Folder 17 2 
Augusta  GA  Daily Chronicle & Sentinel  April 9, 1861   Folder 32 4 
Augusta  GA  The Daily Constitutionalist  August 15, 1861  Folder 27 3 
Augusta  GA  The Daily Register   October 4, 1864  Folder 31 4 
Augusta  GA  The Weekly Constitutionalist  April 2, 1862   Folder 25 3 
Augusta GA  The Weekly Constitutionalist  May 21, 1862   Folder 25 3 
Baltimore  MD  The Baltimore County Advocate February 22, 1862  Folder 10 1 
Baltimore  MD  The Maryland News Sheet  April 21, 1862   Folder 30 4 
Baltimore  MD  The South    August 2, 1861   Folder 1 1 
Baltimore  MD  The Sun    December 25, 1862  Folder 19 2 
Baltimore  MD  The Sun    April 25, 1862   Folder 22 3 
Baltimore  MD  The Sun    August 21, 1862  Folder 22 3 
Baltimore  MD  The Sun    December 17, 1862  Folder 29 4 
Baltimore  MD  The Sun    December 16, 1862  Folder 30 4 
Baltimore  MD  The Sun    June 4, 1862   Folder 30 4 
Bristol-Goodson VA  Southern Advocate   April 3, 1862   Folder 21 3 
Brooklyn  NY  The Brooklyn Daily Times  January 8, 1864  Folder 1 1 
Camden  SC  The Camden Confederate  May 22, 1863   Folder 9 1 
Camden  SC  The Camden Confederate  October 2, 1863  Folder 9 1 
Charleston  SC  Charleston Daily Courier  October 6, 1863  Folder 5 1 
Charleston  SC  Charleston Daily Courier  September 30, 1863  Folder 5 1 
Charleston  SC  Charleston Daily Courier  September 3, 1863  Folder 6 1 
Charleston  SC  Charleston Daily Courier  August 8, 1862   Folder 6 1 
Charleston  SC  Charleston Daily Courier  August 14, 1861  Folder 7 1 
Charleston  SC  Charleston Daily Courier  October 25, 1864  Folder 9 1 
Charleston  SC  Charleston Tri-Weekly Courier  May 21, 1864   Folder 7 1 
Charleston  SC  Charleston Tri-Weekly Courier  March 3, 1864   Folder 7 1 
Charleston  SC  Charleston Tri-Weekly Courier  January 21, 1864  Folder 9 1 
Charleston  SC  Charleston Tri-Weekly Courier  July 23, 1863   Folder 9 1 
Charleston  SC  The Charleston Daily Courier  August 17, 1861  Folder 6 1 
Charleston  SC  The Charleston Mercury  July 24, 1863   Framed 
Charleston  SC  The Charleston Mercury  June 24, 1862   Folder 4 1 
Charleston  SC  The Charleston Mercury  July 20, 1863   Folder 4 1 
Charleston  SC  The Charleston Mercury  July 24, 1863   Folder 4 1 
Charleston  SC  The Charleston Mercury  July 18, 1863   Folder 5 1 
Charleston  SC  The News and Courier   February 22, 1875  Folder 14 2 
Charleston  SC  The Weekly News   August 15, 1883  Folder 14 2 
Cincinnati  OH  Cincinnati Daily Enquirer  October 25, 1864  Folder 3 1 
Columbia  SC  Columbia Banner   April 9, 1862   Folder 9 1 
Columbia  SC  Columbia Banner   March 26, 1862  Folder 13 2 
Columbia  SC  Daily South Carolinian   Apr.1864-Feb.1865  Bound 
Columbia  SC  Daily Union-Herald   February 23, 1875  Folder 14 2 
Columbia  SC  The Daily South Carolinian April 14, 1861   Framed 
Columbia  SC  The Daily Southern Guardian  October 28, 1863  Folder 2 1 
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Columbia SC Tri-Weekly South Carolinian September 20, 1861 Folder 9 1 
Columbia SC Tri-Weekly South Carolinian May 31, 1862 Folder 15 2 
Columbus SC Columbus Times  June 8, 1864 Folder 27 3 
Columbus SC The Columbus Weekly Times October 21, 1861 Folder 28 4 
Easton MD The Easton Star January 7, 1862 Folder 31 4 
Edgefield SC  Edgefield Advertiser March 17, 1863 Folder 9 1 
Fayetteville NC Fayetteville Observer August 3, 1863   Folder 24 3 
Fayetteville NC North Carolina Presbyterian January 31, 1863 Folder 29 4 
Fayetteville NC North Carolina Presbyterian Nov. 8, 1862 Folder 18 2 
Fredericksburg VA The Christian Banner   July 5, 1862 Folder 36 4 
Houston TX Houston Tri-Weekly Guardian  June 7, 1865 Folder 2 1 
Huntsville AL The Democrat   January 1, 1862  Folder 16 2 
Ironton   OH The Ironton Times  August 4, 1863   Folder 20 2 
Jackson  SC The Daily Mississippian October 8, 1862  Folder 21 3 
Leesburg  FL The Leesburg News   May 16, 1884   Folder 31 4 
London Eng. London Illustrated News July - Dec. 1862 Bound 
London Eng. London Illustrated News July-Dec 1864   Bound 
London  Eng. London Illustrated News Jan. -June 1865  Bound 
London Eng. London Illustrated News Jan. -June 1862  Bound 
London Eng. The Times October 2, 1863  Folder 12 1 
London? Eng. All The Year Round - Journal November 23, 1861 Folder 8 1 
Louisville  KY Louisville Daily Journal July 9, 1861   Folder 8 1 
Lynchburg VA Daily Lynchburg Virginian March 26, 1863  Folder 2 1 
Macon   GA The Christian Index July 17, 1861   Folder 18 2 
Meridian  MS The Daily Clarion January 15, 1865 Folder 20 2 
Milledgeville GA The Southern Recorder July 7, 1863   Folder 26 3 
Mobile AL The Mobile Register &Journal June 24, 1845 Folder 3 1 
Montgomery AL Montgomery Weekly Mail  June 28, 1862 Folder 18 2 
Montgomery AL Montgomery Weekly Mail  May 24, 1862 Folder 18 2 
Nashville TN Nashville Union &American October 6, 1861 Folder 29 4 
Natchez MS The Sanchez Weekly Courier April 29, 1863 Folder 16 2 
Natchez MS The Sanchez Weekly Courier May 6, 1863 Folder 16 2 
New Orleans LA New Orleans Weekly Crescent  Feb. 23, 1861 Folder 18 2 
New York NY Frank Leslie's Illustrated Newspaper September 24,1864 Box 
New York NY Frank Leslie's Illustrated Newspaper October 1, 1864  Box 
New York NY Frank Leslie's Illustrated Newspaper October 8, 1864  Box 
New York NY Frank Leslie's Illustrated Newspaper October 22, 1864  Box 
New York NY Frank Leslie's Illustrated Newspaper October 29, 1864  Box 
New York NY Frank Leslie's Illustrated Newspaper November 12,1864 Box 
New York NY Frank Leslie's Illustrated Newspaper December 3, 1864  Box 
New York NY Frank Leslie's Illustrated Newspaper December 17, 1864 Box 
New York NY Frank Leslie's Illustrated Newspaper December 24, 1864 Box 
New York NY Frank Leslie's Illustrated Newspaper December 31, 1864 Box 
New York NY Frank Leslie's Illustrated Newspaper January 7, 1865  Box 
New York NY Frank Leslie's Illustrated Newspaper January 14, 1865  Box 
New York NY Frank Leslie's Illustrated Newspaper January 21, 1865  Box 
New York NY Frank Leslie's Illustrated Newspaper February 18, 1865  Box 
New York NY Frank Leslie's Illustrated Newspaper February 25, 1865  Box 
New York NY Frank Leslie's Illustrated Newspaper March 4, 1865   Box 
New York NY Frank Leslie's Illustrated Newspaper March 11, 1865  Box 
New York NY Frank Leslie's Illustrated Newspaper March 25, 1865  Box 
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New York  NY Frank Leslie's Illustrated Newspaper April 1, 1865   Box 
New York  NY Frank Leslie's Illustrated Newspaper April 15, 1865   Box 
New York  NY Frank Leslie's Illustrated Newspaper April 22, 1865   Box 
New York  NY Frank Leslie's Illustrated Newspaper April 29, 1865   Box 
New York  NY Frank Leslie's Illustrated Newspaper May 20, 1865   Box 
New York  NY Frank Leslie's Illustrated Newspaper May 27, 1865   Box 
New York  NY Frank Leslie's Illustrated Newspaper June 10, 1865   Box 
New York  NY Frank Leslie's Illustrated Newspaper June 17, 1865   Box 
New York  NY Frank Leslie's Illustrated Newspaper June 24, 1865   Box 
New York  NY Frank Leslie's Illustrated Newspaper July 1, 1865   Box 
New York  NY Frank Leslie's Illustrated Newspaper July 8, 1865   Box 
New York  NY Frank Leslie's Illustrated Newspaper July 15, 1865   Box 
New York  NY Frank Leslie's Illustrated Newspaper July 29, 1865   Box 
New York  NY Frank Leslie's Illustrated Newspaper August 12, 1865  Box 
New York  NY Frank Leslie's Illustrated Newspaper August 19, 1865 Box 
New York  NY Frank Leslie's Illustrated Newspaper September 2, 1865  Box 
New York  NY Frank Leslie's Illustrated Newspaper September 9, 1865  Box 
New York  NY Frank Leslie's Illustrated Newspaper September 16, 1865 Box 
New York  NY Frank Leslie's Illustrated Newspaper September 23, 1865  Box 
New York  NY Frank Leslie's Illustrated Newspaper September 30, 1865  Box 
New York  NY Frank Leslie's Illustrated Newspaper October 7, 1865  Box 
New York  NY Frank Leslie's Illustrated Newspaper October 14, 1865  Box 
New York  NY Frank Leslie's Illustrated Newspaper October 21, 1865  Box 
New York  NY Frank Leslie's Illustrated Newspaper November 4, 1865  Box 
New York  NY Frank Leslie's Illustrated Newspaper December 2, 1865  Box 
New York  NY Frank Leslie's Illustrated Newspaper December 16, 1865  Box 
New York  NY Frank Leslie's Illustrated Newspaper December 23, 1865  Box 
New York  NY Frank Leslie's Illustrated Newspaper December 25, 1865  Box 
New York  NY  Harper's Weekly   April 8, 1865   Folder 10 1 
New York  NY  Harper's Weekly   December 14, 1889  Folder 12 1 
New York  NY  Harper's Weekly  July 2,1859-Dec.31,1870  Bound 
New York  NY   National Anti-Slavery Standard  August 20, 1864  Folder 13 2 
New York  NY  New York Caucasian   June 13, 1863   Folder 23 3 
New York  NY  New York Caucasian   July 18, 1863   Folder 23 3 
New York  NY  New York Caucasian   August 1, 1863   Folder 24 3 
New York  NY  New York Day-Book   October 17, 1863  Folder 32 4 
New York  NY  New York Day-Book   November 7, 1863  Folder 32 4 
New York  NY  New York Day-Book   November 14, 1863  Folder 33 4 
New York  NY  New York Day-Book   December 5, 1863  Folder 33 4 
New York  NY  New York Day-Book   November 28, 1863  Folder 33 4 
New York  NY  New York Day-Book   October 3, 1863  Folder 34 4 
New York  NY  New York Day-Book   November 21, 1863  Folder 34 4 
New York  NY  New York Day-Book   December 12, 1863  Folder 34 4 
New York  NY  New York Day-Book  December 19, 1863  Folder 35 4 
New York  NY  New York Day-Book   December 26, 1863  Folder 35 4 
New York  NY  New York Day-Book   October 31, 1863  Folder 35 4 
New York  NY  New York Day-Book   October 24, 1863  Folder 35 4 
New York  NY  The Albion    April 8, 1865   Folder 34 4 
New York  NY  The New York Ledger   Mar. 28, 1863   Folder 36 4 
New York  NY  The New York Ledger   Apr. 4, 1863   Folder 36 4 
New York  NY  The New York Times   January 30, 1865  Folder 10 1 
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New York  NY  The New York Times   April 29, 1861   Folder 11 1 
New York  NY  The Weekly Day-Book   February 2, 1861  Folder 22 3 
Newbern  NC  The Newbern Progress   April 9, 1862   Folder 21 3 
Newnan  GA  Winchester Daily Bulletin  October 13, 1863  Folder 23 3 
Port Hudson  LA  The Morning Courier   April 27, 1853   Folder 17 2 
Port Hudson  LA  The Morning Courier   April 17, 1863   Folder 17 2 
Port Hudson  LA  The Morning Courier   March 28, 1863  Folder 17 2 
Raleigh  NC  Semi-Weekly Standard   September 21, 1861  Folder 25 3 
Ravena  OH  Portage County Democrat  May 22, 1867   Folder 15 2 
Richmond  VA  Daily Dispatch    October 22, 1862  Folder 11 1 
Richmond  VA  Daily Dispatch    March 22, 1862  Folder 24 3 
Richmond VA  Daily Richmond Whig   July 11, 1865   Folder 18 2 
Richmond  VA  Richmond Dispatch   October 7, 1863  Folder 11 1 
Richmond  VA  Richmond Enquirer   June 27, 1861   Folder 12 1 
Richmond  VA  Richmond Enquirer   August 26, 1863  Folder 15 2 
Richmond  VA  Southern Illustrated News  Feb. 7, 1863   Folder 36 4 
Richmond  VA  Southern Illustrated News  Nov. 14, 1863   Folder 36 4 
Richmond  VA  The Record    June 18, 1863   Bound 
Richmond  VA The Record    June 25, 1863   Bound 
Richmond  VA  The Record    July 2, 1863   Bound 
Richmond  VA  The Record    July 9, 1863   Bound 
Richmond  VA  The Record    July 16, 1863   Bound 
Richmond VA  The Record    August 20, 1863  Bound 
Richmond  VA  The Record    June 18, 1863   Bound 
Richmond  VA  The Record    June 25, 1863   Bound 
Richmond  VA  The Record    July 2, 1863   Bound 
Richmond  VA  The Record    July 9, 1863   Bound 
Richmond  VA  The Record    July 16, 1863   Bound 
Richmond  VA  The Record    July 23, 1863   Bound 
Richmond  VA  The Record    July 30, 1863   Bound 
Richmond  VA  The Record    August 6, 1863   Bound 
Richmond  VA  The Record    August 13, 1863  Bound 
Richmond  VA  The Record    August 27, 1863  Bound 
Richmond  VA  The Record    September 3, 1863  Bound 
Richmond  VA  The Record    September 10, 1863  Bound 
Richmond  VA  The Record    September 17, 1863  Bound 
Richmond  VA  The Record    September 25, 1863  Bound 
Richmond  VA  The Record    October 1, 1863  Bound 
Richmond  VA  The Record    October 8, 1863  Bound 
Richmond  VA  The Record    October 15, 1863  Bound 
Richmond  VA  The Record    October 22, 1863  Bound 
Richmond  VA  The Record    October 29, 1863  Bound 
Richmond  VA  The Record    November 5, 1863  Bound 
Richmond  VA  The Record    November 12, 1863  Bound 
Richmond  VA  The Record    November 19, 1863  Bound 
Richmond  VA  The Record    November 26, 1863 Bound 
Richmond  VA  The Record    December 3, 1863  Bound 
Richmond  VA  The Record    December 10, 1863  Bound 
Richmond  VA  The Sentinel    April 19, 1864   Folder 27 3 
Richmond  VA  The Times-Richmond   May 25, 1890   Folder 19 2 
Richmond VA  The Times-Richmond   June 5, 1892   Folder 19 2 
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Savannah  GA  Daily Morning News   August 19, 1864  Folder 26 3 
Savannah  GA  Daily Morning News   August 1, 1864   Folder 26 3 
Savannah  GA  Savannah Daily Loyal Georgian December 26, 1864  Folder 28 4 
Selma   AL  The Selma Weekly Reporter  December 16, 1862  Folder 20 2 
Shreveport  LA  The South-Western   June 1, 1864   Folder 36 4 
Shreveport  LA  The South-Western   June 8, 1864   Folder 36 4 
Spartanburg  SC  The Spartanburg Express  November 6, 1861  Folder 1 1 
Vicksburg  MS  The Daily Citizen   July 2, 1863   Framed 
Wilmington  DE  The Daily Journal   March 26, 1861  Folder 8 1 
 
 
NEWSPAPERS ON MICROFILM 
Atlanta  GA  Southern Confederacy Mar. 1861 to Feb. 1865 
Augusta  GA  Banner of the South Mar. 1868 to Oct. 1870 
Charles Town  WV  Spirit of Jefferson Sept. 1852 to Dec. 1867 
Charleston  SC  Daily Courier Nov. 1856 to Sept. 1866 
Charleston  SC  Charleston Mercury Jan. 1860 to Dec. 1866 
Clarksburg  WV  National Telegraph Weekly Jan. 1862 to Dec. 1868 
Edgefield  SC  Edgefield Advertiser Oct. 1856 to Apr. 1868 
Lynchburg  VA  Lynchburg Daily Virginian Aug. 1858 to Aug. 1866 
Lynchburg  VA  Lynchburg Virginia Tri-Weekly Aug. 1857 to Aug. 1859 
Memphis  TN  Daily Memphis Avalanche Jan. 1861 to Nov. 1866 
Memphis  TN  Memphis Daily Appeal July 1857 to Map 1866 
Memphis  TN  Memphis Daily Bulletin July 1862 to May 1863 
Memphis  TN  Memphis Weekly Appeal Jan. 1858 to Dec. 1860 
Mobile   AL  Mobile Register Jan. 1859 to May 1864 
Natchez  MS  Daily Courier Oct. 1857 to Sept. 1860 
Natchez  MS  Free Trader Feb. 1858 to Sept. 1860 
New Orleans  LA  Commercial Bulletin Jan. 1858 to July 1862 
New Orleans  LA  New Orleans Bee Jan. 1858 to Dec. 1865 
Point Pleasant  WV  Point Pleasant Register Weekly Mar. 1862 to Dec. 1869 
Richmond  VA  Richmond Daily Inquirer Jan. 1860 to Dec. 1862 
Richmond  VA  Richmond Whig Jan. 1860 to May 1866 
Richmond  VA  Richmond Dispatch Jan. 1858 to Dec. 1866 
Richmond  VA  Richmond Religious Herald Jan. 1858 to Mar. 1867 
Richmond  VA  Richmond Sentinel May 1864 to May 1864 
Richmond  VA  Richmond Southern Churchman Nov. 1861 to Mar. 1865 
Richmond  VA  Richmond Whig Weekly Jan. 1857 to Dec. 1868 
Shepherdstown WV  Shepherdstown Register Jan. 1856 to Dec. 1866 
Spartanburg  SC  Carolina Spartan Jan. 1858 to Dec. 1864 
Wellsburg  WV  Wellsburg Weekly Herald Jan. 1858 to Dec. 1865 
Williamsburg  VA  Williamsburg Weekly Gazette Aug. 1853 to Dec. 1860 
Wilmington  NC  Daily Herald May 1859 to May 1864 
Wilmington  NC  Daily Journal May 1864 to July 1866 
Wilmington  NC  Weekly Journal Apr 1857 to Apr 1858 
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MAPS 
E451. S66 map Map of Western Kentucky drawn for George Washington. 
G1201 .S5E3  Stanford’s 1861 map of U.S. showing seceding states 
2006.0703.55  “Seat of War in Virginia, Sheet 3”, ca. 1862. 
2001.0703.339 "A New map of Alabama with its Roads and distances," in small pocket 
book form, 1853 
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Series VI: Photos & images of all types (including CDV’s,  lithographs & photographic prints) 
 
OBJECT  
NUMBER OBJECT NAME DESCRIPTION 
2001.0703.107 Card, Cabinet 
Cabinet card photo of H. S. Knapp, U.S. N., probably on graduation from U.S. 
Naval Academy. 
2001.0703.118 Card, Cabinet 
Cabinet card photo of Charles S. McLain, U.S. N., probably on graduation from 
U.S. Naval Academy. 
2001.0703.300 Card, Cabinet Cabinet card photo Robert E. Lee mausoleum, Lexington, Va., 1897, b&w 
 
2001.0703.82 Carte-de-visite CDV of Confederate General Braxton Bragg. No backprint. 
2001.0703.83 Carte-de-visite 
CDV of Confederate General John C. Breckinridge. Back stamp reads "Published 
by Bendann Bros. Baltimore" 
2001.0703.84 Carte-de-visite 
CDV of Confederate Naval officer Franklin Buchanan. Probably from a Matthew 
Brady photograph. 
 
2001.0703.85 Carte-de-visite CDV of Confederate General Simon Bolivar Buckner. 
 
2001.0703.86 Carte-de-visite 
CDV of Confederate Congressman Henry Cornelius Burnett. Anthony studio of 
New York. From a Matthew Brady Negative. 
2001.0703.87 Carte-de-visite 
CDV marked "Chabard" Could be Julius Chaburt, Confederate Naval Officer 
aboard the CSS Shenandoah. 
 
2001.0703.88 Carte-de-visite CDV of Confederate General James Ronald Chalmers. 
  2001.0703.89 Carte-de-visite CDV of Confederate General Samuel Cooper. No backplate. 
2001.0703.90 Carte-de-visite CDV of Confederate President Jefferson Davis. No backplate. 
2001.0703.91 Carte-de-visite CDV of Varina Howell Davis, wife of Confederate President Jefferson Davis. 
2001.0703.92 Carte-de-visite CDV of Confederate General John Echols. 
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2001.0703.93 Carte-de-visite CDV of Confederate General Richard Stoddert Ewell. 
2001.0703.94 Carte-de-visite CDV of Confederate General Nathan Bedford Forrest. 
2001.0703.95 Carte-de-visite 
CDV of Confederate Generals: John B. Hood, Sterling Price, Nathan Forrest, 
Joseph Johnston, Kirby Smith, Braxton Bragg, Franklin Gardner. No backplate. 
 
2001.0703.96 Carte-de-visite CDV of Confederate General John B. Floyd. 
2001.0703.97 Carte-de-visite CDV of Confederate General Richard Brooke Garnett. No backplate. 
2001.0703.98 Carte-de-visite CDV of Confederate General Robert Seldon Garnett. 
2001.0703.99 Carte-de-visite CDV of Confederate General Wade Hampton. 
2001.0703.100 Carte-de-visite CDV of Confederate General William Joseph Hardee. 
2001.0703.101 Carte-de-visite CDV of Confederate General Thomas Carmichael Hindman. 
2001.0703.102 Carte-de-visite 
CDV of Confederate General Thomas Jonathan "Stonewall" Jackson. From a pre-
Civil War image, in his Mexican War uniform. 
2001.0703.103 Carte-de-visite 
CDV of Herschel Vespasian Johnson, member Confederate Senate, and Governor 
of Georgia. Print from a Matthew Brady negative. 
2001.0703.104 Carte-de-visite 
CDV of Confederate General Albert Sidney Johnston. Hand colored. No 
backplate. 
2001.0703.105 Carte-de-visite 
CDV of Confederate General Joseph Eggleston Johnston. Probably post-Civil 
War. 
2001.0703.106 Carte-de-visite 
CDV of Confederate General Joseph Eggleston Johnston. Possibly taken in 
England, early in the Civil War. 
2001.0703.108 Carte-de-visite 
CDV of Lucius Quintus Cincinnatus Lamar. U.S. Congressman pre-Civil War, 
Confederate colonel and special commissioner to Russia for the Confederate 
Govt., and Secretary of the Interior in 1885. 
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2001.0703.109 Carte-de-visite 
CDV of Confederate General Fitzhugh Lee. Pre-Civil War image of him in his 
U.S. Cavalry uniform, ca. 1859-1860. No backplate 
2001.0703.110 Carte-de-visite CDV of Confederate General Fitzhugh Lee. Probably post-Civil War. 
2001.0703.111 Carte-de-visite 
CDV of Confederate General Robert E. Lee. Rare pre-Civil War image. From a 
daguerreotype by Mathew Brady made in 1850. 
 
2001.0703.112 Carte-de-visite CDV of Confederate General Stephen Dill Lee. 
2001.0703.113 Carte-de-visite 
CDV of Confederate Capt. John Newland Maffit. Captain of the CSS Florida. No 
backplate. 
2001.0703.114 Carte-de-visite CDV of Confederate Gen. Mansfield Lovell. Early Civil War image. 
2001.0703.115 Carte-de-visite CDV of Confederate Gen. Humphrey Marshall. Probably early Civil War. 
2001.0703.116 Carte-de-visite CDV of Confederate diplomat to Great Britain, James Murray Mason. 
2001.0703.117 Carte-de-visite CDV of Confederate General John Hunt Morgan. Printed in 1862. 
2001.0703.119 Carte-de-visite 
CDV of Confederate Senator James Lawrence Orr. From a negative by Matthew 
Brady. 
 
2001.0703.120 Carte-de-visite CDV of Confederate General Mosby Monroe Parsons. 
 
2001.0703.121 Carte-de-visite 
CDV of Mrs. LaSalle Corbell Pickett, wife of Confederate General George 
Pickett. 
 
2001.0703.122 Carte-de-visite CDV of Confederate General Gideon Johnson Pillow. 
2001.0703.123 Carte-de-visite CDV of Confederate General Sterling Price. 
2001.0703.124 Carte-de-visite 
CDV of Confederate General and Congressman Roger Atkinson Pryor. Probably 
from a pre-Civil War image. 
2001.0703.125 Carte-de-visite CDV of Confederate General Gabriel James Rains. From a pre-Civil War image. 
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2001.0703.126 Carte-de-visite CDV of Confederate General Edmund Kirby Smith. From a pre-Civil war image. 
2001.0703.127 Carte-de-visite 
CDV of Confederate Vice President Alexander Hamilton Stephens. Probably 
cropped from the Brady photo in the National Archives. 
2001.0703.128 Carte-de-visite 
CDV of Confederate General Thomas Hart Taylor. From an original made after 
1862. 
2001.0703.129 Carte-de-visite CDV of Confederate General Robert Augustus Toombs. From a pre-war image. 
2001.0703.130 Carte-de-visite 
CDV of Confederate General David Emanuel Twiggs. In his Mexican War (1848) 
uniform. Made before 1862. 
 
2001.0703.131 Carte-de-visite CDV of Confederate General Earl Van Dorn. 
2001.0703.132 Carte-de-visite CDV of Confederate General and Senator Louis Trezevant Wigfall. 
2001.0703.133 Carte-de-visite 
CDV of Confederate General Cadmus Marcellus Wilcox. Probably from an 1862 
portrait. 
 
2001.0703.134 Carte-de-visite CDV of Confederate Congressman William Lowndes Yancey. 
2001.0703.135 Carte-de-visite 
CDV of Confederate General Felix Kirk Zollicoffer. From a negative in Matthew 
Brady's Gallery. 
2001.0703.136 Carte-de-visite 
CDV of Confederate General Felix Kirk Zollicoffer. In the uniform of a general in 
Tenn. State Troops. 
2001.0703.137 Carte-de-visite 
"Gen. R. E. Lee and Staff" CDV. Lee in center of oval, 12 officers surrounding the 
oval. No backplate. 
 
2001.0703.138 Carte-de-visite CDV of Charles H. Neuman of Woodstock, Va.  
2001.0703.139 Carte-de-visite CDV of Confederate Secretary of State Judah P. Benjamin. No backplate. 
2001.0703.140 Carte-de-visite CDV of Confederate General Milledge L. Bonham. No backplate. 
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2001.0703.141 Carte-de-visite CDV of Confederate General Leonidas Polk. No backplate. 
2001.0703.142 Carte-de-visite CDV of Confederate General Benjamin Huger. No backplate. 
2001.0703.143 Carte-de-visite 
CDV of Confederate General Ben McCulloch. In his Mexican War uniform. No 
backplate. 
2001.0703.144 Carte-de-visite CDV of Confederate Naval Commander Matthew F. Maury. No backplate. 
2001.0703.145 Carte-de-visite CDV of Confederate Naval Commander George N. Hollins. No backplate. 
2001.0703.146 Carte-de-visite CDV of Confederate Naval Admiral Raphael Semmes. No backplate. 
2001.0703.147 Carte-de-visite 
CDV of Confederate General Roger W. Hanson. In his Mexican War uniform. No 
backplate. 
2001.0703.148 Carte-de-visite CDV of Confederate General Albert Pike. No backplate. 
2001.0703.149 Carte-de-visite CDV of Confederate General Lawrence O'Bryan Branch. No backplate. 
2001.0703.150 Carte-de-visite 
CDV of Confederate General Thomas L. Clingman. No backplate. This image is 
pre-Civil War. 
2001.0703.151 Carte-de-visite 
CDV of Confederate General Robert E. Lee. No backplate. This is from a steel 
engraving that appeared in Frank Leslie's weekly publication. Supposedly from a 
daguerreotype made during the Mexican War. 
2001.0703.152 Carte-de-visite 
CDV of Confederate Secretary of War Leroy Pope Walker. Appears to be from a 
photo in the National Archives. 
2001.0703.201 Carte-de-visite CDV of Brig. Gen. "Stonewall" Jackson in his Mexican War uniform, 1862. 
2001.0703.202 Carte-de-visite CDV of Confederate General Albert Gallatin Jenkins. 
2001.0703.203 Carte-de-visite CDV of Confederate President Jefferson Davis 
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2001.0703.210 Carte-de-visite CDV of Confederate Commanders by E. & H.T. Anthony , b&w 
2001.0703.287 Drawing, Technical 
Engineering drawing of the ship CSS Alabama. Drawn by Curator Lisle Brown 
for the Alabama virtual exhibit. Two views. b&w 
 
 
2001.0703.154 Engraving 
Etching # 1: "Worship of the North" from Volck's "Confederate War Etchings" 
folio. From the 1863 copper plates. 
 
 
2001.0703.155 Engraving 
Etching # 10: "Stone Blockade off Charleston, S.C." from Volck's "Confederate 
War Etchings" folio. From the 1863 copper plates. 
2001.0703.156 Engraving 
Etching # 13: "Return of a Raiding Party from Pennsylvania" from Volck's 
"Confederate War Etchings" folio. From the 1863 copper plates. 
 
 
2001.0703.157 Engraving 
Etching # 24: "Prayer in Stonewall Jackson's Camp" from Volck's "Confederate 
War Etchings" folio. From the 1863 copper plates. 
 
 
2001.0703.158 Engraving 
Etching # 6: "Enlistment of Sickles' Brigade, N.Y.," from Volck's "Confederate 
War Etchings" folio. From the 1863 copper plates. 
2001.0703.159 Engraving 
Etching # 7: "Buying a Substitute in the North during the War," from Volck's 
"Confederate War Etchings" folio. From the 1863 copper plates. 
2001.0703.160 Engraving 
Etching # 11: Making Clothes for the Boys in the Army," from Volck's 
"Confederate War Etchings" folio. From the 1863 copper plates. 
 
 
2001.0703.161 Engraving 
Etching # 15: "Tracks of the Armies," from Volck's "Confederate War Etchings" 
folio. From the 1863 copper plates. 
 
 
2001.0703.162 Engraving 
Etching # 17: "Jamison's Jayhawkers," from Volck's "Confederate War Etchings" 
folio. From the 1863 copper plates. 
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2001.0703.163 Engraving 
Etching # 20: "Albert S. Johnston Crossing the Desert to Join the Southern Army," 
from Volck's "Confederate War Etchings" folio. From the 1863 copper plates. 
2001.0703.164 Engraving 
Etching # 21: "Gen'l Stuart's Raid to the White House," from Volck's "Confederate 
War Etchings" folio. From the 1863 copper plates. 
2001.0703.165 Engraving 
Etching #22: Gen'l Stuart's Return from Pennsylvania" from Volck's "Confederate 
War Etchings" folio. From the 1863 copper plates. 
 
 
2001.0703.166 Engraving 
Etching #23: "Butler's Victims of Fort St. Philip" from Volck's "Confederate War 
Etchings" folio. From the 1863 copper plates. 
 
 
 
2001.0703.167 Engraving 
Etching #25: "Counterfeit Confederate Notes Publicly Offered for Sale in the 'City 
of Brotherly love'" from Volck's "Confederate War Etchings" folio. From the 1863 
copper plates. 
 
 
2001.0703.168 Engraving 
Etching #26: "Free Negroes in the North," from Volck's "Confederate War 
Etchings" folio. From the 1863 copper plates. 
 
 
2001.0703.169 Engraving 
Etching #27: "Free Negroes in Hayti," from Volck's "Confederate War Etchings" 
folio. From the 1863 copper plates. 
2001.0703.170 Engraving 
Etching #28: "Cave Life in Vicksburg during the Siege," from Volck's 
"Confederate War Etchings" folio. From the 1863 copper plates. 
 
 
2001.0703.171 Engraving 
Etching #29: "Vicksburg Canal," from Volck's "Confederate War Etchings" folio. 
From the 1863 copper plates. 
 
 
2001.0703.172 Engraving 
Etching: "Don Quixote and Sancho Panza," from Volck's "The American 
Cyclops" folio. From the 1863 copper plates. 
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2001.0703.173 Engraving 
Etching #2,"Passage through Baltimore," from Volck's "Confederate War 
Etchings" folio. From the 1863 copper plates. 
2001.0703.174 Engraving 
Etching #5, "Searching for Arms,” from Volck's "Confederate War Etchings" 
folio. From the 1863 copper plates.   
2001.0703.175 Engraving 
Etching #9: "Election in Baltimore, November, 1862," from Volck's "Confederate 
War Etchings" folio. From the 1863 copper plates. 
2001.0703.176 Engraving 
Etching #12: "Slaves Concealing Their Master from a Search Party," from Volck's 
"Confederate War Etchings" folio. From the 1863 copper plates. 
 
 
2001.0703.177 Engraving 
Etching #4: "Battle in Baltimore, April 19th, 1861," from Volck's "Confederate 
War Etchings" folio. From the 1863 copper plates. 
 
 
2001.0703.178 Engraving 
Etching #14: "Valiant Men 'Dat Fite Mit Siegel'," from Volck's "Confederate War 
Etchings" folio. From the 1863 copper plates. 
 
 
2001.0703.179 Engraving 
Etching #16: "Formation of Guerrilla Bands," from Volck's "Confederate War 
Etchings" folio. From the 1863 copper plates. 
2001.0703.180 Engraving 
Etching #19: "Offering of Bells to be Cast into Cannon," from Volck's 
"Confederate War Etchings" folio. From the 1863 copper plates. 
2001.0703.181 Engraving 
Etching #3: "Writing the Emancipation Proclamation," from Volck's "Confederate 
War Etchings" folio. From the 1863 copper plates. 
2001.0703.182 Engraving 
Etching #8: "Marylanders Crossing the Potomac to Join the Southern Army," from 
Volck's "Confederate War Etchings" folio. From the 1863 copper plates. 
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2001.0703.183 Engraving Etching #18: "Smuggling Medicines into the South," from Volck's "Confederate 
War Etchings" folio. From the 1863 copper plates. 
2001.0703.41 Painting 
"Cape Fear." Painting attributed to Conrad Wise Chapman. "1864" carved on back 
of original canvas frame. Oil on canvas. 
 
2001.0703.42 Painting Albert Gallatin Jenkins, in Confederate uniform. Oil on canvas. WPA art project. 
2001.0703.044 Painting 
Unidentified Confederate officer in uniform. Oil on canvas. Signed "H. Duesbury" 
(probably Horace Wolfe Duesbury, 1851-1904.) Fragile condition. 
2001.0703.52 Painting 
Painting of Robert E. Lee leaving the McLean house at Appomattox Court House, 
Va. after the surrender on April 9, 1865. by Charles Copeland, 1888. Signed: 
"Copeland '88", lower left corner. (See Special Collections staff member) 
2001.0703.299 Painting 
Painting on small wooden block of battle between the Monitor and the Merrimac 
in 1862. 
 
2001.0703.307 Painting Oil painting on canvas of unidentified Confederate soldier, col. 
2001.0703.325 Painting Oil painting on board of Robert E. Lee, by James Moran, 1953, col. 
 
2001.0703.206 Postcard Confederate Cemetery, Winchester, Va., col. 
2001.0703.214 Postcard 
White House of the Confederacy 1861-1865, now Confederate Museum, 
Richmond, Va., b&w 
 
2001.0703.217 Postcard Confederate Lt. Gen. Nathan Bedford Forrest, col. 
 
2001.0703.218 Postcard Confederate spy Belle Boyd, col. 
 
2001.0703.219 Postcard Confederate Gen. George E. Pickett, b&w 
2001.0703.220 Postcard Monument to Confederate dead, Hollywood Cemetery, Richmond,Va., col. 
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2001.0703.221 Postcard Lee Mansion, Arlington National Cemetery, Arlington, Va., b&w. 
2001.0703.38 Print 
Civil War photoengraving from a painting by William Ludwell Sheppard. Printed 
by Boston Photogravure Co. Depicts soldiers moving an artillery caisson and 
cannon. Title: "Virginia, 1864" 
2001.0703.46 Print 
Print, with hand-colored etching. "The Lees of Virginia, Generals CSA 1861-
1865" 
2001.0703.50 Print Print of the Confederate ship, CSS Florida. (framed) 
2001.0703.51 Print 
Print of Capt. John N. Maffit, Confederate States Navy, by Joseph. E. Baker. Ca. 
1863-1865. (See Special Collections staff member) 
2001.0703.54 Print 
Mezzotint engraving of Robert E. Lee on Traveler. By Dubois Tesslin, after 
L.M.D. Guillaume 
2001.0703.55 Print Mezzotint lithograph of Robert E. Lee in uniform, by John Robertson 
2001.0703.56 Print Oval color portrait of Thomas Jonathan "Stonewall" Jackson 
2001.0703.57 Print Currier & Ives print of death of Robert E. Lee. Dated 1870. 
2001.0703.71 Print Print of the Confederate ship, CSS Alabama. (framed) 
2001.0703.39 Print, Lithographic 
Lithograph Civil War print by Frederick Bourquin, copyright 1879. Published by 
the National Pub. Co. of Philadelphia, as a gift for each subscriber. 
2001.0703.40 Print, Lithographic 
"Burial of Latane" steel engraving print. 1868 print after the 1864 painting by 
William D. Washington. Engraved by A. G. Campbell. Published by William 
Pate, New York, 1868. (framed) 
 
2001.0703.184 Print, Lithographic Color lithograph of Robert E. Lee in Confederate uniform. 
2001.0703.185 Print, Lithographic Lithograph of Nathan Bedford Forrest in Confederate uniform. 
2001.0703.186 Print, Lithographic Lithograph of Joseph E. Johnston in Confederate uniform. 
2001.0703.187 Print, Lithographic 
Chromolithograph of Robert E. Lee visiting grave of Stonewall Jackson. By 
Adalbert Johann Volck. 
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2001.0703.188 Print, Lithographic 
Chromolithograph of Adalbert Johann Volck's etching. Colored version similar to 
Etching # 24: "Prayer in Stonewall Jackson's Camp" from Volck's "Confederate 
War Etchings" folio. 
 
2001.0703.294 Print, Lithographic Gen. T.J. "Stonewall" Jackson 
2001.0703.295 Print, Lithographic "Stonewall Jackson and His Boyhood Home," color lithograph 
2001.0703.296 Print, Lithographic Thomas J. "Stonewall” Jackson, lithograph from a photo from life 
2001.0703.298 Print, Lithographic Chromolithograph of “Last of the Wooden Navy,” by G. B. Matthews 
2001.0703.302 Print, Lithographic Print of "Kearsarge sinking the Alabama, June 19, 1864." 
2001.0703.303 Print, Lithographic Print of "Lieutenant-General Ulysses S. Grant," col., framed 
2001.0703.305 Print, Lithographic Print titled "Death of Reynolds," by Bradley Schmehl, #300 of 950, framed. 
2001.0703.309 Print, Lithographic Print of "Gen. Grant and Family," b&w, mounted on board 
2001.0703.310 Print, Lithographic Lithograph of Lewis Cass, ca. 1866. 
2001.0703.311 Print, Lithographic Lithograph of Battle Near Mill Springs, Ky., and Death of Gen. Zollicoffer, 1862 
2001.0703.312 Print, Lithographic 
Lithograph of Stonewall Jackson at First Battle of Winchester,Va., May 1862, 
b&w 
2001.0703.313 Print, Lithographic Lithograph of Battery Marshall from Long Island, Dec., 1863, b&w 
2001.0703.315 Print, Lithographic President Jefferson Davis arriving in the field of battle at Bull's Run, b&w 
2001.0703.317 Print, Lithographic Stonewall Jackson & Family, col. 
2001.0703.318 Print, Lithographic Franklin Delano Roosevelt poster, "Liberty and Justice," col. 
2001.0703.319 Print, Lithographic Genl. Joseph E. Johnston, 1867, b&w. 
2001.0703.322 Print, Lithographic Last meeting of Lee & Jackson, May 1, 1863, col. 
2001.0703.324 Print, Lithographic Chart of the life of Robert E. Lee, from a mural, 1945, col. 
2001.0703.326 Print, Lithographic President James Buchanan's Cabinet, ca. 1860, b&w. 
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2001.0703.327 Print, Lithographic Reunion of the Orphan Brigade, Bowling Green, Ky., Sept. 26, 1895, b&w. 
2001.0703.328 Print, Lithographic 
Charge of the VMI Cadets at Battle of New Market, May 1864, from original at 
VMI, b&w. 
2001.0703.329 Print, Lithographic Confederate General P.G.T. Beauregard's Headquarters, Manassas, Va., b&w. 
2001.0703.330 Print, Lithographic Action Between the Kearsarge and the Alabama, mezzotint, 1869, b&w. 
2001.0703.332 Print, Lithographic 
Color print "The First Battle Between Iron ships of War," by Henry Bill, 1862, 
col. 
2001.0703.333 Print, Lithographic 
Currier & Ives Lithograph, "The last ditch of the chivalry, or a president in 
petticoats," 1865, b&w. 
 
2001.0703.211 Print, Photographic Photo of Fortress (Fort) Monroe, Hampton, Va., b&w 
 
 
2001.0703.212 Print, Photographic 
Photo of Fortress (Fort) Monroe, Hampton, Va., showing moat and officer's club, 
b&w 
2001.0703.213 Print, Photographic Photo of Jefferson Davis's prison, Fortress (Fort) Monroe, Hampton, Va., b&w 
2001.0703.216 Print, Photographic Confederate Gen. John Tyler Morgan, (copyprint from a book), b&w 
2001.0703.286 Print, Photographic 
"Lieut. Gen. Thomas Jackson and Family", printed in 1866, b&w mounted on 
heavy mat 
2001.0703.291 Print, Photographic 
Gen. Stonewall Jackson, from original in the British Museum, b&w mounted on 
heavy mat 
2001.0703.292 Print, Photographic 
"Thomas J. (Stonewall) Jackson viewing his foot cavalry," from a mural in the 
Battle Abbey, Richmond, by Charles Hoffbauer. 
 
2001.0703.293 Print, Photographic Thomas J. "Stonewall" Jackson, color print from a painting 
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2001.0703.335 Print, Photographic Dedication of the Rosanna Blake Collection, Marshall University, 1987, b&w 
2001.0703.336 Print, Photographic Panoramic view of UCV encampment, Huntington,WVa., Oct. 9-10,1913, b&w 
 
 
2001.0703.53 Sketch 
“Sketch of Fort Steadman from Confederate lines.” Attributed to Conrad Wise 
Chapman. (See Special Collections staff member) 
2001.0703.75 Tintype 
Cased tintype of unidentified soldier in pre-Civil War uniform, with epaulets. 
Shako style hat. Possibly an older ferrotype. Large, ornate letter "C" on his belt 
buckle. 
2001.0703.76 Tintype Tintype of two unidentified women posed in a photographer's studio. 
2001.0703.77 Tintype Tintype of four unidentified children. 
2001.0703.78 Tintype Tintype of 5 unidentified people. Back label from Baltimore photographic studio. 
2001.0703.79 Tintype Tintype of 9 unidentified people. 
2001.0703.80 Tintype Tintype of 7 unidentified people. 
2001.0703.81 Tintype Tintype of 9 unidentified people. 
 
         2001.0703.341 Print, Lithographic    General Robert E. Lee, by Currier & Ives (framed) 
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Series VII:    Materials donated by Dr. John O’Brien (Acc # 2006.0703) 
OBJECT  
NUMBER OBJECT NAME DESCRIPTION 
2006.0703.175.a Album 
Robert E. Lee memorial album, wooden backs, leather covered. Contains lock of 
hair of Lee. 
2006.0703.156 Ambrotype 
Ambrotype on glass of Right Rev. Richard Vincent Whelan, Catholic Bishop of 
Wheeling, W.Va., cased, ca. 1857 
2006.0703.259 Bond 
Confederate States warrant for cotton, to sell cotton to British Government, Feb. 
1863 
2006.0703.60 Bond, Confederate 
3 $40 interest coupons from $1000 Confederate Loan or bearer bond. From Bond 
No. 14899 
2006.0703.252 Booklet 
"The Southern Bazaar held in St. George's Hall, Liverpool, October, 1864" 
Report of proceedings. 
2006.0703.80 Booklet "Daughters of the Cause, Women of the Civil War" 
2006.0703.81 Booklet "Our Women of the Sixties" 
2006.0703.82 Booklet 
"The Southern Confederacy" An exhibition arranged and described by Jeffrey H. 
Kaimowitz, at the Watkinson Library of Trinity College, Hartford, Conn. 
2006.0703.83 Booklet 
"The Reviewer Reviewed, Reply of Hon. Alexander H. Stephens to The 
Baltimore Leader's Notice of the Review of the 'War Between the States' by 
Albert Taylor Bledsoe, LL.d." 
2006.0703.84 Booklet 
"The Confederate Souvenir." Cover reads "Hon. Jefferson Davis and first 
Confederate Cabinet" Many of the Confederate generals are pictured. 
2006.0703.85 Booklet 
"The Battle of Pea Ridge 1862" Materials reviewed by Super., Pea Ridge 
National Park. 
2006.0703.86 Booklet 
"Report of Mrs. Edgar D. Taylor, Treasurer of Central Committee of the 
Jefferson Davis Monument Asso'n." 
2006.0703.87 Booklet "Historic Beauvoir" 
2006.0703.88 Booklet "Expose de la situation Politique et Militaire aux etats-unis" in French. 
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2006.0703.89 Booklet 
Confederate Military Hospitals in Richmond, Va. during the Civil War. Includes 
info on encampments and buildings. 
2006.0703.90 Booklet History of the Confederate Powder Works. 
2006.0703.91 Booklet "The Fundamental Creed of Robert E. Lee" 
2006.0703.92 Booklet "Robert E. Lee The Beloved General" 
2006.0703.93 Booklet "Lee: The Final achievement" 
2006.0703.94 Booklet 
"The Derwent Letters." Letters written by Robert E. Lee after the Civil War, 
from a home near Trenholm, Powhatan County, Va. 
2006.0703.95 Booklet "Thirty Myths About Lee's Surrender" 
2006.0703.96 Booklet "More Myths About Lee's Surrender" 
2006.0703.97 Booklet "Trust in God and Fear Nothing, Gen. Lewis A. Armistead, CSA" 
2006.0703.98 Booklet “The Things that Endured” 
2006.0703.99 Booklet Checklist of Confederate Imprints in the Duke University Library. 
2006.0703.100 Booklet “The Southern Soldier Boy: A Thousand Shots for the Confederacy” 
2006.0703.101 Booklet “The Road Past Kennesaw: The Atlanta Campaign of 1864” 
2006.0703.102 Booklet 
Souvenir Book of Lookout Mountain. Black & white pictures of Lookout 
Mountain and vicinity. 
  2006.0703.103 Booklet 
 
“The Battle of Fort Sumter and First Victory of the Southern Troops.” 
2006.0703.104 Booklet 
 
“Confederate Bonds and Certificates.” A listing with a description of the 
Confederate States Bonds and Certificates, showing the degree of Rarity and 
price. 
2006.0703.105 Booklet 
“Confederate War Bonds.” Being a compendium of information, including 
current values, of all war bonds issued by the central Confederate Government, 
1861 to 1865. 
 
2006.0703.106 Booklet “Pennsylvania and the Civil War. A Handbook.” 
2006.0703.107 Booklet “Communications in the Civil War.” 
2006.0703.108 Booklet Catalog with descriptions of stamps of the Confederacy. 
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2006.0703.186 Booklet “Civil War and Reconstruction” 
2006.0703.187 Booklet “The Causes of the American Civil War”, from the Aids for Teachers series. 
2006.0703.188 Booklet Civil War Resources in the Watkinson Library, Trinity College 
2006.0703.222 Booklet 
“Battle of Big Bethel.” Course in historical research, military history pamphlet 
No. 3. Infantry School, Camp Benning, Ga. 
 
2006.0703.223 Booklet “The Great War Relic, A sketch of my life”, by Charles Cummings. 
2006.0703.229 Booklet "Civil War Engagement at Cool Spring [Va.] July 18, 1864" 
 
RAB1.980 Box, Small Small, hinged, wooden box with image of Robert E. Lee on lid. 
RAB1.979 Bust 
Bust of Gen. Robert E. Lee of Parian ware, mfd in England in 1864. Produced for 
the Liverpool Bazaar to raise money for the Confederacy. 
 
2006.0703.110 Card, Cabinet Bishop R. V. Whelen of Wheeling, W.Va.. 
2006.0703.175.d Card, Cabinet 
Cabinet card photo of Mrs. Bettie Whittle of Norfolk, Va., who received the lock 
of Robert E. Lee's hair from Winfield S. Jones, colorized. 
2006.0703.56 Carte-de-visite 
Robert E. Lee CDV. Bust of Lee in Confederate general's uniform. Original 
probably by Minnis and Cowell of Richmond. "Meade Bros" embossed beneath 
image. 
2006.0703.57 Carte-de-visite 
Gen. P. G. T. Beauregard CDV. 2 cent US proprietary stamp on back. No 
backprint. 
 
 
2006.0703.58 Carte-de-visite 
Purported to be Confederate Gen. Mansfield Lovell. "Gurney & Son” and "Photo 
N.Y." printed below image. Image may be misidentified. 
 
 
2006.0703.109 Carte-de-visite 
Gen. P. G. T. Beauregard CDV. Printed in France. Front reads: "Gen. G. T. 
Beauregard, C.S.A." and R de Grammont, 17" 
 
 
2006.0703.175.c Carte-de-visite 
CDV of Winfield S. Jones, made in San Franscisco. He was the owner of the lock 
of hair of Robert E. Lee. 
2006.0703.181 Carte-de-visite CDV of Emperor Maximilian of Mexico and wife Carlotta, ca. 1864-1867, b&w 
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2006.0703.180 Carte-de-visite CDV of Jefferson Davis, b&w 
2006.0703.179 Carte-de-visite CDV of Confederate General Albert S. Johnston, CSA, b&w 
2006.0703.230 Carte-de-visite Judah P. Benjamin CDV. Benjamin was Secretary of War for Confederacy. 
2006.0703.237 Carte-de-visite Raphael Semmes, captain of the CSS Alabama, ca. 1860's, col. red trim 
2006.0703.238 Carte-de-visite Raphael Semmes, captain of the CSS Alabama, ca. 1860's, col.green trim 
2006.0703.247 Carte-de-visite Raphael Semmes, captain of the CSS Alabama, ca. 1860's, b&w 
2006.0703.243 Carte-de-visite CDV of the CSS Alabama, ca. 1860's, b&w 
2006.0703.245 Carte-de-visite 
CDV of Confederate General John C. Breckinridge. Back stamp reads "D. 
Appleton & Co", b&w 
2006.0703.246 Carte-de-visite CDV of Confederate General John C. Breckinridge., b&w 
2006.0703.244 Carte-de-visite CDV of Confederate Generals of the South, b&w 
2006.0703.249 Carte-de-visite 51 Important men of the Confederacy, b&w 
2006.0703.250 Carte-de-visite Unidentified girl, Civil War period, hand colorized 
 
RAB1.976 Deck, Card UDC Civil War card game, incomplete, dated 1897 
 
 
2006.0703.251 Envelope 
Envelope with 3 cent US stamp, postmark for Point Lookout, Md. prisoner of 
war camp, ca. 1861-65. 
 
 
2006.0703.190 Envelope 
Small stamped envelope, .03 cent stamp, postmarked Nov. 12, (year missing), 
col. 
 
 
2006.0703.191 Envelope 
Small stamped envelope, first day cover of Lee-Jackson .04 cent stamp, 1937, 
col. 
 
2006.0703.192 Envelope Stamped envelope, first day of sale, Robert E. Lee .32 cent stamp, 1995, col. 
2006.0703.193 Envelope Stamped envelope, first day of sale, Monitor-Virginia .32 cent stamp, 1995, col. 
2006.0703.197 Etching Etching of Confederate Gen. Thomas C. Hindman, b&w 
2006.0703.198 Etching Etching of Confederate Gen. Richard Taylor, b&w 
2006.0703.199 Etching Etching of Confederate Gen. Edward C. Walthall, b&w 
2006.0703.200 Etching Etching of Confederate Gen. Simon Boliva Buckner, b&w 
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2006.0703.201 Etching Etching of Confederate Gen. Earl Van Dorn, b&w 
2006.0703.202 Etching Etching of Confederate Gen. James Patton Anderson, b&w 
2006.0703.203 Etching Etching of Confederate Gen. John C. Breckinridge, b&w 
2006.0703.204 Etching Etching of Confederate Gen. Benjamin F. Cheatham, b&w 
2006.0703.205 Etching Etching of Confederate Gen. Samuel Cooper, b&w 
2006.0703.206 Etching Etching of Confederate Gen. Arnold Elzey, b&w 
2006.0703.207 Etching Etching of Confederate Gen. Jeremy F. Gilmer, b&w 
2006.0703.208 Etching Etching of Confederate Gen. Theophilus H. Holmes, b&w 
2006.0703.209 Etching Etching of Confederate Gen. Benjamin Huger, b&w 
2006.0703.210 Etching Etching of Confederate Gen. Albert Sidney Johnston, b&w 
2006.0703.211 Etching Etching of Confederate Gen. Stephen Dill Lee, b&w 
2006.0703.212 Etching Etching of Confederate Gen. Mansfield Lovell, b&w 
2006.0703.213 Etching Etching of Confederate Gen. John Bankhead Magruder, b&w 
2006.0703.214 Etching Etching of Confederate Gen. John Pegram, b&w 
2006.0703.215 Etching Etching of Confederate Gen. Matthew W. Ransom, b&w 
2006.0703.216 Etching Etching of Confederate Gen. Gustavus W. Smith, b&w 
2006.0703.217 Etching Etching of Confederate Gen. Alexander Peter Stewart, b&w 
2006.0703.218 Etching Etching of Confederate Gen. James Ewell Brown (JEB) Stuart, b&w 
2006.0703.219 Etching Etching of Confederate Gen. William Thompson Martin, b&w 
2006.0703.220 Etching Etching of Confederate Gen. David Emanuel Twiggs, b&w 
2006.0703.221 Etching Etching of Confederate Gen. William Henry Chase Whiting, b&w 
RAB1.975 Fan Hand fan with photo of Robert E. Lee. 
RAB1.990 Figurine Gen. Robert E. Lee, in uniform, small statue on wooden base. 
RAB1.991 Figurine Gen. Thomas J. "Stonewall" Jackson, in uniform, small statue on wooden base. 
2006.0703.253 Letter Letter from Robert E. Lee to Mrs. Leonodias Polk, dated 21 Nov 1867. 
2006.0703.64 Magazine "Southern Historical Society Papers," April, 1877. 
2006.0703.65 Magazine "Southern Historical Society Papers," July, 1879. 
2006.0703.79 Magazine Page 477 from Harper's Weekly of July 28, 1866. 
2006.0703.55 Map Map: "Seat of War in Virginia, Sheet 3" 
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2006.0703.227 Newspaper 
Front page of the Richmond "Daily Enquirer" of Aug. 25, 1863 featuring an 
article on Robert E. Lee. 
2006.0703.47 Painting 
Oval painting of Robert E. Lee in uniform. Oil on wood Probably from the 
Minnis and Cowell photograph. 
2006.0703.262 Painting 
Original painting of "Shell Bursting on the Deck of the Alabama," by Michael J. 
Burns, painting on board. (See Special Collections staff member) 
2006.0703.270 Painting 
"Fort Sumter from the Sea," by William Aiken Walker, 1864, Watercolor on 
paper, col. 
WS878-No.IV Pamphlet 
Southern Independence Association, Manchester, Eng., "Papers for the People," 
No. IV, "Principles & Policies of Pres. Lincoln", 4pp. 
WS878-No.V Pamphlet 
"Southern Independence Association, Manchester, Eng., Papers for the People," 
No. V, "Principles & Policies of President Lincoln (part 2)", 4pp. 
WS878-No.VI Pamphlet 
Southern Independence Association, Manchester, Eng., "Papers for the People," 
No. VI, "Notes on Slavery", 4pp. 
WS878-No.VII Pamphlet 
Southern Independence Association, Manchester, Eng., "Papers for the People," 
No. VII, "The American Tariffs", 4pp. 
WS878-No.VIII Pamphlet 
Southern Independence Association, Manchester, Eng., "Papers for the People," 
No. VIII, "The Negro in the North", 4pp. 
2006.0703.182 Pamphlet 
"Speeches of the Hon. Jefferson Davis of Miss. Delivered during the summer of 
1858" 
 
 
 
2006.0703.183 Pamphlet 
"Speech of the Hon. Jefferson Davis of Miss. Delivered in the US Senate, Jan. 
10, 1861 upon the message of the Pres of the US on the Condition of Things in 
S.C." 
 
 
2006.0703.184 Pamphlet 
"Address delivered before the Confederate Survivors' Assn in Augusta, Ga 
Memorial Day, April 26, 1893" 
 
 
2006.0703.185 Pamphlet 
"Address delivered before the Confederate Survivors' Assn in Augusta, Ga 
Memorial Day, April 26, 1892" 
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2006.0703 Papers 
O'Brien sub-collection: Civil War collection including pamphlets and booklets, 
over 300 monographs and books, photos, CDV's, original Civil War art work, the 
Volck shield, ambrotypes and tintypes, one original Robert E. Lee letter, original 
CW sketches and etchings, other 3D items. Most materials Confederate related. 
 
 
 
RAB1.974 Plate 
Limited edition Lenox china presentation plate. On front is Civil War period 
view of the White House of the Confederacy, flying First National Confederate 
flag. 
 
 
2006.0703.195 Postcard 
Portrait of Winnie Davis, youngest child of CSA President Jefferson Davis, by 
John P. Walker, col. 
2006.0703.196 Postcard Jefferson Davis, from photo in National Archives, col. 
2006.0703.339 Postcard President FDR & Vice Pres. John Garner, 1940 
2006.0703.189 Poster Great Seal of the Confederate States of America, b&w 
2006.0703.169 Poster Poster of cover of “Saturday Evening Post” of Robert E. Lee, by N. C. Wyeth 
2006.0703.171 Poster Poster of "A Gallant Leader, Franklin Delano Roosevelt" 
2006.0703.48 Print Copper engraving of Confederate Gen. J. E. B. Stuart, by H. B. Hall. 
2006.0703.50 Print 
Mezzotint engraving "Action Between The Kearsage and Alabama" Entered Act 
of Congress 1869.  
2006.0703.62 Print Framed copy of print of Jefferson Davis with small Confederate flag pin. 
2006.0703.71 Print 
Color print of Surrender of Gen. Lee to U.S. Grant, by artist Louis M Didner 
Guillaume. From the painting done about 1883. 
2006.0703.52 Print, Lithographic 
Confederate infantryman print by William L. Sheppard. marked: "Copyright 
1903 by William Ludwell Sheppart" 
2006.0703.53 Print, Lithographic 
Confederate cavalryman print by William L. Sheppard. marked: "Copyright 1903 
by William Ludwell Sheppart" 
2006.0703.54 Print, Lithographic 
Confederate artillery officer print by William L. Sheppard. marked: "Copyright 
1903 by William Ludwell Sheppart" 
 
2006.0703.66 Print, Lithographic Engraving of J.A. Campbell. 
2006.0703.67 Print, Lithographic Engraving of Gen. Lee and Gen. Gordon at Spottsylvania, by H.A. Ogden. 
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2006.0703.68 Print, Lithographic 
Engraving of Paul Hamilton Hayne, from an engraving by H. B. Hall & Sons of 
New York. 
2006.0703.69 Print, Lithographic Engraving of L. Q. C. Lamar. 
2006.0703.70 Print, Lithographic Engraving of Gen. Lee at Chancellorsville, by H.A. Ogden. 
2006.0703.72 Print, Lithographic 
Abraham Lincoln and William Seward meeting with Confederates, January 1865, 
from a German book, by "A.R.W." 
 
2006.0703.73 Print, Lithographic Print of Stephen Russell Mallory, Secretary of the Navy for Confederate States. 
2006.0703.74 Print, Lithographic Print of Robert B. Rhett, wartime editor of the Charleston, SC Mercury. 
2006.0703.75 Print, Lithographic 
Color print of two standing Confederate Soldiers, from the book "Soldiers of the 
American Army." 
 
2006.0703.76 Print, Lithographic Black and white print of W. Gilmore Simms. 
2006.0703.77 Print, Lithographic Black and white print of Alexander Stephens, Confederate Vice President. 
2006.0703.78 Print, Lithographic Black and white print of Robert Toombs, Confederate Secretary of State. 
2006.0703.157 Print, Lithographic Print of Jefferson Davis, when a prisoner in 1865. 
2006.0703.158 Print, Lithographic 
Print of "Fight Between the Alabama and the Kearsarge off Cherbourg June 19, 
1864" by Seitz of Germany (framed) 
 
 
2006.0703.159 Print, Lithographic 
Color lithograph of "Naval Engagement Between the Kearsarge and the 
Alabama" 
2006.0703.160 Print, Lithographic 
Large folio etching "Trading for Coffee and Tobacco" by Edwin Forbes, plate 35 
from his "Life Studies of the Great Army" , b&w 
 
2006.0703.163 Print, Lithographic Gen. Richard S. Ewell, CSA , b&w 
2006.0703.164 Print, Lithographic Gen. Joseph E. Johnston, CSA , b&w 
2006.0703.165 Print, Lithographic 
Last Meeting of Lee and Jackson, by Everett Julio. Copper engraving. Engraved 
by Frederick Halpin. (See Special Collections staff member) 
 
2006.0703.166 Print, Lithographic Gen. Robert E. Lee, by Kurz & Allison. 
2006.0703.167 Print, Lithographic Confederate Commanders, by Faas. Includes Lee, Davis, Jackson et al. 
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2006.0703.168 Print, Lithographic 
Color lithograph of "The Blue and the Gray, Lee & Grant at Appomattox" 
Possibly a proof for a book or magazine cover. 
 
2006.0703.170 Print, Lithographic Gen. Lee on Traveler, reproduction of 1876 print. 
2006.0703.224 Print, Lithographic Color lithographic print of Robert E. Lee. 
2006.0703.226 Print, Lithographic Lithographic print of Robert E. Lee on his horse Traveler, b&w copyprint, 1866. 
2006.0703.228 Print, Lithographic 
10 small lithographs of the crew of the CSS Alabama on two pages from the 
book "Cruise of the Alabama and the Sumter" by Raphael Semmes. 
 
 
2006.0703.254 Print, Lithographic 
"Allegorical" lithograph entitled: "The Outbreak of the Rebellion in the United 
States, 1861," by Kimmel & Forester, 1865 
 
 
2006.0703.261 Print, Lithographic 
Last Meeting of Lee and Jackson, by Everett Julio. Copper engraving. Engraved 
by Frederick Halpin. (See Special Collections staff member) 
 
 
2006.0703.264 Print, Lithographic 
Print of "The First Battle Between Iron Ships of War," Monitor and Merrimac, 
col. 
 
2006.0703.266 Print, Lithographic Chromolithograph  “Last of the Wooden Navy,” by G. B. Matthews 
2006.0703.268 Print, Lithographic Kurz & Allison print of General T. J. (Stonewall) Jackson, b&w 
2006.0703.269 Print, Lithographic Portrait of Jefferson Davis as an old man, 1895, b&w 
2006.0703.256 Print, Lithographic Chromolithographic oval print of Robert E. Lee, from a Matthew Brady photo. 
2006.0703.306 Print, Lithographic 
Last Meeting of Lee and Jackson, by Everett Julio. Copper engraving. Engraved 
by Frederick Halpin. 
 
 
2006.0703.276 Print, Lithographic 
Jefferson Davis and wife Varina, from the original photo made in Montreal, 
Canada, 1867, b&w 
 
2006.0703.275 Print, Lithographic Gen. Lee on Traveler, from photograph from life, photocopy , col. 
2006.0703.278 Print, Lithographic Our Heroes and Our Flags, from original pub. in 1900, col. 
2006.0703.271 Print, Lithographic Jefferson Davis, image approved by his daughter as best likeness, b&w 
2006.0703.272 Print, Lithographic Jefferson Davis, from the Matthew Brady image, pre-war, b&w 
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2006.0703.273 Print, Lithographic “Jefferson Davis and his last written paper,” 1896, col. 
2006.0703.274 Print, Lithographic Copy of "Lee and his Generals," by Chas. Tholey, 1867, col. 
2006.0703.277 Print, Lithographic The Confederate Note Memorial, poem found on Confederate bills, col. 
2006.0703.314 Print, Lithographic Currier & Ives lithograph of the Death of General 'Stonewall' Jackson, b&w 
 
 
2006.0703.323 Print, Lithographic 
"The Starting Point of the Great War Between the States, Inauguration of 
Jefferson Davis," b&w 
 
2006.0703.331 Print, Lithographic Generals of the Confederate Army, by National Pub. Co., 1879, b&w 
2006.0703.332 Print, Lithographic Jefferson Davis and his Cabinet with Lee, b&w. 
2006.0703.333 Print, Lithographic 
Confederate General Joseph E. Johnston portrait engraving, autographed, 1872, 
b&w. See Special Collections staff member 
 
2006.0703.334 Print, Lithographic Confederate General A. P. Hill, b&w. 
2006.0703.335 Print, Lithographic 
Confederate General Robert E. Lee, print sold to fund recumbent statue at Lee. 
Memorial, Washington & Lee University, b&w. 
 
2006.0703.336 Print, Lithographic Confederate General Robert E. Lee, 1870, b&w. 
2006.0703.337 Print, Lithographic General Robert E. Lee on Traveler, b&w. 
2006.0703.338 Print, Lithographic Lithographic print of ship bolting mechanism, early 1800's, b&w, framed 
 
 
2006.0703.51 Print, Photographic 
Copy of print labeled "Lt. John O'Brien, C. S. Artillery" Full front view of 
Confederate officer in uniform. 
 
 
2006.0703.59 Print, Photographic 
Photo of a wash drawing of Confederate Gen. Sterling Price from Museum of the 
Confederacy. Large format negative of same photo. 
 
2006.0703.112 Print, Photographic Photo of Confederate Gen. William B. Bate. Probably copy of a CDV. 
2006.0703.113 Print, Photographic Photo of Confederate Gen. Braxton Bragg. Original in Valentine Museum. 
2006.0703.114 Print, Photographic 
Photo of Confederate Gen. Simon B. Buckner. From a pre-Civil War image of 
Buckner in his Kentucky State Guard uniform. 
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2006.0703.115 Print, Photographic 
Photo of Confederate Gen. Benjamin F. Cheatham. From a photo in the Library 
of Congress. 
2006.0703.116 Print, Photographic 
Photo of Confederate Gen. Patrick R. Cleburne. From a photo in the Library of 
Congress. 
2006.0703.117 Print, Photographic 
Photo of Confederate Gen. Nathan B. Forrest. From a photo in the Library of 
Congress. 
2006.0703.118 Print, Photographic 
Photo of Confederate Gen. John B. Gordon. From original in Valentine Museum, 
Richmond,Va. 
 
 
 
 
2006.0703.119 Print, Photographic 
Photo of Group of Confederate officers, early 1862. Standing on left is Frank 
Crawford Armstrong, later a general. (Here in a Lieutenant's coat.) Seated, far 
right is Lunsford L. Lomax, later a general. Original in William Turner 
Collection. 
2006.0703.120 Print, Photographic 
Photo of Group of ex-Confederate Generals in Mexico. Seated, middle, Sterling 
Price. (conflicting dates-see notes) Clockwise from Price: Cadmus M. Wilcox, 
John B. Magruder, William P. Hardeman, and Thomas C. Hindman. From 
original in National Archives. 
 
 
2006.0703.121 Print, Photographic 
Photo of Confederate Gen. William J. Hardee. From original in Library of 
Congress. Made during last two years of the Civil War. 
 
 
2006.0703.122 Print, Photographic 
Photo of Confederate Gen. Theophilus H. Holmes. From original in Library of 
Congress. Only known uniformed photo of Holmes. 
 
 
2006.0703.123 Print, Photographic 
Photo of Confederate Gen. John Bell Hood. Post-Civil War image. From a photo 
in the National Archives. 
 
 
2006.0703.124 Print, Photographic 
Photo of Confederate Gen. Albert S. Johnston. Probably from a pre-Civil War 
image. 
 
 
2006.0703.125 Print, Photographic 
Photo of Confederate Gen. Joseph E. Johnston. From a photo in the National 
Archives. 
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2006.0703.126 Print, Photographic 
Photo of Confederate Gen. Stephen D. Lee. From a photo in the Library of 
Congress. 
 
 
2006.0703.127 Print, Photographic 
Photo of Confederate Gen. James Longstreet. From a photo in the Valentine 
Museum, Richmond,Va. 
 
 
2006.0703.128 Print, Photographic 
Photo of Confederate Col. John S. Mosby. From an image in the Valentine 
Museum. 
 
 
 
 
2006.0703.129 Print, Photographic 
Photo of Colonel John S. Mosby's staff officers, CSA. Officers of 43rd Battalion 
Virginia Cavalry, CSA. Standing L to R: W. Ben Palmer and Walter W. Gosden. 
Seated L to R: John W. Munson, Thomas Booker and Alexander G. Babcock. 
From a CDV. 
 
 
2006.0703.130 Print, Photographic 
Photo of Capt. John Pelham, CSA. Probably when he was a senior at the USMA. 
Original in library of U.S. Military Academy, West Point. 
 
 
2006.0703.131 Print, Photographic 
Photo of Confederate Gen. John C. Pemberton. Probably a pre-Civil War view. 
From original in the National Archives. 
 
 
2006.0703.132 Print, Photographic 
Photo of Confederate Gen. George E. Pickett. Original in Museum of the 
Confederacy, Richmond. 
 
 
2006.0703.133 Print, Photographic 
Photo of Confederate Gen. Gideon J. Pillow. Probably pre-Civil War, ca. 1855. 
Original in National Archives. 
 
2006.0703.134 Print, Photographic Photo of Confederate Gen. Sterling Price. From a sketch or painting. 
 
 
 
2006.0703.135 Print, Photographic 
Photo of Confederate Gen. Camille Armand Jules Marie, Prince de Polignac. 
From an image in the Library of Congress. Another original in Va. Historical 
Society, Richmond. 
 
2006.0703.136 Print, Photographic 
Photo of Confederate Chaplain Charles T. Quintard. Original signed "Miss 
Stanley with a blessing of C. T. Quintard." 
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2006.0703.137 Print, Photographic 
Photo of Confederate Gen. Henry H. Sibley. From original in Library of 
Congress. 
2006.0703.138 Print, Photographic 
Photo of Confederate Gen. Martin Luther Smith. in his Mexican War uniform. 
From the original tintype. 
 
2006.0703.139 Print, Photographic Photo of Confederate Gen. Thomas B. Smith. From a CDV. 
 
 
2006.0703.140 Print, Photographic 
Photo of Confederate Gen. Alexander P. Stewart. From a CDV. Original in 
Museum of the Confederacy, Richmond. 
 
 
2006.0703.141 Print, Photographic 
Photo of Confederate Gen. J.E.B. Stuart. From the original in the Bettman 
Archives, New York City. 
 
 
2006.0703.142 Print, Photographic 
Photo of Confederate Gen. Richard Taylor. From the original in the Library of 
Congress. 
2006.0703.143 Print, Photographic 
Photo of Confederate Gen. Joseph Wheeler. From the original in the Library of 
Congress. Other original at US Army Military Hist. Institute, Carlisle, Pa. 
 
2006.0703.144 Print, Photographic Photo of unidentified Confederate soldier. From an original tintype. 
 
2006.0703.145 Print, Photographic Photo of unidentified Confederate soldier in uniform. 
 
 
2006.0703.146 Print, Photographic 
Print of Fort Sumter, SC, after its capture by Confederate forces. From original in 
the National Archives. 
 
2006.0703.147 Print, Photographic Print of Edmund Ruffin. From original in the National Archives. 
2006.0703.148 Print, Photographic 
Photo of Confederate Gen. Pierre G. T. Beauregard. From an original in the 
National Archives. 
 
2006.0703.149 Print, Photographic Photo of Confederate Gen. James Cantey. 
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2006.0703.150 Print, Photographic 
Photo of Confederate Gen. Joseph Finegan. From the original in the Library of 
Congress. 
 
 
2006.0703.151 Print, Photographic 
Photo of Confederate Gen. Mansfield Lovell. From an original in the National 
Archives. 
 
 
2006.0703.152 Print, Photographic 
Photo of Confederate Gen. Edmund Kirby Smith. From the original in the 
Library of Congress. 
 
 
2006.0703.153 Print, Photographic 
Photo of Confederate Navy Captain John Newland Maffitt. From an original in 
the New York Historical Society. 
 
 
2006.0703.154 Print, Photographic 
Photo of Confederate Naval Commander Matthew Fontaine Maury. From an 
original of him as a lieutenant in the US Navy, pre-Civil War. 
 
 
2006.0703.155 Print, Photographic 
Photo of painting of the battle between the Civil War ironclads Monitor and 
Merrimac. From an original painting. 
 
 
2006.0703.161 Print, Photographic 
Large print "The Confederate Note Memorial" of Confederate paper currency,, 
col. 
 
 
2006.0703.194 Print, Photographic 
Copy print of painting of Robert E. Lee in general's uniform, b&w mounted on 
cardboard 
 
2006.0703.258 Print, Photographic Robert E. Lee and friends at White Sulphur Springs, W.Va., in 1869. 
 
2006.0703.267 Print, Photographic Mezzotint color print of Robert E. Lee by T. Hamilton Crawford, 1939. 
 
 
2006.0703.265 Print, Photographic 
Color print of the seizure of Confederate Commissioners Mason and Slidell 
aboard the British Ship Trent. 
 
2006.0703.340 Print, Photographic Gen. Robert E. Lee, from Brady Studio 
2006.0703.341 Print, Photographic Mulberry Plantation, Camden, SC, 1973 
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RAB1.981 Shield 
Bronze engraved shield "To the Brave Women of the South" by Adalbert J. 
Volck, ca. 1890's. (See Special Collections staff member) 
 
2006.0703.162 Sketch Black and white sketch Robert E. Lee in his general's uniform. 
 
 
2006.0703.176 Sketch 
Pen and ink wash sketch on board of Robert E. Lee by Jacques Reich, ca. 1880s 
for the Century Co., probably for the Century Magazine, b&w 
 
 
2006.0703.178 Sketch 
Pen and ink sketch of Robert E. Lee by Jacques Reich, ca. 1880s for Scribner's 
Magazine, b&w mounted on cardboard 
 
 
2006.0703.177 Sketch 
Pen and ink sketch of Civil War artillery battery by Norman Price for Liberty 
Magazine, late 1920's, titled "Operator #13", b&w on board 
 
2006.0703.231 Sketch Confederate General Joseph Johnston, by Jacques Reich, b&w sketch on board 
 
2006.0703.232 Sketch Gen. Winfield Scott, by Jacques Reich, b&w sketch on board 
 
 
2006.0703.233 Sketch 
Black and white sketch in india ink of Lt. Gen. Jubal A. Early, CSA in his 
general's uniform, by Jacques Reich, b&w on poster board. 
 
 
2006.0703.234 Sketch 
Black and white sketch in india ink of Lt. Gen. Wade Hampton, CSA by Jacques 
Reich, b&w on poster board. 
 
 
2006.0703.236 Sketch 
Black and white sketch in india ink of Gen. John B. Hood,CSA, by Jacques 
Reich, b&w on poster board. 
 
 
2006.0703.235 Sketch 
Black and white sketch in india ink of Lt. Gen. W. J. Hardee,CSA, by Jacques 
Reich, b&w on poster board. 
 
2006.0703.239 Sketch President John Tyler, by Jacques Reich, b&w 
2006.0703.240 Sketch Gen. Nathan Bedford Forrest, attributed to Jacques Reich, b&w 
2006.0703.241 Sketch Gen. Nathan Bedford Forrest, india ink by Jacques Reich, b&w 
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2006.0703.242 Sketch Silhouette of Robert E. Lee, by Alonzo Cox, ca. 1931, b&w 
2006.0703.248 Sketch Gen. Winfield Scott, india ink by Jacques Reich, b&w 
2006.0703.260 Sketch Pencil sketch of the CSS Alabama, by a member of the crew. 
2006.0703.257 Sketch Sketch of Raphael Semmes, attributed to Leo Dink Siegel. 
2006.0703.263 
 
 
                 Sketch 
 
 
Print on onion-skin paper sketch of Robert E. Lee in uniform, by G. Kruell, ca. 
1898. 
   
2006.0703.172 Stereoview 
Stereoscopic view of Gen. Robert E. Lee in his general's uniform, b&w, double 
picture mounted on cardboard 
 
 
2006.0703.173 Stereoview 
Stereoscopic view of Monument to unknown soldiers, Arlington Cemetery, 
double color picture mounted on cardboard 
 
 
2006.0703.174 Stereoview 
Stereoscopic view of Lee House, Arlington Cemetery, double color picture 
mounted on cardboard 
 
 
2006.0703.225 Tobacco Silk 
Advertising tobacco silk, with lithograph of Robert E. Lee, ad for Richmond cut 
cigarettes. 
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Series VIII: Manuscript items, letters, rosters, diaries 
OBJECT ID OBJECT NAME                    DESCRIPTION   
2001.0703.222 Album Album of Confederate postal and stationary items.   
2001.0703.33 Album, Carte de Visite Carte de visite (CDV) Album.   
2001.0703.29 Announcement Announcement of "Citizen's Soiree" dance at Harper's Ferry, Va. (now W.Va.) 
2001.0703.19 Appropriation warrant Confederate States Treasury Dept. Final payment of steamer "Alabama" amount $9,812.50. 
2001.0703.280 Autograph Jefferson Davis autograph, "Faithfully yours," 18 Nov 1870  
2001.0703.18 Bank draft Bank draft, Confederate States Treasury to the owners of the steamer "Alabama" amount $9,812.50 
2001.0703.243 Bond 4 items: Confederate depository notes and bonds, 1863-1865, CSA Dept of State letterhead 
2001.0703.34 Bond, Confederate Confederate States of America $500 bond.   
2001.0703.35 Bond, Confederate Confederate States of America $1000 registered bond.   
2001.0703.36 Bond, Confederate State of Arkansas Confederate war bond for $10.   
2001.0703.58 Bond, Confederate Confederate bond for $100, 4 percent.   
2001.0703.232 Bond, Confederate State of Louisiana Confederate bond for $100, 8 percent.   
2001.0703.233 Bond, Confederate State of South Carolina Confederate bond for $100, 6 percent.  
2001.0703.279 Bond, Confederate $500 bond issued by Confederate States of America, 6 percent.  
E470 .J72 1896 Book “Campfire and Battlefield, An Illustrated History of the Great Civil War”, by Rossiter 
2001.0703.65 Book, Account Account Day Book  of M. Taylor & Co., Alexandria Va,, 1857-1866   
2001.0703.59 Booklet Die Anfiedlung der Salzburger im Staate Georgien in Nordamerika. 
2001.0703.204 Booklet “The Victory Won: A Memorial of the Rev. Wm. J. Hoge.”   
2001.0703.277 Booklet Small booklet titled: "History, Atlanta Chapter House, UDC", by UDC  
2001.0703.338 Booklet A Wounded Confederate Soldier, by E. W. Cannon   
2001.0703.15 Broadside Recruiting broadside for Virginia Militia, April 1861   
2001.0703.282 Broadside Broadside addressed to the people of Western Virginia, 1862   
2001.0703.285 Broadside Broadside outline Confederate surrender conditions, paroling of Confederate soldiers in La. 
2001.0703.308 Broadside Broadside Charleston, W.Va., Morning Bulletin of Oct. 20, 1863, containing CW news items 
2001.0703.37 Cachet Patriotic envelope or cachet labeled "A Secession Envelope"  
2001.0703.288 Cachets Green box containing envelopes and letters, and Confederate cachets 
2001.0703.27 Certificate, Exemption Confederate States of America, military exemption certificate for Richard Scruggs, 1864. 
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2001.0703.266 Check, Bank Personal check of Rosanna Blake payable to Georgia Hist. Society, dated 5 Dec. 1964. 
2001.0703.43 Commission Appointment of H. M. Gordon as acting gunner in Confederate States Navy, 1861.  
2001.0703.70 Commission Appointment as 1st Lieutenant in North Carolina State Troops, CSA. 
2001.0703.230 Currency 65 items of Confederacy currency, including several printed by the individual CSA states 
2001.0703.234 Currency 8 pieces of Confederate currency, from .50 cent bill to $100 bill  
2001.0703.269 Currency Nine Virginia $1 Treasury Notes, printed in 1862, by Hoyer and Ludwig, Richmond. 
2001.0703.08 Diary Civil War diary of James P. Stephens. Entries from Mar 1861 to Mar 1862.  
2001.0703.12 Diary Civil War diary of Francis H. Nash, Pvt. 42nd Georgia Infantry, CSA. Typescript. 
2001.0703.14 Diary Civil War diary of Robert C. Thompson. Entries for period August 1862 to January 1863. 
2001.0703.297 Diary James D. Sedinger Civil War diary, typescript.   
2001.0703.258 Documents 3 items: Power of Attorney for US soldier in 19th Regiment Colored Troops, US.  
2001.0703.261 Documents Assessment of damages to property by Confederate troops in Frederick Co., Va. 1862. 
2001.0703.07.2 Envelope Small Envelope to 2001.0703.07. 1. 5" x 2". No stamp.   
2001.0703.247 Envelope 13 items: Confederate stamped envelopes, some with letter inside. 4 loose CSA stamps. 
2001.0703.25 Form, Discharge Confederate States Army discharge of Hugh M. Grady, Pvt. 1st Regiment SC Artillery. 
2001.0703.22 Form, Enlistment Confederate States Army enlistment form for Joseph H. Hammill, 1861.  
2001.0703.250 Form, Enlistment 3 Confederate Army enlistment forms, all 3 from South Carolina, 1861-1864. 
2001.0703.252 Forms, Blank 7 blank Confederate forms: requisitions, special orders, certificate of disability, accounts 
2001.0703.264 Forms, Furlough Page of four blank soldier's furlough forms. All dated 1864  
2001.0703.262 Forms, Tax 7 Confederate tax forms, various form numbers   
2001.0703.241 Forms, Transportation 8 transportation forms and receipts for various Southern railroads, all 1863-1865 
2001.0703.263 Forms, Treasury 7 Confederate Treasury Dept. forms   
2001.0703.215 Imprint C.S. Central Laboratory (Ordnance) circular, 1864   
2001.0703.274 Imprint Printed letter from the Sec. of the Treasury addressing CSA property in Europe Ex Doc 304   
2001.0703.275 Imprint Report on damages of Rebel Raid on Henderson, Tenn, 1862. Printed by House of Representatives    
2001.0703.244 Ledger Union Army provost marshall's office ledger of Confederate POW's captured, 1864.   
2001.0703.01 Letter Letter, Robert E. Lee to Gen. G. T. Beauregard, 1863 Jan. 31(See Special Collections staff member)   
2001.0703.02 Letter Declaration, signed by Confederate President Jefferson Davis, 1864 Apr 14.    “         “   
2001.0703.07.1 Letter Letter, John B. Stephens to his father, William W. Stephens, 1862 Aug 19.    
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2001.0703.16 Letter Letter, Peter B. Lalane to Gen. G. T. Beauregard, 1861 Oct. 11.   
2001.0703.17 Letter Letter, Ellen Bacheler to Maj. Gen. James B. McPherson, USA, 1863 Oct. 24.   
2001.0703.21 Letter Letter, C. H. Manigault to Lizzie. Discusses the coming of the Civil War, 1861 
2001.0703.28 Letter Letter from James Graeme, Confederate POW at Point Lookout, Md. to his brother.  
2001.0703.30 Letter Letter from Christoper G. Memminger, CSA Secretary of the Treasury to A. B. Noyes, 1863  
2001.0703.245 Letter Letter from William A. Smith, Pres. of Randolph-Macon College discussing moving college1863.  
2001.0703.256 Letter Handwritten letter from Mador Mums(?) to her friend Emma---, Charleston (S.C.?) , 1864  
2001.0703.273 Letter Printed letter from Charles P. Daly, to Ira Harris, US Senator titled: reg. Southern Privateers  
2001.0703.281 Letter Letter from CSA Maj. Richard Morton of the CSA Nitre and Mining Bureau to A. T. Imes, 1863.  
2001.0703.26 Letterhead Letterhead: "Headquarters 1st North Carolina Battalion Sharp Shooters, 2nd Corps, A.N.V.” 
2001.0703.236 Letters Collection of 26 Civil War letters, some from soldiers, some on CSA letterhead. 
2001.0703.240 Letters Collection of 25 Civil War letters, some from soldiers, some on CSA letterhead. 
2001.0703.276 Letters Printed letters: "Captain Maury's letter on American Affairs," and others by John C. Breckinridge 
2001.0703.23 List, Army Pay Confederate States Army pay list. Feb. 1862. 
2001.0703.62 List, Voters Voter list for Chattahoochee Precinct, Gadsden County, Florida, Nov. 1861. 
2001.0703.61 Manuscript A Sketch of Comrade Charles A. Botts, Member of Orr's Rifles, Co. G. SC Volunteers, 1913 
2001.0703.63 Manuscript An account of the first company of Abbeville County [S.C.] Minute Men. 
2001.0703.66 Manuscript “An Historical Error Corrected”, by Daisy Pearle Towill 
2001.0703.67 Manuscript Letter or statement of R. F. Vinson regarding Kentucky's rights. 
2001.0703.69 Manuscript Reminiscences of Missouri Confederates in 1861.   
2001.0703.337 Medallion, bronze Bronze medallion of Robert E. Lee, made for the Hall of Fame for Great Americans 
2001.0703.03 Memorandum Transmittal to Gen. Roger Jones, with an endorsement by Robert E. Lee. 1836 July 1.    
2001.0703.267 Music, Sheet “The Southern Galop” dedicated to the Confederate States, By "A Lady"  
2001.0703.10 Newspaper Page from the Vicksburg, Miss. "Daily Citizen" wallpaper print, July 2,1863, framed.   
2001.0703.304 Newspaper Page from the "New York Herald" of Apr. 15, 1865, death of Lincoln   
2001.0703.334 Newspaper "To the Memory of Abraham Lincoln," Buffalo, NY newspaper   
2001.0703.04 Orders, Military Confederate Army, General Orders No. 70, dated 1864 Dec. 7, dictated by Robert E. Lee, 
2001.0703.05 Orders, Military Confederate Army, General Orders No. 71, dated 1864 Dec. 12, dictated by Robert E. Lee   
2001.0703.06 Orders, Military Facsimile of Confederate Army, General Orders No. 9, 1865 April 10, by Robert E. Lee. 
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2001.0703.68 Orders, Military Adjutant & Inspector General's Office, CSA, Special Orders No. 115, 1863. 
2001.0703.249 Orders, Military Circular Order from the Office of Orders and Detail of the C.S. Navy, 1864. 
2001.0703.257 Orders, Military One set of 13 General Orders for Trimble's Brigade, CSA one set of 3 General Orders.  
2001.0703.268 Orders, Military Two General Orders from the Brigadier General's Office, 3rd Texas Brigade, 1862. 
2001.0703.289 Orders, Military Special Orders No. 276, CSA, 1863  
2001.0703.290 Orders, Military Special Orders No. ?, CSA, 1864 
2001.0703.238 Papers 4 misc items dated 1861-1865 
2001.0703.239 Papers 5 misc items dated 1861-1865 
2001.0703.254 Papers 14 items: letters, receipts, invoices, 2 accounts of Civil war events. 
2001.0703.255 Papers 4 items: 1 summons to appear in Hinds County Court, Miss, 3 personal letters.   
2001.0703.195 Papers, Personal Personal papers of David Dunlap Neely, Sgt., Co. D, 2nd Confederate Engineers, CSA   
2001.0703.31 Pass CSA transportation ticket for 3 soldiers from Savannah,to Macon, Ga., 1862.   
2001.0703.237 Pass CSA soldier's transportation ticket for travelers from Oxford to Grenada, Miss, 1865.   
2001.0703.229 Poem Handwritten poem: "Air Root Hog or Die," author unknown.   
2001.0703.190 Program Souvenir program of the 3rd annual reunion of United Confederate Veterans, 1892.   
2001.0703.191 Program Thirteenth Annual Reunion program, Association of the Army of Tennessee, 1907.   
2001.0703.192 Program Program of the Reunion of Miss. Division, United Confederate Veterans, Aug. 5&6, 1904. 
2001.0703.193 Program Report of the United Confederate Veterans' Hist. Committee, May 30&31 and June 1-3, 1900 
2001.0703.270 Program Memorial program of the 6th Annual Reunion of the UCV Association, 1896. 
2001.0703.271 Program Souvenir booklet of Confederate Veterans Reunion, Charleston, S.C., April 22-23, 1896  
2001.0703.283 Program Program of the 5th annual convention of WVa Division of UDC, Oct. 1902 
2001.0703.284 Program Program of the 61st annual convention of the UDC Nov. 1954, Roanoke, Va.  
2001.0703.316 Program Program of the 42nd Annual Confederate Reunion, Richmond, June, 1932 
2001.0703.64 Receipt Loose business receipts from M. Taylor & Co. Day Book of Accounts, 1895. 
2001.0703.242 Receipt 12 items, receipts, 1863-1865 
2001.0703.253 Receipt 8 items: Confederate receipts for equipment, bulk food, etc 
2001.0703.207 Record, Phonograph Gone With the Wind, Charles Gerhardt & National Philharmonic Orchestra 
2001.0703.208 Record, Phonograph Gone With the Wind, by orchestra directed by Max Steiner 
2001.0703.209 Record, Phonograph The Confederacy, Columbia Records, L/P 
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2001.0703.340 Record, Phonograph Mississippi Folk Voices, Rounder Records, William Ferris, producer 
2001.0703.205 Record Book Minutes and records of Camp Garnett, United Confederate Veterans, Huntington, W.Va. 
2001.0703.260 Records, Pay 4 items: Confederate pay vouchers for soldiers, 1861-1864   
2001.0703.09 Report, Military Morning Report of Yellow Jacket Battalion Louisiana Volunteers, CSA, printed on wallpaper.  
2001.0703.11 Report, Military Muster roll of Company I, 6th Texas Volunteer Infantry, CSA.    
2001.0703.13 Report, Military Muster roll of Company H, 1st Mississippi Volunteers, CSA.   
2001.0703.60 Report, Military Muster Roll of Company D, Witcher's Battalion Mounted Rifles, CSA   
2001.0703.194 Report, Military Roll of Buffalo Guards, May 13, 1861, Buffalo, Va. (now W.Va.) List of 70 officers and privates.   
2001.0703.231 Report, Military Muster roll of Co. L, 1st Texas Infantry, CSA, the "Lone Star Rebels"   
2001.0703.235 Report, Military Muster roll of Company G, 4th Regiment Texas State Troops, CSA. 
2001.0703.246 Report, Military List of guards assigned from 19th Regiment Va Militia to guard a CSA military prison   
2001.0703.24 Requisition Confederate States Army requisition for forage.  
2001.0703.248 Requisition 7 items: Confederate requisitions and receipts 
2001.0703.251 Requisition 3 Confederate Army requisitions, one by Turner Ashby, two by R. Preston Chew, 1861 & 1862.  
2001.0703.272 Speech Printed speech of Charles S. Morehead at the Southern Club, Liverpool, England, 1862. 
2001.0703.278 Speech Speech by Isaac R. Trimble at the 15th annual reunion of West Point graduates, 1884. 
2001.0703.301 Stamp, Postage Civil War stamp collection 
2001.0703.265 Summons Blank state warrant or summons for State of Georgia, ca. 1860's   
2001.0703.259 Telegram Telegram from Capt. J. A. Owens to CSA Gen. Daniel Ruggles, 1863 
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Series IX: Rosanna Blake’s personal papers (Acc # 1988/01.0469, originally Ms 145) 
(This series consists of 13 boxes of materials.) 
 
  
BOX LIST 
 
Box 1: “Series I. Personal papers – Correspondence 1930-1991”   13 fldrs 
 Folder 1: Letters by Rosanna Blake, 27 items, 1930 – 1986 
 Folder 2: Postcards, Rosanna Blake to Mrs. M. C. Blake, 5 items, 1939-1954 
 Folder 3: Rosanna Blake Christmas letters, 3 items, 1974-1975 
 Folder 4: Letter, with draft copies, to whom it may concern, regarding Rosanna’s 
  physician’s traffic violation, 4 items, Feb. 1976 
 Folder 5: Letters received by Rosanna, 15 items, 1932-1976 (includes letters 
  from Charles Moffat) 
 Folder 6: Undated letters, 3 items, misc. topics 
Folder 7: Notes and cards received, one Christmas card from WVa Governor Hulett 
 Smith, 1967, 3 items 
 Folder 8: Greeting cards, undated, unidentified, 7 items. 
 Folder 9: Misc. cards and blank postcards, 19 items 
 Folder 10: Invitations, membership cards, etc. 11 items 
 Folder 11: Postcards received, 10 items, 1934 – 1971  
 Folder 12: Secondary correspondence, 15 items, 1950-1991 (Francis Lord letter,   
  letters regarding collection coming to Marshall.) 
 Folder 13: Check signed by Rosanna to Georgia Historical Society, 1 item, 1964 
 
Box 2: “Series I. Personal papers – Certificates, Notations, Holographs”  21 fldrs 
 Folder 1: Rosanna Blake certificates, 7 items, 1938 – 1978 
 Folder 2: Autograph album “Graduation Memories of Rosanna,” 1 item, 1930 
 Folder 3: Camp Cheondia, N.C., “The Cheondian”, 3 items, 1932(2), 1940   
 Folder 4: Holographic ms, “Robert E. Lee” by Rosanna Blake, 1 item 
 Folder 5: Holographic ms, Rosanna Blake about her collection, 1 item 
 Folder 6: Holographic ms, “Lees of Virginia,” by Rosanna Blake, 1 item, 1932 
 Folder 7: Term paper HST 332, “The Resources of the South,” 1 item, 1933 
Folder 8: Holographic notes by Rosanna Blake about her funeral arrangements  
 and memorial service, 3 items 
Folder 9: Holographic notes by Rosanna Blake, 3 items 
Folder 10: Holographic notes, typescript of prayers, 20 items 
Folder 11: Typescript, Zeta Theta Alpha scholarship rules, 1 item 
Folder 12: Misc. handwritten notes, 4 items 
Folder 13: Notes on various topics, 13 items 
Folder 14: Blank postcard and Civil War cachet envelope, 2 items 
Folder 15: Pedigree and Kennel Club documentation on Rosanna’s dogs, 3 items 
Folder 16: Autograph album of Miss Elma Paul, Athens, Oh., 1883.  
Folder 17: Drawing, art print, pencil profile, 3 items 
Folder 18: Blank English Literature exam, typescript, 1 item 
Folder 19: Receipt dated 1829, notes from “Ray’s Arithmetic,” 2 items 
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Folder 20: Misc. letters, not to or from Rosanna Blake, 3 items, 1911 – 1927 
Folder 21: Typescript, transcription of CW diary of James P. Stephens, (original  
 diary in Blake Collection as 2001.0703.08) 
 
Box 3: “Series I. Personal papers – Confederate collection”    10 fldrs 
 Folder 1: Letters to Rosanna about her collection, 31 items, 1958-1981 
 Folder 2: Correspondence to and from Rosanna concerning disbursement of 
  her library, (includes original Francis Lord letter evaluating collection), 
  25 items, 1964 - 1972 
 Folder 3: Letters to and from H. W. Apel regarding inquiries into Blake Collection, 
  6 items, 1965 – 1985 
Folder 4: Letter and book inscriptions to Rosanna from B. A. Botkin, 5 items,  
 1960 - 1967 
Folder 5: Reimbursement check to Rosanna from Charles E. Tuttle Co., 1 item,  
 1956 
Folder 6: Book lists from dealers, etc., 9 items, 1959 – 1968, some undated 
Folder 7: News releases & 3 photos regarding Blake library disbursement, 7 items,  
 1964-1985 
Folder 8: Holographic notes regarding Confederate topics, 2 items, undated 
Folder 9: Rosanna’s holographic notes about her library, 9 items, undated 
Folder 10: Blake Collection publicity and articles, 3 items, 1987 – 1990 
 
Box 4: “Series I. Personal papers – Presidential Memorabilia 1884-1968”  14 fldrs 
 Folder 1: Mounted illustrations of President Grover Cleveland and Mrs. 
  Cleveland, by Allen & Ginter’s Cigarettes, 1 item, ca. 1897? 
 Folder 2: Print of “Unfinished portrait of FDR,” 1 item, 1945 
 Folder 3: Inauguration materials from FDR’s inauguration, 6 items, 1933 
 Folder 4: Inauguration materials from FDR’s inauguration, 2 items, 1941 
 Folder 5: Birthday reception announcement for FDR’s birthday, 1 item, 1946 
 Folder 6: Memorabilia from the Roosevelt Day Dinners, 7 items, 1950-1958 
 Folder 7: Passes & certificate to memorial dedication of FDR memorial, 3 items, 
  1965 
 Folder 8: Letter from Pres. Harry Truman to Rosanna, 3 items, 1953 
 Folder 9: 2 photos of Adlai Stevenson, one autographed, 2 items 
 Folder 10: Memorabilia from Adlai Stevenson, 8 items, 1960 – 1965 
 Folder 11: Invitation to John F. Kennedy inaugural salute, 1 item, 1963-1964 
 Folder 12: Presidential memorabilia, Lyndon Johnson, 4 items, 1965 
 Folder 13: Memorabilia, Vice President Hubert Humphrey, 1 item, 1968 
 Folder 14: Memorabilia, First Lady Eleanor Roosevelt, 3 items, 1913 
 
Box 5: “Series II. Professional papers –Correspondence, court briefs, 1944-1973,” 2 fldrs,  
  58 Books 
 Folder 1: Professional correspondence regarding cases, 5 items, 1954-1961 
 Folder 2: Professional correspondence (NLRB), 18 items, 1946-1973 
 Booklets: 58 NLRB cases where Rosanna was attorney, 1944-1973 
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Box 6: “Series III. Alexander Blake families.  Papers 1884-1973”           21 Fldrs, 1 Book 
 Folder 1: Lewis C. Alexander letters, 5 items, 1884 – 1905 
 Folder 2: Church papers, certificate, reports, 4 items, 1910 & undated 
 Folder 3: Pastor’s memo books with notes, Rev. Lewis C. Alexander, 7 items, 
  1890, 1897, undated 
 Folder 4: Notes and misc. items, 75 items, undated 
 Folder 5: [L C. Alexander?] Notes for sermons, 69 items, undated 
 Folder 6: Holographic obituaries, 4 items, 1896 – 1905 
 Folder 7: Program of Marietta [Oh.] Epworth League, 1 item, 1906 
 Folder 8: Receipts, 6 items, 1894 – 1913 
 Folder 9: Clippings from newspapers, other clippings, 49 items, undated 
 Folder 10: [L. C. Alexander] Printed religious booklets, 4 items, 1886 – 1914,   
  Undated 
 Folder 11: Alexander, Schuck family genealogy: “The Alexander Family of Central  
  Ohio”, 2 items, 1818-1929 
 Folder 12: Hannah Alexander letters, 3 items, 1914 
 Folder 13: Roseanna Alexander postcards sent & received, letter, 15 items, 1926 –  
  1950 
 Folder 14: Marian A. Blake letters, cards, papers, 24 items, 1930 – 1973 
 Folder 15: Letters – Robert Largent to Marian A. Blake, 10 items, 1965 – 1968 
 Folder 16: Calling card of Marian A. Blake, 1 item, undated 
 Folder 17: Marshall College grade reports for Marian A. Blake, 16 items, 1929 –  
  1933 
 Folder 18: Certificates – Alexander & Blake family, 9 items, 1886 – 1939 
 Folder 19: Clifford Blake, letters & cards received, 8 items, 1930, some undated 
 Folder 20: Merrill C. “Cliff” Blake, certificates & cards, 5 items 
 Folder 21: Envelopes, 4 items, 1893 -1897 
    Book: “The Light of Other Days,” by Marian Alexander Blake, 1 item, 1972 
 
Box 7: “Series IV. Printed material & books ”               7 Books 
 Book 1: “A New Atlas of the World,” 1914-1919 
 Book 2: “Wonders of the Nineteenth Century,” 1899 
 Book 3: “The Life of Jesus for Children,” 1894 
 Book 4: “Muster Roll of the Company of Military Historians,” 1972 
 Book 5: “Roosevelt Album,” (Franklin Delano Roosevelt,) 1945, 2 copies 
 Book 6: “New Designs for Old Mexico,” 1939 (notes contain several  
 references to Dwight Morrow.) 
 
Box 8: “Series IV. Printed material– newspaper clippings, magazine articles, etc.”  43 fldrs
 Folder 1: Americans for Democratic Action - programs & pamphlets, 5 items 
 Folder 2: J. S. Canner & Co., spring 1963 catalog of books & pamphlets, 1 item  
 Folder 3: “Coronet” magazine, Sept. 1964, 1 item 
 Folder 4: “Democratic Digest,” Sept. 1958, 1 item 
 Folder 5: “Democratic Letter,” June 1974, 1 item 
 Folder 6: “Democratic Register- Congressional Yearbook, 1936,” 1 item 
 Folder 7: “The Inquest into the Death of Mary Jo Kopechne,” 1970, 1 item 
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 Folder 8: “Liberty” magazine, Jan. 1947, 1 item 
 Folder 9: “Life” magazine, June 14, 1968, 1 item 
 Folder 10: “New York Folklore Quarterly,” Spring 1961, 1 item 
 Folder 11: “Newsweek,” June 17, 1968, 1 item 
 Folder 12: “Time,” June 14, 1968, 1 item 
Folder 13: US Senate, 77th Congress, 2nd session, “Development of United States   
Foreign Policy, Addresses and Messages of Franklin D. Roosevelt,” 1942, 1 item 
 Folder 14: Calling cards, business cards, 4 items 
 Folder 15: Ephemera, 8 items 
 Folder 16: “Marshall College Bulletin,” June 1, 1940, newsletters, 3 items 
 Folder 17: Pamphlets, brochures, etc., 31 items 
 Folder 18: Programs, 16 items 
 Folder 19: Rosanna Blake obituary, 1987, 2 items 
 Folder 20: Newspaper articles, Rosanna Blake, family, 17 items 
 Folder 21: Newspaper articles, Robert E. Lee, 14 items 
 Folder 22: Newspaper articles, Huntington, Morrow Library, etc., 14 items 
 Folder 23: Newspaper clippings, misc., 35 items 
 Folder 24: Misc. clippings, 34 items 
Folder 25: “Bugging” articles, secret agreements, suppression of news, etc., 14   
 Items 
Folder 26: Newspaper articles, CIA, 20 items 
Folder 27: Newspaper articles, democrats, 5 items 
Folder 28: Newspaper articles, democrats other than FDR & family, 30 items 
Folder 29: Newspaper articles, democrats except FDR, 79 items 
Folder 30: Newspaper about Robert Kennedy assassination, 1968, 1 item 
Folder 31: Newspaper articles, democrats except FDR, 64 items 
Folder 32: Newspaper “Dewey Defeats Truman,” 1948, 1 item 
Folder 33: Newspaper articles, FDR, family, Hyde Park, 68 items 
Folder 34: Newspaper articles, Gerald Ford, 21 items 
Folder 35: Newspaper articles, “Fraud-Gen,” 7 items 
Folder 36: Newspaper articles, Justice Hugo Black, 13 items 
Folder 37: Newspaper articles, law, courts, 5 items 
Folder 38: Newspaper articles, law, courts, judges, 93 items 
Folder 39: Newspaper articles, medicine, drugs, 41 items 
Folder 40: Newspaper articles, politics, etc., 13 items 
Folder 41: Newspaper articles, republicans, 30 items 
Folder 42: Pamphlet, “Roosevelt: A First Appraisal by those who knew Him,” 
 1946, 1 item 
Folder 43: Newspaper articles, women, personal & misc., 48 items 
 
Box 9: “Series V: Photographs 1880 - 1958”       13 fldrs 
 Folder 1: Rosanna Blake, also with others, 10 items 
 Folder 2: Rosanna Blake with collection, 1958, 4 items 
 Folder 3: Rosanna Blake studio portraits, 14 items 
 Folder 4: Merrill Clifford Blake, 3 items 
 Folder 5: Identified photographs, snapshots, 10 items 
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 Folder 6: Unidentified Blake woman, 1894, 1 item 
 Folder 7: Dog photos, 13 items 
 Folder 8: Photographs of houses, 2 items 
 Folder 9: Unidentified photographs, 1880’s – 1900’s, 31 items 
 Folder 10: Photograph “Cupid asleep,” copyprint, 1 item 
 Folder 11: Negative of dog, 1 item 
Folder 12: CD with images of Gill carte-de-visites, 38 images, with deed of gift when 
 originals were donated to the archives of the Smithsonian. 
 Folder 13: Boxed medal awarded by ACF after WWI, cataloged under  
  1988.01.0469.01.13.01 in Blake Collection 
 
Box 10: “Series VI: Scrapbooks, albums & realia”       5 Books 
 Scrapbook 1: “Newspaper clippings – 1920 period” 
 Scrapbook 2: Spine: “Treasury Reports – 1883?” Misc. 
 Scrapbook 3: “The Book Shelf Scrapbook” Misc. 
Scrapbook 4: (Woodrow Wilson newspaper photo on cover), mainly political  
 figures 
Scrapbook 5: “Collegiate Loose Leaf Note Book,” “Subject: Confederacy” 
 
Box 11: “Series VI: Scrapbooks, albums & realia-Postcard album”      1 Book,1 fldr 
 Folder 1: Loose postcards from album, 50 items 
 Scrapbook 1: Confederate & southern-related postcards 
 
Box 12: “Series VI: Scrapbooks, albums & realia”         2 Books 
 Book 1: Leather-bound ledger book used as newspaper clipping scrapbook 
 Book 2: Leather-bound ledger book used as newspaper clipping scrapbook 
  (Some articles Civil War-period to 1890’s) 
              
Box 13: “Series VI: Scrapbooks, albums & realia”          
 Rosanna Blake’s academic hood 
 Honorary Society regalia 
 Small box with college pins 
 Small box with printing plate of Rosanna’s bookplate 
 
 
Folders 1 through 4 in box labeled “O’Brien Letters, Papers & Booklets”, contain copies of 
Rosanna Blake letters 1960 - 1978.  (Not in this accession number.) 
 
Engraved appreciation plaque to Rosanna A. Blake for contribution to Marshall Foundation, 
making her a member of the John Marshall Society, framed. 
 
Engraved appreciation plaque to Fred Hulse for contribution to Marshall Foundation, making 
him a member of the John Marshall Society, framed. 
 
Four small bronze plaques mounted on north wall of Blake Room. 
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Series X: Misc. Non-Confederate items 
 
NC 7000 “Gideon’s Band, song and chorus,” by Lee & Walker, 1861. 
 
NC 7001 “The Battle of Gettysburg, Maj. Gen. Geo. E. Picketts Celebrated Charge,” 
  National Music Co., Chicago, ca. 1888. 
 
NC 7002 “Waitin’ for the Robert E. Lee,” words by L. Wolfe Gilbert, music by Lewis F. 
Muir, F. A. Mills, New York, 1912. 
 
NC 7003 “Supplement No. 1 to the National Prohibition Lincoln-Lee Legion Program 
Book,” American Issue Pub. Co., ca. 1920’s?. 
 
NC 7004 “Harper’s New Monthly Magazine,” No. XL, Vol VII, Sept. 1853. 
 
NC 7005 Booklet: “General Zachary Taylor,” Louisiana State Museum, 1937 
 
NC 7006 “Tender Words and Gentle Pleadings,” Balmer & Weber, St. Louis, 1863 
 
NC 7007 Papers of Samuel Lyle, Jr., Deputy US Marshall, and Sgt. 24th Ohio Volunteers, 
in Civil War. (Gift of Gil Kleinknecht) 
 
NC 7008 Song: “The Last of the Alabama,” (copy, verses only), gift of Sue Grant 
 
 
Books on Abraham Lincoln in the shelf labeled “Lincoln Materials” can be found in Marshall’s 
online catalog at: https://mulibiiidb.marshall.edu/ 
 
Box labeled “Misc Tapes,” contains VCR and audio tapes. 
 
